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The thesis seeks to identify and examine the various 
ideas and preferences that together made up the attitude 
towards literature on the part of Republican China’s foremost 
essayist, Chou Tso-jen. It starts with his favourite 
theory that literature can be divided between the kind 
which is written to ’convey the Way’ and the other kind 
which ’expresses the heart’s wishes’* The connotations of 
both formulae in traditional Chinese literary criticism are 
studied and matched against Chou’s interpretation of them#
The reasons for Chou’s revival of this old antithesis, and 
its various ramifications, are then discussed in the light 
of the current debate on the role of literature* His main 
positive literary values, such as ’sincerity’, ’blandness*, 
’naturalness’, are thereafter examined in turn, each with 
an eye to discovering how well, if at all, these values 
were established in the Chinese tradition* A separate 
chapter is devoted to the essay to discover how far Chou’s 
own chosen form could accommodate the values he held dear. 
The concluding chapter attempts to relate these specifically 
literary values to the general trend of his thought. The 
two appendixes examine the philosophy of the two literary 
schools in Chinese history for which he showed most sympathy 
and antipathy respectively*
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INTRODUCTION
I started reading Chou Tso-jen seriously in 1961, on 
the advice of Professor D.C. Twitchett of Cambi’idge 
University and Dr# J.D. Chinnery, now Senior Lecturer in 
Chinese at Edinburgh University. As a major rigure in 
modern Chinese literature who had been largely ignored since 
the war because of his collaboration with the Japanese, he 
clearly deserved to be ’written up*• But I soon realized 
that his essays were such a mine or information on Chinese 
culture, and his views such a mixture or modern rationalism 
and age-old Chinese bias , that to do a ’life and works* study* „ 
though necessary, could only touch on the many issues which 
’meddled with his thoughts* (to quote Miranda, in The Tempest) 
without exploring any thoroughly, fortunately Dr. Ernst Wolff 
completed a very sound thesis (as yet unpublished) on Chou’s 
life and works for the University of Washington, deattle, in 
1967* and the way was open for this more specialized study 
of Chou’s ideas about literature.
for all his esteem for ’scientific thought* Chou Tso-jen 
was not a scientific critic. His theoretical propositions 
were not carefully thought out or very logically expressed; 
they were mostly generalized responses (he preferred not to 
personalize his arguments) to contemporary issues, put in
i i *
too absolute terms (a pardonable fault in essay writing)? 
and clothed, often, in traditional Chinese dress* They were 
also repeated unchanged in different essays* If some of 
his ideas ran along particularly Chinese lines, his literary 
values, that is, what determined his likes ana dislikes in 
literature, were wholly Chinese - which is not to say that 
some are not universal too. It is this coexistence of 
traditional Chinese values with a determinedly modern cast 
or mind and an extensive education in western learning that 
makes him such an interesting subject of study*
Because of the constant need to refer for comparison 
to traditional Chinese literary concepts I was forced to 
acquaint myself to some extent with the vast corpus of 
critical writings of the past. There has been no systematic 
attempt made to survey this field in any Western language, 
and the task would have been quite impossible without the aid 
of three works in Chinese, namely Iiuo Bhao«yli?s A history of 
Chinese Literary Criticism ( ID jL fa ), Luo Ken-tse!s
book of the same name, and to'a lesser extent Ghu Tung-jun's 
Outline of the history of Chinese literary criticism ( I?)
Except on the odd occasion I have not 
thought it necessary to check the original source of quotations 
in the works of these reputable scholars, for two reasons: 
because their references are not always exact enough to
locate the passage without undue expenditure of time and 
effort; and because, since 1 was dealing with opinions, what 
ultimately mattered was that they existed, not who expressed 
them where* Apart from conducting a general and inevitably 
rather superficial study of certain themes in Chinese 
criticism I have made a special study of two schools of 
literature, the late Ming Kung-an and Ch'ing T ’ung-ch'eng 
schools because they figure so prominently in Chou!s essays 
and lectures; these are included as appendixes*
Since quite a lot has now been written about modern 
Chinese literature in English 1 have not filled in the back­
ground to any considerable extent* Even more selectively, I 
have concentrated on the middle period of Chou Tso-jen's 
career, when he was withdrawn from active involvment in 
national affairs, and conversely $iore absorbed in the 
problems of his art and cultural heritage. It would not be 
sensible, however, to impose any absolute chronological limit, 
since what he wrote before, in the May fourth period, and 
after, when the Eino-Japanese war was in lull swing, naturally 
can throw light on his opinions expressed during the middle 
period* I have therefore observed no such limit. On the 
other hand, different problems did exercise Chou!s mind in 
his May fourth period, so my thesis is not a complete study 
even of his ideas about literature. For that period I might 
refer the reader to my essay *Chou Tso-jen and cultivating
one!s garden1, in Asia Major, XI, pt. 2, 19&5* To avoid 
giving too partial an impression on the present occasion, 
however, 1 have included a chapter entitled *Perspectives1; 
besides attempting to provide what the name denotes that 
chapter contains enough generalized description and comment 
to excuse me from more of the same here.
As to the bibliography, I have listed only those books 
quoted or cited. There may be other Chinese books and 
articles which have either informed or influenced me, but I 
am not conscious of any further indebtedness. Among Western 
books the reader will notice that M.h. Abrams* The Mirror and 
the Lamp gets very frequent mention. The reason is not that 
it is the only Western work of literary criticism I have 
read - though it certainly is the best - but that there are 
remarkable coincidental correspondences between Chinese 
lyricism and European Romanticism, the subject of Abrams1 
book. Again the material is in the thesis for the reader to 
judge•
For the, sake of convenience I append here a short 
biography of Chou Tso-jen. A fuller one, compiled by 
hr. William Schmitz, can be found in Howard Boorman*s 
Biographical Dictionary of Republican China, vol. 1.
Chou was born in 1883, the second of three brothers who 
between them were to restore,, in fame at least, the fortunes 
of a family brought low by the arrest of his grandfather, a
V .
prominent official, on a corruption charge. His elder 
brother, Shu-jen, became better known as Lu listln, and his 
younger brother, Chien-jen, a biologist by training, rose to 
a high political position in the People’s Republic. In 
fso-jen’s boyhood, however, the family was impoverished, and 
he had to pursue his education by going to the government 
financed Kiangnan Naval Academy in Nanking in 1901. The 
naval expertise he learned there was never put to use, but he 
did begin to learn Hnglish, a link with the outside world, 
and more important, he was set on a course that led to further 
study in Japan from I9O6 to 191'^ , where he shed his embryonic 
military role and took up in earnest the study or foreign 
literatures. He also found himselr a wife, one Hata Nobuku, 
in 1909*
In 1912 he returned to his native province or Chekiang 
and worked in the educational service. The turning point in 
his life came in 1917 when he v/ent to Peking and was appointed 
to the staff of National Peking University, the power-house 
of what came to be known as the s new culture movement’. 
Previously Chou had published some unnoticed translations of 
mostly Slavic literature; now he made a name for himself as 
a writer of essays in the new medium of the vernacular on 
social and cultural questions. He also tried his hand, 
successfully by contemporary standards, at writing poetry in 
the vernacular,, though these poems are forgotten now. He
was particularly active in promoting and supporting literary 
societies and magazines, being a founder member oi the
Society for Literary Research (1921), Ytt Ssu magazine (1924), 
and patron of the student journal New Tides (1919).
In the mid-twenties Peking changed from being the 
intellectual centre of reform and revolution to a backwater 
as a result of repressive warlord measures* Progressive 
publications were banned and individuals were hounded down* 
Tne dissident intellectuals were faced with the alternatives 
of fleeing south or shutting up: Lu Hsfin chose the former 
course, Chou Tso-jen the latter. He ceased to write overtly 
on current ajlkirs; most of his subsequent essays were on 
literary, scholarly or antiquarian questions, and it is as a 
writer of these harmless things that he is remembered by the 
majority of Chinese.
Vi/hen the Japanese invaded China in 1937 Chou was.-again 
faced with the choice of seeking refuge elsewhere in China or 
staying in Peking under an oppressive regime. His decision 
to stay led him this time to incur lasting obloquy in the 
eyes of his fellow nationals, for he eventually yielded to 
extreme pressure rrom the Japanese to join the ranks of the 
collaborationists. Prom 1941 to 194-3 he was head of the 
Bureau of Education in the puppet government. For this act 
he was tried by the Chinese government after the war, 
sentenced to life imprisonment, and paihoned in 1949 as the
v i i *
Communists moved south. Under the People’s Republic he was 
allowed to live in retirement in Peking. According to report 
he died two years ago.
Literatures Free or in Chains?
Chou Tso-jen’s lectures on the origins of the new 
literature, delivered at Fu-jen University in 1932 and 
prepared for publication in the same year, provide the only 
example of sustained literary analysis by him and so must 
form the basis for any appraisal of his ideas about 
literature. The theory central to this analysis is that 
Chinese literature can be divided into two classes 
according to the old antithesis between ’poetry expressing 
the heart’s wishes’ ^  and ’literature as a
vehicle for the Way’ ^  iPi o Both theses, despite 
their originally limited field of application, the first 
to lyrical poetry and the second, less obviously, principally 
to formal prose, are taken by Chou in the usual manner to 
refer to literature in general, so the distinction is 
between literature simply as an uttering of feeling, free 
from any direction or control and oblivious of its 
putative effect, and literature written in the service of 
a philosophy of life. The one belongs to expressive theory, 
the other largely to pragmatic theory, but their lines do 
cross and there is obviously ground for conflict between 
them® Chou Tso-jen thought them absolute alternatives, and
1. The translation is adopted from James Liu, The Art of 
Chinese Poetry, pt® 2®
that only one of them, the expressive theory, was valid; 
literature which sought to be a ’vehicle for the Way1 
(hereafter designated as tsai-tao) was not literature®
Chou’s argument as set out in Lecture Two of Chung-kuo 
hsin wen-hstteh te ytian-liu runs in the
following fashion. Because literature had originated in 
religion there still lingered the attitude that it could 
be put to serious use: it is this attitude that the tsai-tao 
school of thought inherited and embodied. As he had 
explained in Lecture One the idea is totally misconceived: 
there is a sharp distinction between the approach of the 
artist, who only wants to express his feelings, and that of 
the priest, who wants to promote goodness; in literature 
there is no teaching, no exhortation, it can only give 
pleasure or relief. Literature is not the arena for 
positive action, those who can act, act; only the v/eak and 
defeated need literature. Positive aims are perversions.
Chou then proceeds to divide Chinese literature into 
two categories, according to which school of thought, the 
tsai-tao or the expressive (hereafter called yen-chih)» 
prevailed at different times® The tao meant here is 
orthodox Confucianism, and its ascendancy is linked to 
effective government control of the empire; conversely the
yen-chih tendency comes to the fore when the central 
government cannot enforce conformityo So in the periodizat­
ion of Chinese history, from the Ch’un-ch'iu to the Chan-kuo
3.
periods literature was guided by the yen-chlh principle * 
and was therefore good, in Han by the tsai-tao principle, 
and therefore was poor® In the Wei-Chin-Liu-ch'ao period 
it was 'interesting’, in T'ang there was a downturn (the huge 
volume of poetry produced, encouraged by the state 
examinations, inevitably threw up many good works, but the 
situation was different from the creative Six Dynasties 
period)® From the Dive Dynasties to early Sung, when the 
ts'u came into its own, literature was good again, but after 
Sung was firmly established only things tossed off 
carelessly were written well® In Ytian the shackles were 
thrown off again, and the ch.' 11 resulted® In Ming imitation 
of the ancients was the accepted dogma (bad), whereas at the 
turn of the sixteenth-seventeenth centuries the Kung-an 3C $  
and Ching-ling schools supported the right line with
the slogan 'if you trust to the wrist and trust to the mouth, 
all will form melodic n u m b e r s * Prom 
1700 to 1900 literature again took the opposite direction, 
the representative school being the T'ung-ch*eng pai 
advocates of the 'ancient prose' style*
It will be seen from the above outline that the 
yen-chih/tsai-tao antithesis is not a very delicate 
analytical instrument. The T'ang dynasty presents an obstacle 
that cannot so easily be wished away, but an even more 
important deficiency is the fact, noted by Chou with regard
to the Sung dynasty, that many writers had a dual attitude 
to literature, certain forms being written in the approved 
fashion and others allowing a free rein, which indicates 
that the problem lies in personal attitudes, not periods®
The most that can be said for this key to literary history 
is that the average writer might have been deterred from 
allowing his talents full scope by restrictive conventions, 
which exerted more influence at some times than others®
Chou appears to have been aware that he was actually pressing 
these concepts into service, for in Lecture Three he puts 
forward the alternatives of 'extempore' and 'prescribed
Using these terms he is confident enough to state 
that all outstanding works of literature have been 
extempore (p«70)® The main weakness of 'prescribed' 
literature, he says, quoting Liu Hsi-tsai (1813-1881)
is: 'Before the opening theme is done, the composition is 
subservient to me; once the opening theme is there, I am 
subservient to the composition' (p*7l)*
Both these pairs of opposed concepts crystallize issues 
of real concern for Chou Tso-jen® The question of their 
importance to him will later be discussed at length, but 
first we need to know the co-mot at ions of the terms from 
their history® The study of their history will incidentally 
help to define the limits of Chinese literary theory, in 
comparison with which Chou's general ideas can be measured*
There is a very useful account of the history of the 
phrase shih yen chih available, namely Chu Tzu-ch’ ing’ s 
Shih yen chih pien 9 and I have relied heavily
on it* The phrase itself is of very early origin and in its 
time has been interpreted in different ways, initially in a 
sense quite other than Chou!s* The character chih is by its 
radical ** clearly connected with the heart® The other 
element is thought by most scholars to be chih ’go*,
giving the interpretation for the whole character of ’where 
the heart goes’® Wen I-tuo on the other hand reads it as 
chih Jt. H o  stop®, and interprets the character as ’what 
rests in the heart’* Whether based on such etymological 
grounds or not, the later differences of interpretation of 
the slogan shih .yen chih are summed up in these two readings, 
for the first implies something the heart attaches itself 
to, hence would mean ’intentions’, ’purpose1, ’will’, 
’aspirations’, ’ideal’, or some such, while the second 
would mean ’feelings’ or ’ideas’ of a both more generalized 
and more private nature*
One of the earliest occurrences of the phrase 
shih yen chih was in the Book of History, Canons of Yao 
•4* &.,&$(. . For a translation I quote Legge, who renders 
chih non-commitally as ’earnest thought’: “Poetry is the
20 For a summary of possible interpretations of the word 
chih see Chow Tse-tsung, ’The early history of the 
Chinese word shih’, Wen-1in, ppa 160-166*
expression of earnest thought; singing is the prolonged 
utterance of that expression., The notes accompany that 
utterance, and they are harmonized themselves by the pitch 
pipes” (The Shoo King, pJi8)o By itself this passage
—          i i n piiimium 11 * *■“  '
is not enlightening® The Tso chuan however applies the phrase
•Triifcniiiiini rtm i n m w w w w u i ^ niiw  ^
— U
to a political situation (Hsiang Kung-it , year 27)? but it
seems to be quoting it as an addage, and addages are applied 
frequently out of context® The question is left open by the 
use of the word chih in the same work, Chao Kung BS 'An , 
year 25? in the phrase *six chih 1 to refer to love, hate, 
joy, anger, sorrow and pleasure; as K'ung Ying-ta 
remarks (quoted Chu, p*3)? these six chih are equivalent to 
the *six feelings* t; IS of the hi Chi® K*ung goes on to 
state that chih and ch * ing t* are basically one, that 
ch* ing refers to feelings in repose, chih to feelings when 
roused, or *emotions*o Such a generalized usage must be 
admitted to be untypical; it is indeed possible that in its 
earliest use shih yen chih referred to Temotions*, but the
win1 tm n* t ,i' m i i i i rr ti?T 1 miiiiMininn m ■ i n m m  hbb iiiim *
gloss the canonical works put on shih and chih gave the 
expression a moral and political flavour. Since they were 
about affairs of state or the art of statesmanship it is 
natural that this should have been so® Where there is no
doubt at all is that in the Ch*un~ch*iu period poetry was
in actual practice turned to political ends® It was 
customarily used as a means of communication, a kind of
3® cf. Byron: *Poetry is the expression of excited passion*, 
in a letter to Tom Moore, 1821, quoted M.H® Abrams,
The Mirroff- and the Lamp, p ®b9•
diplomatic code, among political advisers. Furthermore, 
“presenting a poem1 was the gentleman's way of making
a comment; according to Ghu Tzu-ch'ing the purpose was to 
express one's own chih (i.e. ideals), but not to tell of 
private preoccupations. (Ghu, p.26). The Tso chuan also 
relates how nobles were invited to quote from an Ode as a 
token of their loyalty ( %  ), in other words as
a test of their political feelings, (see Hsiang Kung, years 
16 and 27)• As used in the Analects too chih mostly belongs 
to the political sphere*
From Ghu's reading of the texts he is impelled to the 
conclusion that in these early times there was no 
appreciation of any other kind of chih as a motive for 
composing poetry than the political one (p.11). Cl&en Mu's 
opinion is similar: he thinks that the chih poetry expressed 
then belongs entirely to the sphere of politics and needed 
an obqect of address, unlike Li T'ai-po's time, when for 
instance his poem^* )  used the words 
yen chih to describe talking to himself ( ^ ^  ; i7 H!
4  p.92). Chu Tzu-ch'ing, who cites the same poem, points 
out though that as the poem is about an attitude to life, 
the sense of chih as 'purpose' still persists, (pp.36-37). 
What these two modern scholars are talking about is the 
understanding of poetry on the part of the educated classes, 
not the motives that lay behind all poems produced in early 
times. When he does venture onto the ground of the expressed 
intentions of some of the Odes themselves Ghu has to make
arbitrary interpretations here and there to justify his 
sweeping statement: he takes lines from Hsiao ya: fhe jen
ssuf and 1 ssu ytle * *4* ^  A. ^ as demonstrative that
Aoki ( @ "ft ^  Z 5S. p* 15) takes as expressing
pent~up feelings® Still it can be agreed that references 
bearing on the subject of shih yen chih in ancient texts 
occur in political contexts, so despite any objections 
concerning the nature of those texts we have to accept that 
the dominant interpretation of chih associated the word 
with broadly political feelings. And yet it was the Great 
Preface to the Odes*f^$ , composed probably in the Ch*in 
or early Han dynasty, which systematically promulgated the 
political interpretation of poetry, that contained the 
statement of principle that Chou Tso-jen identified with the 
lyrical springs of poetry and all literary creation. The 
passage he was ifiost fond of quoting (e.g. Ytlan-llu p*27) 
runs:
"The feelings are stirred within and take form 
in wordso When words are not enough they are 
sung. When song is not enough unwittingly the 
hands and feet take up the rythm"®
This is associated with the shih yen chih idea because of 
the preceding words: 1 poetry is where the chih go. In the
heart it is chih., when given voice it is poetry*. Chou!s 
comment on this passage is: ‘Literature has only feelings,
no aim* If you have to state an aim, then its only aim is 
to give voicef (Yttan^ dLlu, pp. 27-28).
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It is true that in isolation the Great 'Preface passage
gives the impression of regarding poetry as simply expressing
feelings (ch®ing) - of seemingly diverse sorts - which are
inwardly and most powerfully felt* But what the relationship
between these feelings and the chih mentioned in parallel
is no means clear* Ghu Tzu-ch’ing thinks the author is
in fact thinking of poetry in two different ways* Firstly
it had to do with government (the chih aspect); this is
clear from the rest of the Preface: through poetry, we are
given to understand, the ®former kings®
uregulated the duties of husband and wife, 
effectually inculcated filial obedience and 
reverence, secured attention to all the relations 
of society, adorned the transforming influence 
of instruction, and transformed manners and 
customs*' (Legge, The She King, po 3k)*
Secondly the author had to recognize the spontaneous nature 
of the act of making; poetry - ®the emotions are stirred 
within® (Chu, p*26)o The most likely explanation for the 
juxtaposition is that the first words quote the time- 
honoured definition of poetry and what follows takes into 
account a more recent awareness of its diverse origins; in 
particular it may have been instinctively recognized that 
the popular song affords release to the feelings as much 
as conveys reproach to the ruler*
These two ways of understanding the nature of poetry 
are different but not inherently contradictory* Any body 
of spontaneous occasional poetry would yield a fair 
incidence of positive attitudes which could qualify as cdnlh 
in the then accepted sense* However the Preface, once
launched on its Gonfucian way, acknowledges no exceptions; 
the emotions that the Odes express, however unaffected, 
are always politically sound: fthat (the rdeviant airs1 >iw. 
should be produced by the feelings was in the nature of 
the people; that they should not go beyond the rules of 
propriety and righteousness was from the beneficent influence 
of the former kings1 (Legge, op* cit., p.36)* Again, 
the Preface says that the historiographers *sang of their 
feelings1 ^  ^  ^  but only to deplore bad government*
So Ghou Tso-jen was right to quote from the Preface because 
it has the classic statement of the principle of spontaneity, 
of genuine, uncalculating feeling as the source of poetry, 
but right also not to quote any more from it, to illustrate 
his own conception of shih yen chih, for taken as a whole 
it represents an alien standpoint, that of literature 
participating in the political processes of the state*
The Preface recognizes that a certain type of poem 
or song has its roots in a man's personal fortunes: 'Thus 
when the affairs of a particular state reach down to a 
particular person, it is called *air' • So too does
the later work, the Han shu, but it continues the trad*-
ition of seeing its value in acting as a gauge to the state 
of society* Thus the chapter notes how the people
'each sing of their affliction* when displaced by the 
winter ingress; these songs were then before the spring 
dispersal collected and processed by the official verse 
gatherers for the information of the emperor* Similarly
the Z chapter harks back to the famous phrase from
‘kke Book of History and gives it a more modern gloss: 'The
Book says lfpoetry expresses chih, song gives melody to 
words11* Thus susceptibilities to sorrow and pleasure are 
moved and the sound of song comes forth* (both quoted by 
Ghu, p*2lf.)« This certainly seems to equate chih with 
ordinary human feelings* But again this proposition is 
not taken up for its aesthetic implications but for its 
political significance: 'the ruler by this means observes
the people's mores, knows his successes and failures', and 
so on*
Despite these limitations the concept of chih had been 
expanded in these Han dynasty wrdtings, including the Great 
Preface* Ghu argues (pp*27-30) that a crucial new factor 
had been the rise of the individual poet* The first and 
most outstanding of them, Ch'ti YUan$ fa , still claimed to 
express his chih in the Ch'u Ts'u quoted Ghu, p*28),
yet he wrote very clearly of his personal predicament His 
epic could still be regarded as basically admonitory in 
character, but in order to accommodate its personal aspect, 
poetic theory leaned more towards stressing the way an 
individual is worked on, how a poem is produced in response 
to stimuli, rather than as an act of commitment.
In Chu Tzu-ch*ing*s opinion (p*32), poetry only 
escaped from 'politics', which term is meant to include moral 
and ethical considerations, under the influence of the
ytieh-fu^r &  f but the decisive change in poetic theory 
came still later, in the Six Dynasties period* This period 
is generally regarded as an age of individualism® When 
states were so impermanent the 'object of address® must 
have been difficult to ascertain, and the individual cathartic 
function of literature should conversely have assumed 
greater importance* According to Shen Ytleh , it was
only in the Chien-an period (AD 196-220) that self-conscious 
literature, that is, the deliberate framing of personal 
feelings in an aesthetically satisfying form, came into 
being: 'only then was literature woven with the fabric of 
the emotions, and substance clothed in literary guise' (from
, quoted Luo Ken-tse, 
hereafter simply referred to as Luo, vol. 1, p.123). Such 
a refinement in poetic practice inevitably gave rise to a 
refinement in theory* During the Han dynasty there had 
been noted further functions of poetry to supplement the 
basic yen chih, such as the Han Shih's^'l^ 'singing of 
food* ('the hungry sing of f o o d ) and 'singing of 
work* ('the toilers sing of work' as well as the
Han shu's 'singing of afflictions' (all quoted by Chu, 
pp* 2l|-“25)p - these were perhaps formulated to avoid the 
words yen chih because of their high-minded connotations - 
but it was Lu Chi , in about 300A.D., who first coined
the term which, if it did not replace yen chih, at least 
satisfactorily complemented it; it was 'poetry derives from
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the feelings’ The whole line from the hen th­
reads: ’Poetry deriving from the emotions, is subtle and
intricate’, or, in Chen Shih-hsiang’s rather more 
ambitious translation? ’The lyric (shih), born of pure 
emotion? is gossamer fibre woven into the finest fabric*
(Anthology of Chinese Literature 9 ed« Cyril Birch? p®208)#
Li Shan $"^ 1 of the T ’ang dynasty? interpreting this passage 
in the Wen H sit an (Shang-wu edition? vol« 1? p.352)? 
remarked that ’poetry is the means to yen chih? hence it is 
said “poetry deriving from the emotions11’? but that does 
not? I think? mean that there is no difference between the
two concepts? only that they are associated* The word
ch’i~-mi which forms the predicate of Lu Chi’s formula,
r'——r  ■— f Mf—r t-—" m
would be a poor epithet for verse of much gravity; on the 
contrary? it suggests something light and artistic* In 
the light of this, it would have been historically more apt 
if Chou had chosen the term ytian ch’ing if- ^  rather than
i r m  ii m  i i i m m  i mmm i n m 111 mum »■ ■mm mi r imit
yen chih to set against tsai»*tao* But as time went on the
iV i  <ijiimn fififni-Hiirri-|--WTnri[i w ir»ag^ awTggTiniTiiit.y iiT»THP7*'-w»
distinction between them became blurred*
After Lu Chi critics showed a much more sophisticated 
awareness of the mechanisms of poetic creation* Even 
virriting in the dynastic history, which fosters a moralizing 
tone, Shen Ytieh provided a fairly broad definition of the 
origins of poetry: ’The people inherit the spirit of 
Heaven and Earth, are invested with the virtue of the Five 
Constants (^ ^ ^  ^ )? ’hard’ and ’soft’ come into
play alternately? joy and anger possess the feelings 
separately* When the chih moves inwardly? song comes forth 
externallyo’ ( IS ? quoted Chu? p*314)0 We
might note in passing that Shen seems to share Kung Ying-ta’s 
conception of chih as activated feelings? but what his 
definition mainly reveals is a cognizance that poetry brings 
into play all the faculties of man? spiritual and moral? 
and involves the inconstants of temper and mood® His words 
can be seen as an elaboration of the ’sing of feelings’ 
it of the G-reat Preface? with the political proviso left 
out *
The major critical work of the period of disunity? the 
Wen-hsin tiao-lung 'Q X ycjffit^ fit(cao 500 A * D 0 ) ? insists that 
poetry should not only embody but also sustain proj^er 
feelings? but this statement of principle is accompanied by 
the idea of a natural response to surroundings: ’Man is
endowed with sevenemotions® When stimulated by external 
objects? these emotions rise in response* In responding to 
objects one sings to express one’s sentiments* (chih)® All 
this is perfectly spontaneous’ ( ? trans® Vincent Shih?
The Literary Mind and the Carving of Dragons? p®32)» Again 
it looks as if the author? Liu Hsieh 52'i A *  ? identifies 
chih with ch’ing (the ’seven emotions’)? the only distinction 
being that chih are in active state® Chu Tzu-ch’ing 
suggests that both Shen and Liu use the word chih inappositely
1 5 .
out of* respect for tradition.
Chung Hung-4^8! , the author of Shih P'in ISJ , 
another major critical work of the early sixth century, 
shows the same sensitivity in other ways with regard to the 
tradition but he does not confront the question of 
shih yen chih directly® He does however comment on the 
expression fsing of feelings': * As to * singing of feelings*, 
what value is there in classical allusions?1, he asks. The 
lines he quotes as examples of this type of poetry are 
'Thinking of you is like water flowing1, 'On the high 
terrace often the sad wind blows', 'Ascending the Lung 
Mountain in the clear morning', and 'The bright moon shines 
on the snow drifts' ( H  , Shang-wu edition, p.7).
Though the poems for which these lines are taken are 
certainly not frivolous, they are unrelated to the condition 
of the age or matters of public moment; they would all 
qualify in fact as lyrical poetry. Where Chung Hung does 
refer to chih, it seems to mean generalized feelings or 
ideas, though the passage is not very instructive: 'To
illustrate chih through things is simile' (ibid., p.U).
When he might have used chih had he been writing in the old 
idiom he uses i ^  purport, meaning or id.ea - or ch' ing, 
as when having given examples of changes, in Nature and 
human affairs he writes; 'All these various things agitate 
the human spirit; if not set out in poems how could [these 
poets'] purport become clear? If not given prolonged
1 6 .
utterance in song, how could their feelings be displayed?1 
(ibid., p°5)<>
Further variations on the chih theme in the Six 
Dynasties period are not hard to find. Fan Iiua^^ favoured 
the term ch* ing-chih ^  %, , a simple way of resolving §.ny
difference between the two by joining therm In Hou Han shu 
1% (quoted Luo, vol0 1, p. 122) he says: fOnce the
ch’ing-chih are moved, literary form assumes priority1.
Rather more instructively, he says in a letter, with 
reference to literature, fIt is often said to be the 
repository for ch!ing~chih, hence the main thing should be 
sense ), and the sense should be rendered in literary
form1 (ibid., p 012U)<» conclusion seems to be inescapable
that Fan Kua understood ch! ing-chih to be the thought 
content of a work.
This progresive blurring of the historical meaning 
of chih did not pass unnotic ed. P !ei tzu~ye ^3^(Lj_67 ~528AoD 
protested against it, bemoaning the decay of ancient poetic 
idealso In the old days, he wrote in his , poetry
* both embodied the prevailing atmosphere in all parts of the 
empire, and emblazoned the ideals (chih) of the civilized 
man, encouraging the admirable and reprimanding the vile. 
Kingly education is rooted in itT (quoted Chu, p. 35; also 
in Wang Huan-piao, , p.39)° Nowadays,
he went on, the practice was to ’sing of feelingsT 
and of this he was highly contemptuous, for, ignoring the 
irreproachable origin of the phrase, he seemed to identify 
it with yUan ch’ ing « Despite his attempt to restore
the purity of the word chih, Chu Tzu-ch'ing shows how P ’ei 
himself tended to use it interchangeably with ch’ ing (p«35)p 
which shows how common the confusion had become.
During the Six Dynasties then, shih yen chih was 
interpreted in two senses: one continued to be the narrow 
sense of aspirations, purpose, ideals; the other was the 
wide sense which embraced all kinds of feelings, including 
the purely personal and ephemeral. Not historically as 
correct as the former, the later usage represented deference 
to the Great Preface as defining in toto the function of 
poetry, though the theoretical horizons of literature had 
been greatly extended. Both usages persisted in later ages. 
For instance, Po Chtt-i used chih to symbolize a positive 
attitude towards the common weal® In a letter to Ytlan Chen 
he wrote: ’My ideal (chih) is the common weal, my
practice is self-cultivation «. * My poems classed as 
’remonstrative’ belong to the ideal of the common weal; 
those classed as ’idle’ refer to self-cultivation’ 
quoted Chu, p*37)« And Shao Yung (1011-1077)? ^  the
For further evidence, see Chu, pp.
Neo*~confucian philosopher* redefined yen chih as referring 
necessarily to the state of the times (discussed by 
Kuo Shao-ytt ! 9 hereafter designated
simply as Kuo9 p pd 9 U ”5)® On the other hand* when 
Chang Chi eh early 12th* century) in his ^
drew a distinction between yen chih poetry and descriptive 
poetry* it turned on the issue of whether the 
portrayal was charged with feeling; clearly he belonged in 
the second camp* The outstanding representative of this 
more comprehensive school of thought was however Ytian Mei 
With him we leave the field of academic accounting and 
enter that of popular Knowledgeo
Chu Tzu-chTing quotes two enlightening parallel 
passages from two different works of Ytian Mei on the subject 
(p°39)° The first is; *Shih yen chih: the working man 
thinking of his wife can yen chih; the 3Q0 Poems (i*e0 the 
Odes) are not all the work of scholarsf• The second is:
* The 300 Poems are partly about working men thinking of 
their wives and expressing their feelings (chT inp;) at will1 ® 
These examples show that Ytlan used the terms £hih and ch! ing 
exactly synonymously* Elsewhere he explained the multiple 
aspects of phih: ?The poet has life-long chih* and chih of
a day* has chih beyond the poem and chih beyond the matter* 
has chih which arise haphazardly* or when lingering among 
beautiful scenery* or on the spur of an event* The word
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chih cannot be pinned down' ( , quoted Chu, p®39)*
These examples demonstrate that any kind of1 genuine emotional
response, and not only the 'life-long1 ambit ion, qualifies
as chih® On the other hand, as Chu shows on poUO of his
study, Ytian Mei was inclined to limit ytian ch'ing to romantic W #   .
f'eelingso So if Chou Tso-jen was following Ytian Mei's 
terminology, as Chu thinks he was , it is understandable that 
he should have chosen yen chih as his standard in his campaign 
against tsai tao<> Yen chih in Ytian Mei's book is indistinguish­
able from the modern term shu ch' ing<1? , which is normally
translated as 'lyrical' but does not necessarily have the 
intensely personal and rhapsodic connotations of that word®
With Chou shu ch'ing is always used approvingly® I am not
unw■ L mf«-r-r«rr-®— >iinnmnrFiaiJ-j.tUjrafchda
sure however that Chou was indeed following Ytian Mei® He
was certainly well aware of his existence, but he was not
5very taken with him® But he did acknowledge Chin Shenj-t'an
6
as an early mentor, and Chin's more democratic
approach to the question of shih yen chih, which he treats of 
in a letter to Hsti Ch’ing-hsu -ff •$ (translated by James Liu,
The art of Chinese poetry, p® 7U-), would have been more to his
taste® Probably the passage from Chou's old diary in the
article cited that shows Chin's influence in this respect is
5® See Ku-chu tsa-chi , p.83.
miiihiii 11H 11 yrr i~~i7irri7riinimnitp tn m  imm'HT T n  n»Hii>irnn >tiHiiivTi ^
6. See Pe ng-ytl f an '0 0 il ty , p.219.
that from December’ 19014.: 'No matter on earth can be divorced
from the word 'feelings' (ch'ing); this is the case with 
literature: emotionless works, though backed by strong 
reasoning, are yet, one feels, blighting1 (p«219)«
The more recent writers 1 have called on represent 
the comprehensive school of thought, but that does not 
signify that the strict Confucian persuasion died out# Indeed 
it did not# A contemporary of Chin Sheng-t' an, Ch'ien Ch*ien-i 
(1582“166J4) could hardly have been more narrow in 
his view, stating that 'proclamations and edicts are the 
guideline for yen chih' and that the way of poetry should be 
'substantial rather than frivolous, legitimate rather than 
deviant' (quoted Fang Hs iao-ytieh, $ , p#235)®
Taking the broad mass of literati into account, this probably 
continued to be the majority opinion® Furthe.r quotations 
would serve only to extend the list of names, not to clarify 
the issue#
By shih yen chih, then, regardless of the early
associations of the term, Chou meant something like
Wordsworth’s ’spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings’
7(preface to the Lyrical Ballads)# Such a view of literature
7f Note, however that in the foreword to Yttan-lin (p#3) 
Chou denies any debt to foreign theorists#
could be thought incomplete * "but hardly in itself a matter 
of dispute. Its real significance lay in its use as a 
rallying point for those ox^posed to the contending view of 
literature as a vehicle for the Way1. In fact the two are 
not wholly mutually exclusive. To the Confucianist the Way 
was natural to man, hence spontaneous feelings conformed to 
the Way. Furthermore, as we indicated at the outset, the two 
dicta "both could he and were taken to apply to different 
provinces; some writers consciously distinguished certain forms 
of literature where tsai tao pertained* others where .yen chih 
was proper* including the arch advocate of yen chih. Yiian Mei* 
whose attitude Kuo Shao-yii sums up as 'in poetry stressing
8 ifr ^
Native Sensibility uk X. , in prose emphasising soundness
' (op.cit*, p.li.85). However, in the first case to ad­
vocate wen i tsai tao was not only to expect writing to 
conform to the Way (in the Confucian phrase, to have !no evil 
thoughtsf ) ,hut also to uphold and impart the dogma;
and in the second case, wen was commonly taken not simply as 
the alternative to shih. hut as a blanket term for literature 
in general. So if the terms shih yen chih and wen i tsai tao 
themselves could he seen as a formula for coexistence on the 
basis of division of territory, in fact they represented 
more often than notjmonistic ways of thought which contended 
for absolute supremacy. The nature of the conflict will I
8* 'Native Sensibility' is a term coined by James Liu,op.cit., 
p.7U.
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hope emerge moz'e clearly from the summary of the tsai tao 
position that follows.
The idea of an association between wen and tao has a 
long history, and as with yen chih views diverged on its 
nature* One problem which immediately arises is, as mentioned 
above, what particular tao is meant where such a connection 
is made. Every school of thought in China had its own tao, 
so with this background tao might simply mean truth, philosophy 
or morality. Some association between literature and truth 
or moral values is common in theories of literature formulated 
all over the world, in ancient and modern times. Aristotle 
stated that poetry expressed universal truths. Horace 
matched 1 pleasure1 with * instruction*• Dante, Boccaccio, 
Petrarch all regarded themselves as more or less subtle 
revealers of the truth. Sydney*s Defence of Poesie asserted 
that poetry had a good moral influence. Romantics such as 
Shelley, Schiller and Hugo all believed in the moral purpose 
of literature, and today the teaching of English Literature 
has been defended as producing a civilized (and virtuous) man#
So too have Chinese literary theorists used tao without a 
trademark. T*u Kung-sui ^  9 p.82) believes
that Liu Hsieh conceived of it as *the best that is known 
and thought in the world* when he wrote: *The tao has been 
given lasting expression in writing through the agency of 
the sages, the sages throw light on the tao through their 
writing1 (Ylian tao c h a p t e r ). T*u is not very
fastidious in fathering Arnold*s sentiment on Liu Hsieh, hut he 
is not the only one to think that LiuTs meaning is at least 
non-particular, that he is thinking along the general lines 
indicated in the Doctrine of the Mean - which Ch'ien
Mu regards as synthesizing Confucianism and Taoism
p. 115): ’What is ordained hy Heaven
is called (human) nature, what conforms to nature is called 
the Way* (Book one, ,ti/$  jlL )• Chu Hsi’s
fa ^  interpretation of this passage is 'Tao is like a path.
If people and things all follow their natural hent, then all 
of the normal business of life has its path to follow: this
is what tao is* (quoted Su Hsiieh-lin ^  ^ ^  ^
p. 11+7)* Tao here appears to he close to natural law. 
Huang K'an ^  too thinks that tao in the Wen-hsin tiao-
lung is simply the reason why things are as they are 
( X. 'c Ml ^  , quoted Kuo, p.106). Kuo in turn
points out in qualification that Liu Hsieh sees this 'natural 
law* exemplified in the Confucian classics, which is true, hut 
Liu does not make his criticism derive from the classics. 
Whatever the facts are in the particular case of Liu Hsieh, it 
is the narrowly confucian interpretation of tao which is the 
hone of contention in the Chinese historical nontext*
As Chou Tso-Jen says in Ydan-liu (p.39) the slogan 
'literature as a vehicle for the Way* was coined hy a 'Sung 
man'. The man in question was Chou Tun-i M  i t  M  , and it
2h •
occurs in his 3^ . ^  • But Ghou laid the main responsibility
(and the blame) for this Confucian doctrine at the door of 
Han Yd, to whom we will come in due course* The fact is that 
Han Yii himself stood in a long line of Confucian literary 
dogmatists, and we had best look first at some of his 
predecessors*
We have already caught a glimpse of Confucian teachings 
being applied to literature in the Han exegesis of the Odes* 
There are indications in the Lun yii itself that the Odes can 
be of service in practical politics and moral education: 
according to Aoki*s interpretation (op^cit., p. 18), the 
passage in ^ (Booh 13) - 2-*5, i  ^  ^  ^ ,
®  ^  at % ^  .& ^  h
should read *Even if the Odes can be recited by heart, if 
they are applied without good results in governing, and if 
they cannot be individually turned to (allusive) use in 
diplomacy, however much (they are recited) it is all in vain*, 
which implies that the Odes when properly exploited CAW be of 
use in governing and diplomacy* Mencius too seems to include 
the Odes in the category of political writing by bracketing 
it with the in his statement: 'After the Odes waned
the Spring and Autumn Annals were written* "C ^
(Book I4, pt.2,section 21). But as is usually the case 
the hard doctrine came from those who interpreted the word*
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Thus it is stated in the commentary to *9 Ft f hy
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Cheng Hsiian Jpj* ^  (127-200 A.D.), the famous classical
scholar: ’The Odes have three exegeses: receiving, aspiring 
and upholding. The author, receptive to the rights and wrongs 
of the government of his prince, composes songs to set out 
his own aspirations. The making of the songs is the means to 
uphold people’s conduct, and prevent lapses* (quoted Wang 
Meng-ou, 5L ^  9 p.227)* This emphasis on the social
function and ethical contribution of the Odes is typical of 
Cheng * s it (see Luo, vol.l, pp.78-80). Squally as
influential as Cheng Hslian was Yang Iisiung $§ itk , who not 
only insisted on a severe attitude to writing, exemplified 
in the proposition * If writing is not based on the Classics 
it is non-writing; if words are not based on the Classics 
they are non-words* ( “li * R3 ^  %), rt/$L ,
vol.7, p.1*4, quoted Chu Kuang-ch* ien jfc'TO 3L z> y<l 9
p*99)/ but according to both Chu Kuang-ch* ien and Su Hsiieh-lin
p.lU9)* was primarily responsible for restricting 
tao to Confucianism. That this was his intention is clear 
enough from the above quotation; it is made doubly clear in 
his unequivocal assertion in R3 (ibid., p.9): ’What
approximates to Yao, Shun and King Wen is the proper tao.
What conflicts with Yao, Shun and King Wen is a heretical 
way*. This attitude did not die with the Han, the great age 
of classical exegesis. In the relatively open-minded Wei- 
Chin period Huan Fan was clearly referring to
Confucianism when he wrote in : ’Creative
works and dissertations should open up the great tao, expound 
the saintly teachings, deduce the principles of things, go to 
the bottom of feelings, note rights and criticize wrongs, 
so as to provide a standard* (quoted Chu Kuang-ch*ien, op.cit*,
p.100).
The succeeding age of the Six Dynasties is always 
associated in literary history with concentration on form 
at the expense of content, with frivolous themes and playful 
attitudes. To the Confucian such writing betokened political 
decay ( @  X  %  ). It was natural that with the restoration
of political unity and order there should have gone a 
campaign to restore a sound and disciplined literature. So
•'3'^ -sr2fc
you find in the Sui dynasty such tracts as Li E*s "3* *15 ;
5E ^  (from ^  ^  , reproduced by Yang Chia-lo
X. ^  if jc i&_ , vol. 1):
"I have heard that the way of the ancient philosopher 
kings in educating the people was to alter their 
perceptions, guard against their addictions, stifle 
their wicked thoughts, and show them the simple and 
moderate way. The Odes, Book_of Rites and the Changes 
were the gateway to right and reason... Memorials and 
prose-poems, funeral orations and epitaphs, in praising 
virtue and grading worthiness brought merit to light and 
testified to the fitness of things... But in later ages 
morals and education fell into decline, and the rulers 
of Wei (the three Ts*aos) prized the art of words and 
neglected the great way of prince and subject for the 
petty techniques of ornamental composition. Tfteir 
example was followed throughout society... In the 
southern states of Ch*i and Liang the rot spread wider.
All conditions of men devoted themselves to minstrelry.
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Consequently they put aside what was right and 
preserved what was unusual; they sought after the 
empty and trivial* competed to find exotic rhymes 
and striking phrases• All their writings were 
filled with 'moon and dew'* * wind and clouds1*, 
Reputations and appointments were made on this basis* 
material rewards encouraged such prusuits... and 
no-one cared about or gave ear to [the scriptures]*,*. 
But when the great Sui dynasty received the mandate 
the saintly way was restored* shallow rhetoric and 
dressed-up pretentiousness were done away with*,"
As this epistle was presented to the Sui emperor it is 
not surprising that the author should have described the 
achievement of the dynasty in glowing terms*, By common 
consent however the empire had to wait for Han YU two 
hundred years later to raise it from the decadence that Li E 
so energetically deplores®
In the phrase of Su Shih * Han YU’s 1 writing
lifted the debility of eight ages1
This tribute is matched by ’his Way relieved the 
depravity of the empire1 'M o The
association of Han YU with the Way is natural* for he rarely 
left the subject* but he himself created no slogans connecting 
wen. and taoQ This was left to his student* Li Han 
who ascribed to him* in the first words of his preface to 
Han’s collected works * the view that ’literature
is the means of holding together the tao1 0 The
— "s*
identical words had been used before* by Wang T'ung JL of 
the Bui dynasty; fIs scholarship just extensive reading? It 
must hold togetherthe taoo Is literature just writing? It
must serve righteousness* ( +  ■ * quoted
Su Hstieh-lin* op. cit.* p. 130). But Han YU had the prestige 
and therefore was given credit for the doctrine. His views 
on the relationship between wen and tao are hard to pin down 
with an apt quotation* but those that Bu Hstieh-lin chooses 
include:
'How could my interest in 'ancient prose* (ku-wen) 
be in the words and phrases being different from 
today's? You may think of the men of old but they 
are not before you® To emulate tao you should at 
the same time be versed in their language; in 
becoming versed in their language the mind is 
basically on the tao
'You say that in my conduct I do not offend against 
Confucius* and do not direct my art to trivial 
ornamentation* and that you would follow me in 
these respects. How would I dare be jealous of my 
tao and abdicate my responsibilities [ by refusing 
my help]? But in devoting my thoughts to antiquity, 
it is not that I esteem the quality of the language* 
it is only that I love the tao in it* ( M  S- y %  ¥ )
*If the body is not fully formed you cannot grow to 
maturity; if you command of language is inadequate 
you cannot write®.. However what can be spoken of 
is all to do with the ancient tao. The ancient tap 
cannot be adequately apprehended ’from the present 
day; how can you have such esoteric liking [for my 
works ]? ( ) (a i i quoted op. cit.*
pp. 150-151).
Though the burden of these statements is on doctrinal 
purity* it can be seen that Han Yii did not ignore the part 
that language played® One had to be both aware of the 
subtleties of language to understand the meaning of the sages 
and be able to convey one's own meaning® Han Yii was not 
accidentally admired by later generations for his style;
despite his protestations he was a very conscious stylist.
Han’s friend and contemporary Liu Tsung-yttan was 
according to Kuo Shao-yti (op, cit., pp. 117-118), even more 
intent on wen than he, but this opinion is based on 
inference. In his considered pronouncements Liu definitely 
fixed tao as the goal, warning that wen pursued for its own 
sake was a dangerous distraction. The light had apparently 
dawned only gradually though:
At first v/hen I was young and immature, I regarded 
diction as the skill to cultivate in writing* But 
when I grew older Ivrealized that wen exists to 
make clear the tao Everything 1 set
out [on paper] I myself think of as approximating 
to the tao, but I do not know if the tao is actually 
near or far. Since you love the tao and approve of 
ngr writing, perhaps it is not far from the tao. ( ^
quoted Aoki, p.72, and in part by 
Luo, p.lU8, vol. 2 )«
Similarly Liu wrote in (quoted Luo, vol. 2,
Po llj-7)
The words of the sages were meant to make clear the 
tao. Scholars needs must seek after the tao in them 
and disregard the linguistic form. The means of 
transmitting linguistic form down the ages is 
necessarily through script; the tao is made clear 
through the use of linguistic form, linguistic form 
is perpetuated through the use of script. The 
essential thing is tao, and that alone.
This passage typifies the attitude of both Liu and 
Han. However zealous they May have been in commending tao 
they recognized that for knowledge of the hao to spread it 
had to be transmitted through the written word, so a mutual 
dependance was created. The art of letters was important as 
a means, but to have lasting worth it must borrow the strength
of the tao# It must be remarked that the last consideration 
was cardinal to their discussion; they seemed to be thinking 
of wen as that kind of writing that was to be disseminated 
among their contemporaries and handed down to later 
generations - their contribution to the literary heritage. 
Their strictures do not necessarily apply to all kinds of 
writing. As Kuo Shao-yU points out (p.119)* wen in Han YU 
refers only to prose, whereas, in some places at least,
Liu Tsung-yttan includes poetry as well, but these are still 
very broad categories and may include sub-species which 
are not judged so rigorously; Han YU himself has some 
famous pieces that only a very fertile imagination could
link with any tao whatsoever* Still, in their doctrinal
pronouncements they did not care to make exceptions, so it 
was presumably in this uncompromising form that their 
views exerted influence; tao must have absolute priority.
To differentiate Han and Liu from others of similar 
persuasion it should perhaps be repeated however that both 
by their example and in their theorizing they gave 
prominence to form as well as content, on the basis that
tao cannot be expressed except in perfect style: as Han
wrote in %  P S £ Z ¥  (quoted Luo, vol. 2, p.lii-2): TAs to the 
tao of the sages, if letters are not used then that is 
that; if letters are used then competence must be valuaed1. 
The attitude derives authority from Uonfucius: Without 
elegant composition of the words they will not go far^i^X,
(Tso chu an, Hsiang kung, year 25, Legge p*512), 
but it stems too from tkeir evident love of words*
Doctrinally Han and Liu were both more severe than 
some of their outstanding T ’ang predecessors and more 
lenient than their Sung successors who wrote on the role 
of tao in literature* Liu Mien^P ^  is an example of the 
former* He ’flourished* only one generation before Han Yii, 
but while being also very concerned about the moral 
influence of literature, his view was broader based, most 
notably in seeing tao and ch’ing (feelings) as one* The 
absence of ch’ing would, he wrote in't $1 ^ tylsJb , quoted
Luo, vol* 2, p#130)f sound the death-knell for benevolence, 
probity, kindness and integrity, virtues which embody the 
tao in the sphere of human relationships* Being the more 
human, he inclines more towards practical influence than 
moral rectitude than Han Ytt does, so his emphasis is on 
edification or enculturation rather than an abstract
tao* But given this difference his allegiance to the 
traditional culture is still absolute: ’If the philosophy 
of literature is not rooted in edification, it is just a 
technique’ (quoted Kuo, p.108); and ’Literature is rooted 
in edification and evinces itself in the affections (^ ^  )* 
Being rooted in edification is true or the tao of Yao and 
Shun, evincing itself in the affections is true of the 
words of the sages’ (% %  ’HI $lk-k.p , quoted Kuo,
pp. 108-109)* Liu Mien saw the perfect and complete 
literature o±‘ the classical period as reflecting the 
perfectly integrated ideal polity of the time* Wen summed 
up the practice and was the mark of the culture of the
gentleman ( &  ^  ) in all that he did* and 'not to be able
to make his words wen was the ignominy of tne gentleman1
9 quoted Luo, vol. 2, p*Ij$l)« Vs/hen 
this harmonious society deteriorated, literature ana the 
teaching became divided* Such a situation Liu or course 
could not approve;
OoniUcians of superior quality must have their tao*
Hor there to be tao there must be wen* If tao is
not equal to wen then the moral intent has the upper
hand; if wen is not equal to tao then the impetus
is weak* If wen is in plentiful supply and tao is
scarce, then the result is trivialism* The analects 
say; *when the art and substance are in due proportion, 
then we have the gentleman* • .excellence lies in 
combining the two. (ibid*)*
LiuYs broad definition of wen is an indication of what
might be called his culturalism: it was a. manifestation
of civilization, ana indispensable to all forms of 
expression in that it conferred order and elegance* Though 
it was nothing by itself, it was not a snare and delusion*
The latter sentiment Han YU and Liu Tsung-ylian sometimes 
aired, but the Sung Neo—confucians took it as their by-word*
The formula of Chou Tun-i M  1&- W  (1017-1073) that
literature was a * vehicle* foe the Way may be taken as an 
index of the attitude of the Heo-confucians• It was not
an empty metaphor* He indeed thought of wen as a cart; 
moreover, the * cart* should be as plain as could be: *To
decorate the wheels and shafts, and then for people not 
to use it, is empty decoration - even more so when the 
cart is empty* , quoted Kuo, p.156, and Luo,
vol* 39 P*73)* This clearly imputes a lowly role to the 
art of letters, and though he goes on to acknowledge the 
contribution of this art in facilitating the transmission 
$32* l^is vievir is more holistic than that of the 
T'ang writers we have been discussing: he is intent, that 
is to say, solely and soberly - and one feels more genuinely 
than Han YU - on the tao* The same can be said of Ch!eng 
i M M  (1032-1107)» but he goes further than Chou Tun-i, 
and states what surely must be the most extreme position 
that the moralists could hold* His most famous comment 
on the relationship between wen and tao occurs in iff 
9 quoted in Luo, vol. 3? PP*7U-75•
Someone asked: does literary art (wen) harm the 
tao? Master Uh'eng replied: *It does. All 
literary art which does not absorb the attention 
is not well done. If the attention is absorbed 
then the will is confined to this. Then how can 
[the manj share the greatness of Heaven and Harth?
The book of History says 'amusements dissipate the 
will*. Literary art is also an amusement... The 
scholars of old only devoted themselves to cultivating 
their human nature: other things they did not apply 
themselves to. Those who write nowadays devote 
themselves solely to the art of composition, to 
please people's senses. Since they are intent on 
pleasing people, if they are not jesters, what are 
they?
The great figure in Heo-confucianism, Chu Hsi
(1130-1200), makes explicit this implicit rejection of Han Yii1 s 
dualistic attitude in the following dialogue recorded in
expressed interest in Li Han's phrase about Han Ytt's work, 
'wen is the means of holding together the tao1; the master 
reproves him:
Chu: You commend (the expression), but in my opinion 
it is fallacious#
Disciple: 'Wen is the means of holding together the
tao *• The Six Classics for example are all 
literature (wen), and all it speaks of is this 
principle; where is the fault?
Chu: Hot so# Wen all flows from the tao, how can 
you say that wen holds together the tao? Wen 
is wen and tao is tao: wen is just what makes 
the diet palatable# If you regard wen as 
holding together the tao you are reversing the 
order of things. Later writ&rs have all made 
this mistake. (quoted Kuo, p.202).
It is clear from this that Chu Hsi objects to the idea of 
wen and tao as two entities working in parallel, but it is 
not absolutely clear whether the two are separable. It was 
his normal view that they were not. As he explains in a
&re wen and tao actually the same or different? If 
there are things which exist outside the tao. then 
the writer may talk nonsense just as he pleases 
without harming the tao* But if nothing exists 
outside the tao (which is the case), once he talks 
about something in terms at odds with the tao.then 
there is harm to the tao. The only difference in 
the harm is between^gradual and immediate, superficial 
and profound. ( %  ^  ch# 33> quoted Luo,
vol. 3, p.191).
no. 139* Chu's disciple has
letter to Lii Po-kung,
Another passage explains what Chu Hsi meant by 'wen
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flows from the tao1* It comes from Colloquies, no* 1395
Tao is the root and stem, wen is the leaves and 
branches of tao: because It is rooted in tao, what 
is put forth in wen is all tao*9 The sages of 
the Three Dynasties all produced their works with 
this in their heart, so their wen was tao* In the 
present age (Su) Tung-p;o says ’What I call wen
must go hand in hand with tao*, which is to see wen
and tao as independant* Whoa he goes to compose wen 
he hunts for a tao to put into it, and this is his
great fault* (quoted Luo, vol* 3, p*19l)*
(riven this organic relationship, then, with wen being 
just the visible part ox tao, it follows tnat the quality 
or wen depends on comprehension of tao, not on stuoymg the
n~—mirtui in "*■ ***
art or letters* do:
Our contemporaries who study letters (wen) have 
never been able to produce a [goodj piece; they 
have [just] expended a good deal or spirit* Those 
who have devoted themselves to learning in order 
to make the truth clear write good prose as a matter 
of course. The same applies to poetry* (ibid*, 
quoted Luo, vol. 3, p*192).
Chu Hsi has many other passages in the same vein, all 
insisting that ir a man has tao in his heart his writing 
cannot but have classical grace and substance ( ^  ),
and conversely if the writing has not this quality then the
This is of.course not the first use of this metaphor*
Hstt Kanw^nf wrote at the end of Han: ‘Art ^ is the
branch.es and leaves of virtue iSs. , virtue is the root and 
trunk of man. These two things are not unequally weighted 
nor are they independant* If a man is without art he
cannot perfectly complement his virtue, hence he is 
called 1 uncouth*• If one were to be a gentleman should
one not unite them?' (quoted Take da Saka erf&ilL, 4 ®
reason is that the man has not a firm grasp of the Truth. 
G-iven the premise that there are no amoral topics which 
would permit the individual to express himself as he pleased 
(’nothing exists outside the .tao’), but on the contrary 
that there is a revealed truth which embraced all aspects 
of life, what place is there for wayward idiosyncracies 
licensed in the name of wen, that most potent gift or the 
gods? The conscientious custodian of that truth like Chu 
Hsi could not believe otherwise. within the framework of 
that belief Chu Hsi’s views are probably the most sensible. 
He was also, though this is not the place to demonstrate 
it, a very perceptive critic.
It was in the literary field the leaders of the ku-wen 
movement, and in the philosophical field the dung Neo- 
confucians, who defined the tradition that came down to 
Chou Tso-jen. As Neo-Confucianism remained the Intellectual 
orthodoxy for the duration of the Chinese empire, the 
extent of the authority of their literary doctrine is 
obvious, though as these Sung and later exponents of the 
view that the Confucian philosphy should dominate literature 
always complained about their contemporaries not following 
their guiding light, it is questionable how far the creative 
artist was bound by their ruling. There was of course 
available the alternative theory - perhaps it is better 
described simply as an attitude - of artistic creation that
belongs to Taoism, and presumably in any case genius will
always out* Nevertheless, as we have already suggested, 
the ex cathedra pronouncements of Confucian authorities 
could be expected, to have had a considerable influence on 
the broad mass of writing. Their influence seems to have 
been most widely felt - and most pernicious, in Chou’s view - 
in the Ch’ing dynasty he was born into*
There had according to Chou been a glimmer of light on 
the horizon with the emergence of the Kung-an V  ^  and 
Ghing- l i n g ^ ^  schools at the end of the Ming, but it w'as soon 
clouded over in the succeeding Ch’ing dynasty. Chou Tso-jen 
(in Yllan-liu, p*88) attributes the final discrediting of 
the advocacy for a spontaneous literature that these schools 
founded to Chang Hstteh-ch’ eng ( %  W- ), the
outstanding Ch’ing historian. Chang was indeed firmly 
opposed to ’belles lettres’ and all that implies, and was 
in favour of a ’literature of knowledge*, to use Be Quincey’s 
phrase. His tao was not the Confucian revealed truth, rather 
was it the historian’s kind 01 truth, the significance in 
events: * Tao is the reason why things are, not how they 
ought to be1 ( %. 9 P»34)« His own formula was 
’Literature (wen) is indeed the means of conveying the
chapter, p#75)« However broadly this might be interpreted
1 Q
it is still opposed to shih yen chih.
10. por chang’s theory of literature, see David Nivis ^ p
The Life and Thought of Chang Hstieh-ch’ eng, esp. pp. 134-8.
principle of things’ (ibid.,
It is true that Chang was a master of vituperation, 
and he contributed greatly to the reputation of his locality
tradition carried on in modern times by Lu Hstin, but Chou 
credits him with this particular hatchet job on the Kung-an 
school in order to suit his own temporary purposes. These 
literary rebels were in any case in the process of being 
smothered by the T'ung-ch’eng school, the most influential 
school of thought in the Ch'ing dynasty, to which Chou 
gave due attention and by which he gives the impression of 
having been personally menaced. Chou thought them worse 
than the Eight Cku-wen) Masters of T'ang and Bung whose style 
they followed because they tried to be holier than they: 
what they aimed for, he says, was to write as well as the 
Eight Masters, and at the same time to be as ideologically 
correct as the Sung philosophers (YUan-1iu, p.78)* Because 
Chou and other leaders of the literary revolution grew up 
in the last years of the Ch'ing empire, when the prestige of 
the T'ung-ch'eng school was still high, a rather full 
exposition of its literary doctrine is called for (and is 
given in Appendix One), but for now a few quotations will 
suffice to show how fully the school was committed to the
K'uai-chi for producing acid tongued scribes a
doctrine of wen i tsai tao# Thus Pang Pao (1668-1749)*
the pregenitor of the school:
what does not expound the tao and assist the Teaching, 
what is not Concerned with human relationships and
public morals, should not be trifled with. (from
39
w ^ ^  9 quoted Ghiang Shu~ke4^1* PH , 4©
%  1$- ^  -^ L p# 2-^
and Yao H  (1732-1815)* the main prop of the school:
It is not words of mine that can elucidate the 
scripturesg What my predecessors have not clarified 
I cannot lightly set to paper op* cit*,
P*39)
now could one think that the writing of the ancients 
only consists of wen? To explain ethical principles, 
to uphold public morals^ to be a guide to society, 
this is the avocation of the civilized man ( «  * ).
And the form of Yrords adequate to rully express his 
avocation is the wen of the civilized man* (
, ibid*)*
To judge by these words the basic theory of the T ‘ung- 
cb^eng school was not only the same as before, but to be the 
same as before was the extent of their ambition* The effect, 
combined with the ideological control exercised by the Manchus, 
must indeed have been stultifying*
The doctrine of wen i tsai tao has now been followed 
chronologically, but a word must still be said about literary 
anthologies* What was the message for the seeker not after 
uplifting discourses from the pundits but a selection of the 
great literature of the past? It depends on who the editors 
were (for a great many anthologies were put together), but 
the prefaces to some of the later important ones offered 
them no different theoretical fare* Fang Hsiao-ylleh, in 
his book 4* @  is the only person 1 know who has
singled out anthologies for special attention* I now borrow
1-1-0 .
some or his examples*
In his preface to his •xSfBL'Z , which gathers prose 
and verse from Pre-Ch*in times down to Bung, Chenfl Te~hsiu 
j^[ 1*1 ^  (1178-123!?) erects 1 exploring truth and being of
» -ZLutility * as his principle* He explains:
The main consideration inflecting these pieces 
from past and present is their elucidation of 
ethical principles (±33. ) and their being of 
direct service to society* Only those whose form 
is basically ancient and whose purport is similar 
to the Classics have been chosen. Other pieces, 
even where the diction is accomplished, have been 
excluded. (quoted Fang, p.l52)«
That these were not empty words is attested to by
Liu K fe-chuang to whom Chen Te-hsiu entrusted the
task of selecting the poetry* In his he tells
how severe Chen had been in pruning his sleet ion on moral
grounds (Fang, ibid.). Chen, incidentally, was the first
man to link Han Ytl, Liu Tsung-ytian, Ou-yang Hsiu, Su Hstin,
Su Bhih, Su Ch*e, Tseng Kung and Wang An-shih as the Eight
% > ,
Masters of T fang and Sung A  ^  W, according to the
> vol. 6, p. 351)
Hsieh Fang-te (1226-1289), though he did not
identify the 1 Eight Masters* as such, was clearly predisposed 
to favour them in his • Out of sixty-nine
examples, fifty-nine belong to them. One is not surprised 
to learn from his disciple Wang Yttan-chi ' £ $ $ In M s
Ul •
postscript to the collection that Hsieh*s intention was 
to •make manifest the right way and (Confucian) integrity*
k  .
The person who made the grouping of the Eight Masters 
famous was Mao K*un (1512-1601), through his well-known
anthology78. • In his preface Mao says he regards
them all as following the principles that Confucius 
observed in editing the Classics• More interestingly, Mao 
rejects the broader cultural theory which ties literature to 
the quality of the age in which it is written in favour of 
the more puritanical view of relating literature to faith in 
^ e j*.a_9.s 1 Wen only thrives or declines in accordance with 
tao; the times do not come, into the question* (quoted Fang,
p.222).
In the Ch*ing dynasty the particular byword was f t *
M i , as untranslatable a phrase as could be found, but 
meaning something like * immaculate, refined, and correct1.
It came appropriately from an edict of the tenth year of 
the Yung-cheng period (1733)* and was cited by Liang Chang-chil 
(1775-18U9) in his 1, a  vd (see Fang, p.261+)« It
was also employed by Fang Pao in his preface to I* X
in the variant form $  It was meant to apply both
to examination essays ana to literature in general.
The impression should not be given that the Chinese
under the empire were limited to such anthologies as these 
for their reading matter. Doubtless the mature reader could 
find a satisfactory amount of blasphemous material also, 
though censorship might have made it difficult to maintain 
a proper balance. But in education and particularly in 
preparing for the state examinations both the philosophy 
of literature to be imbibed and the models to be followed 
were as described above.
Having now given an outline of the conflicting points 
of view represented by the slogans shih yen chih and 
wen i tsai tao, we can return to the reasons of Chou Tso-jen 
for taking up so uncompromising a stance on the subject, 
for it was not merely with him a judicious preference for 
the one as, against the other, rather did the issue have the 
character of a personal vendetta.
To provide a standard of comparison, the contemporary 
literary critic chu Kuang-ch*ien when appraising the two 
concepts in his did not baulk at the idea of
wen i tsai tao. Though he could not admit the proposition 
in its narrow sense of moral teaching, he attempted to 
reconcile tao and chih by interpreting the former as the 
nature of human life and society, in which case chih, being 
the truthful expression of what lies in the human heart, 
fits into the framework of tao, and there is no conflict 
(pp.6-9)* This is to take a detached and relative view of
the question, and betokens a willingness to make allowance 
for the literary theorists of the past being limited by 
their cultural assumptions and extract their general 
principles from their Confucian background. But chu 
Kuang-ch*ien is a younger man and a scholar of modern 
education# Chou Tso-jen grew up when China was still the 
old China, when fao was still THE tao, when what was 
lacking in public was the honest expression of honest 
feelings and what was plentiful was cant. Chou remarked in 
B ^  (p.fj) that the old Reformists are
sometimes more radical than post-revolutionary youth,
* giving not an inch to the old forces and the old ways of 
thought, because they know better the suffering they cause*. 
The point is pertinent here: to Chou the term wen i tsai tao 
symbolized the worst thing about Chinese literary culture, 
the closed mind and the dead hand. So for him as for the 
other leaders of the May Fourth movement, the response to 
this aspect of their Chinese tradition as well as others 
was in absolute terms. He does not pause to reason what 
tao might mean; his purpose is not to consider but to condemn.
But in Ytian-liu Chou is not merely working off a 
grudge against the Chinese tradition, he is writing a tract 
for the times. The supreme embodiment of the tsai tao 
precept was the * eight-legged essay*/v and it is that
form, or rather its modern equivalents, at which Chou is
Ub*
also aiming his attack. Originally the ’eight-legged 
essay* was designed for the state examinations; it was 
composed in eight prescribed steps to a given theme, and it 
was meant to test the candidate’s grasp of Confucian 
doctrine. In its extended sense it denoted anything written 
in an approved convention and expressing the currently 
required sentiments; its first law was that it is possible 
to get by by just playing according to the rules without 
knowing anything about the subject you are dealing with. On 
pages 71-72 Chou quotes Wu Chih-hui^-^E as saying that 
though the native f eight-legged essay’ was finished it was 
succeeded by the foreign eight-legged essay, and now they 
had the ’party1 eight-legged essay . As for himself,
Chou has written in his introduction to Volume Six of
(hereafter called Compendium) that the 
contemporary literary product was either ’new native eight­
legged essay’ or ’old missionary foreign jargon *0 ^ ^  ^  1
(p.12). The effect of this deeply rooted ’eight-legged 
essay’ mentality had been to give even the best imported 
ideas the kiss of death * X  Z -i ^  , p.l6).
Chou was therefore warning his contemporaries that the 
wen i tsai tao mentality was still prevalent, and was 
asking them to recognize it for what it was#
If Chou’s description of the contemporary literary 
scene is rather too bleak, it is quite true both that foreign
models were imitated indiscriminately and that in the thirties
the pressure for * party* literature from the Communists,
through the League of Left-wing Writers, set up in 1930?
and its successors, and, mostly as a countermeasure, from
the Nationalists too - their campaign for a ’nationalist1
11
literature picked up momentum after 1932 - was strong
and increasing. From a third source there were repeated 
calls for a * return to ancient ways which were
sometimes put into practice in schools in the provinces 
under warlord direction. Perhaps too his dire warnings 
were meant to put off the evil day of a return to another 
age of tsai tao,. for it was his expectation, later to be 
over-filled by events, that literature, after having enjoyed 
comparative freedom since the May Pourth movement, would 
again be required to be of benefit to life and society (Ytlan- 
liu, p*103)«
If the present was then not absent from Chou’s thoughts, 
the setting for most of his argument was still in the past 
and in eternity. Chou’s opposition to the tsai tao idea 
is on the one hand, as we have intimated, on the grounds of 
the harm it did to Chinese intellectual and cultural life, 
judged by the record. To allow him to put the case for 
himself, he personally, like all aspiring intellectuals
11* See 4s ^  $>-*1 %  4.1a , Taipei, 1966, pp.16-19.
under the empire, had practised the ” eight-legged essay*; 
what that taught, as he explains in Lecture Three of 
ftlan-liu, was, since the content could arouse no interest^ 
ingenious word-play, as in the habitual linking of 
incompatible phrases, and priority of esteem for sound 
patternsflM : it did not matter what the thing meant as long 
as the rhythm was right. To get the spirit of the eight­
legged essay you needed to wag your head as you read, as 
Lu Hsiin described their teacher doing in ~
vol. 2, p.256). The same rules applied, Chou 
found, far beyond the scope of the eight-legged essay, 
affecting for example the attitude to the theatre, where 
attention was only paid to the sound. The frame of mind
that this bias reflects was dearly not the best suited to
12
produce a healthy culture or practical new ideas. On
the other hand Chou's argument is about the true nature of 
literature, the point at issue being whether good literature 
can be written in the service of an ideology or whether it 
must be entirely personal; alternatively, can literature aim 
at 'usefulness1 and still be literature? Judged against 
Chou's definition, it could not. That definition is given 
on p .10 of Ydan-liu:
Literature is something which has aesthetic form,
which conveys the author's unique feelings and
12 In ^  *• (1930) Chou brings out more clearly
his view that the 'eight-legged essay* was not an isolated 
phenomenon, but the quintessence of a literary culture 
which had the ideal of 'speaking on behalf of the sages'.
thoughts, and enables the reader to feel pleasure 
thereby•
Not an exhaustive statement, perhaps, but some things can 
be gleaned from it* I1 he first is that the feelings and 
thoughts expressed must be the author's own (he should not 
be the spokesman for anyone else), and the second is that 
the effect is to give the reader 'pleasure' not
instruction: in fact it is the 'dolce' half of Horace's 
formula without the 'utile1• The most he concedes in respect 
of the function of literature is that this 'pleasure1 could 
include relief from pain, as when a boil is lanced*
Another attempt of Chou's at a definition, from the 
year 1925, apparently quite different, leads in the same 
direction:
Literature is not a true record, it is a dream.
Dreams are not the true replica of waking life, 
but if removed from waking life their material is 
gone, no matter whether the dreams are in the 
nature of a response L^0 the stimulus of actual > 
events], or wish-fulfilment • ( 
p. 127).
The key thing here is that dreams do not go beyond the 
mental activity or one person, having to do with psychological 
adjustment to the environment; they cannot be transferred 
to the waking world, so they cannot be ordered to serve any 
particular end* Such a view is typical of European Romantic 
theory, which stresses the transformation of the raw material 
in the mind of the artist, as opposed to Classical theory
which tends to hold that literature holds a mirror up to 
reality.
Yet whatever literature is or is not meant to do, it 
evidently does work on the reader in some way. Chou has 
said that it gives him pleasure, but it is more often the 
relief that it affords that he talks about in his middle 
period. One could produce many examples of Chou's arguing 
that writing is a way of purging evil humours, is a form 
of comfort to those who need comfort, and nothing else. For 
now we will Just see how he expands on the theme in Ytlan-liu.
In (literature) there is not much energizing force,
there is no teaching; it can only afford pleasure
to people. But this point can be thought of as a 
kind of use. By giving expression to it it can 
assuage the author's sense of grievance, and though 
the reader gets no instruction he does get some 
benefit.
As to the benefit the reader can derive, it 
can be elaborated - but this has been said long ago 
by Aristotle in his Ars Poetica - as a kind of 
purging function. The Shui-hu chuan used always to 
be described as teaching villainy, but in our opinion
the contrary is true; it not only does not teach
villainy, in fact it might well reduce many dangers 
to society. Everyone who has been humiliated or 
harmed wants to take revenge, but on reading Shui-hu 
he feels relieved, as if his spleen had been vented, 
as if the person hated had been laid low by the 
heroes of Liang-shan-po and his own indignation 
thereby dissipated. The Hung-lou meng can give rise 
to the same kina of effect in the reader* A still 
living English thinker regards literature as a kind 
of spiritual exercise, "^vyhen we are busy with our
13# 1 do not know who this Englishman is. De Quincey did
describe poetry as a kind of emotional gymnastics, but 
only in that it keeps active human sensibilities - 'The
poetry of Pope1, quoted Abrams, The Mirror... p.331*
J+9.
work and over a long period do not engage in any 
muscular activities, then the muscles get flabby 
and we need to take some exercise to work off 
surplus energy; only then do we feel relaxed. This 
seems to be the function of literature. (pp.29-30).
He goes on to explain how frustrations have an easy 
outlet in primitive societies, but in civilized societies 
the involved processes of the law prevent this. Similarly 
the old custom of the * cursing day*, when ordinary citizens 
were licensed to let off steam in any direction, has died 
away. Literature now..fills the same kind of role. Thus 
1 there are no real works of literature which are not of 
benefit to people; positively they have no use, but negatively 
they do have use*, (pp. 30-31)•
There is nothing admirable about this use of literature 
as a safety-valve: it is no substitute for action. Hence 
Chou commends the argument that if youth expends its 
energies in exposing its discontents on paper it will have 
no initiative to take action. Literature which does have a 
positive aim is perverted. Chairs are meant for sitting on 
and ink for writing with, and though they have been used 
as weapons in parliament before, that is not their proper 
use:
IJIt seems as if only the weak and defeated in society 
need literature. Jb’or those who are well placed and 
are quite satisfied, and can do what they will when 
they will, literature is naturally unnecessary, hut 
the weak, when they are discontented, or when face^ .. 
to face with questions or life ana aeath beyond the 
power or man to influence, mostly use literature to
give play to the emotions provoked. Those who have
!30.
a positive way open to them, assuming that action 
is not made impossible by, tor instance, political 
corruption, can or course go and join some political 
movement. They do not need to make use or literature 
to proclaim their woes". (p*32)
1 have described these last propositions of Choufs 
as set in eternity because they are general statements on 
the nature of literature and so apply to all ages, but it 
is not hard to divine that they are put forward too because 
of a present need. The enemy at the gate still comes within 
the coniines of his general thesis, but the tao that he 
requires literature to serve is now principally a political 
one. To oppose his campaign by restating the yen chih 
thesis would not only have been ineffective, but •( and this 
has always been true or the contest) also at least partially 
inappropriate, for yen chih belongs to the category of 
expressive theory, concerned only with the author's state 
of mind, whereas those who would marry literature to politics 
argued first and foremost in pragmatic terms, that is, with 
function or effect in mind. So Chou's apparently narrow 
concentration on the aspect of venting grievances in his 
general discussion of literature is due to accepting the 
opposition's terms and fighting on the chosen ground of 
literature which protests (though as a frequently disgruntled 
essayist, the subject was not rar from his own heart eitherJ.
It has now emerged that the three main aspects of the 
tsai tao thesis that Chou objected to were the religious (or
&1.
quasi-religious), the utilitarian, and the political - in 
particular, the revolutionary political. We will now 
examine them at greater length, and in the reverse order.
Literature and revolutionary politics
Tn<mr~iwrnw.mw^»wrnri|i p»n»piF—hbmumi mi.   Jwimi.iniiiripin m
It was in the second hall ot‘ the 1920* s that the 
movement lor revolutionary literature grew too vociferous to 
be ignored* The main journals to uphold the cause were those 
run by the Creation Society, n a m e l y / ^ ) (1927),
(1925), and (1928), and that of the Sun Society^Ffj^^j
(1928)# Another magazine called Art of the Masses Tn 
was started in 1929? and of course many more similar ones 
followed the setting up of the League of Left-wing Writers 
in 1930. There is no need to go into their arguments; their 
main lines are predictable, and few or none of their ideas 
are original, much of the space being taken up by translations 
from the Russians. The several essays that Chou wrote from 
the late twenties up to the Japanese war in 1937 that deal 
with the subject of literature and revolution were clearly 
prompted by this new *tide*, but typically do not confront 
it head on. He did grapple with the question of the class
freely admitted that certain attitudes pertain to capitalist 
or feudal society, but denied the possibility of anyone
nature of literature (1927), in which he 
writing from class consciousness - in any case all classes 
in China tended to share the same ideals;
Jilt ^  (193°) lie questioned whether the i'olk song, the study 
ox1 which he had thitherto enthusiastically supported, could 
truly be said to be the creation or the ’people1, and whether 
it had much literary value, he also, while greatly respecting 
socialist martyrs, declined to believe in the masses (see 
’itfl ^  ^  1927, p.622,. and i M i l : p . l A 2 , ) .  But
the central question he discussed in those years was what 
constitutes literature and what does not. Writing which has 
a revolutionary purpose does not. An important statement 
or his position is contained i n - ^ 8 ^ 1 ^  ^  (1928);
the question arises in this unlikely place because the 
collector of the stories, Ku Wan-chuanA* $  , had rightly
given up literature to go south to practise revolutions
11 If revolution is opium, then could we compare 
literature to ya-chih-nai? t  Just as the rich and 
powerful openly smoke opium, when red-blooded youths 
feel discontented with the present age they stand up, 
risk danger, and reckless of their lives go out and 
put revolution into practice. They do not sit at 
home and sigh and curse to dispel the pent-up air 
inside them. It is only the debilitated, whose bones 
are like matchsticks, who have not the strength to 
truss a chicken, who sit as if paralysed in X’ront 
of a desk and pour out the foul humours inside them 
onto paper, lest they swell up with them. It is 
rather like the poor addicted fellows who can only 
swallow a little ya-chih~nai at mealtimes - hardly 
anything to be proud of, yet there is nothing to be 
done about it... All those who issue anonymous 
announcements, advertisements, or pamphlets, saying 
how so-and-so has done the dirty on them, are in 
general people who have taken a knock and have no 
power to fight back or take revenge; though unwillingly, 
they can in the end only put up with it... The dog
l^#££^This seems to be the brand name or some cheap mild opiate.
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which bites does not make a sound; those which do 
are frightened themselves. In these troubled times 
youth has only two courses; the strong press on and 
become martyrs to human progress; the weak draw back 
and curse, live out their allotted span and propogate 
their kind - apart from their other course of becoming 
an official and making a fortune, but there are 
already very many taking this road, and there is no 
need for anyone else to guide the way...
Although I hear that nowadays there is a very 
clever ploy, that of using literature as a substitute 
for revolution, like in the old days the camp- 
following recorder with the red ink getting promotion 
on the strength of his 'martial merit', I cannot 
but feel it to be a little too opportunistic, and 
not too good a thing, 'irue, Byron and Petbfi deserve 
the name of revolutionary poets, and had the power to 
put spirit into the people, but Byron died at the 
battle or Missolonghi, Petfefi in the field at 
Segesvar - they are rather revolutionary heroes; 
their literature only arose spontaneously from the 
trenches, and is unlike the shaking of thin fists 
of the literati.11 (pp. 192-19U)
This passage should be read in conjunction with another
statement that appeared i n ^ ® ^  from the same
year. Prom the fact that Chou repeated it in his introduction
to volume six of the Compendium (p.9) seven years later, it
can be taken as definitive:
t8I have always thought that literature was non­
revolutionary. If one is able to engage in revolution, 
one has no need for literature and the various other 
arts and religions, because one already has one's 
world. The mouth that is kissing no longer wants to 
sing, for the same reason. But if the poltical 
world has been conquered and there remain longings 
in other respects, then there are times of course 
when one would venture into the wordl of art:
Napoleon carrying Die Leiden des Jungen wexnher on 
his campaigns can serve as an example. Co though 
literature is non-revolutionary it still has its 
right and need to exist. 11 ( > p.181)
Apart from impugning the motives of 1 revolutionary' 
writers, the substance of these two statements is the same
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as that put forward in YUan-liu, that literature and 
revolution are separate and normally alternative activities.
He concedes that the genuine man of action may seek diversion 
in literature after his labours, and that literature may 
arise as a by-product of the revolutionary struggle, but it 
may not be a substitute for revolution. Since perhaps the 
majority of those who pretended to write revolutionary 
literature were indeed only making revolution on paper, the 
point is well made. Again he may be right that only the 
weak and ineffectual actually HHKD literature because they 
have no positive way of righting wrongs done, or felt to be 
done, to them. But many questions arise that he leaves 
unanswered. What flows from the pens of the weak and 
debilitated bent on venting their grievances must necessarily 
be a literature of protest of some kind, and this Chou 
recognizes as proper. As a Chinese, whether or not schooled 
in general literary theory, he would have had to, for the 
doctrine that literature arises in dissidence has a long 
history of China. It is represented by the phrase 
4 giving vent to indignation*. The inspiration and example 
was provided by Gh*ti Ylian/S^ , who used the words *vent my 
indignation to give release to my feelings in
15* A case in point was the career ofM^Jl, described unkindly 
but not unjustly by T.A. Hsia in The Cate of Darkness,
*The phenomenon of Chiang Kuang-tz’u*. On the otner hand, 
Hu Yeh-p*in another ’revolutionary' writer, seemed
to have eventually accepted the logic of Chou’s argument, 
and died for his beliefs in 1931} see Hsia, ibid., 'The 
Enigma of the Hive Martyrs’, esp. p.188.
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Such, a motivation was, according to Luo Ken-tse
(vol. 1, p.90), common to the Ch*u Tz*u school of writers*
Luo also points out that Ssu-ma Gh*ien once ascribed the
source of all the great works to indignation (p.92). Even
Han YU joined in the chorus; * things give sound when their
equilibrium is disturbed ^  9 quoted
Luo, vol. 2, p.lU6). Those very words were repeated by
Chang HsUeh-ch’eng in (p*87)> who then goes
on to deal with the idea that *wase men are prevented by
their age from achieving their aspirations, and in their
dudgeon write books to vindicate themselves*. Now such
writings could well be socially disruptive, so where is the
line to be drawn between them and * revolutionary* literature?
Chou does not say directly. The only clue in his statements
is that Byron and B&tbfi*s work is exempted from criticism
because it was * spontaneous * , which implies that the
other 'revolutionary* writing he has been talking about is
not spontaneous, is in fact written to propound a given
ideology, to tsai-tao. 1 would not agree with the accusation
that Chou*s erection of the abhorrent tsai tao principle was
16
prompted by antipathy to left-wing literature as such.
His natural sympathies had always lain with the left-wing in
16* According to Pa Jen p. 118), Lu Hstln
regarded Chou*s repudiation of tsai tao as a veiled 
attack on the^left-wing, but the target of the essay in
question ( <2fT , OW k f p.357) is a nameless editor of
£  ■7$ %  - definitely not Chou, clearly however
Lu Hstin regarded Chou's theory as a red herring.
its opposition both, to capitalism and traditionalism. His 
target was quite straightforwardly that class or left-wing 
writing which was injurious to the cause of literature.
Stuff written in the service of an ideology could not 
accommodate certain literary values that Chou consistently 
held - they were not brought out specially to deny validity 
to revolutionary literature. One of these was the private 
character of literature - person talking to person* That 
this was the true nature of literature was a view, as all 
views on literature ultimately are, arbitrary and subjective: 
it defined literature according to the standard of what he 
liked to read and write. Chou*s personal preferences in 
this direction will be examined in detail later, but his 
objection to the validity of literature that seeks to appeal 
to a mass audience is relevant to the present context. He 
appears to think that the medium of the written word precludes 
any kind of mass response:
111 think that the trend of literature is in the 
end towards individualization. In this * individual * 
there naturally subsist still quite a large number 
of national elements, but the work is still national 
and cannot be collective. Sometimes there may be 
an honest reaction in favour of the revival of 
collective art, and, especially when literature is 
sought as an ally for politics, there can be a 
dishonest movement to use art to create collectiveness 
but neither works out. This is not surprising, 
because collective art, if it is not visual has to 
be aural, otherwise it is hard to take in.u
The epics of Homer, he continues, the Greek tragedies, 
the plays of Shakespeare, lost their* popular1 character when
transmitted in written form. Por the present:
"If a writer wants to undertake collective service 
he can run to the market place, suppress his 
obsession with his uniqueness, accept traditional 
methods and the mass mentality, and probably 
succeed. But this type of art has the misfortune 
of dying with its creator, his fame can only last 
a lifetime, and even if the draft is preserved, 
be it is good as the San kuo chih yen-i or the 
Shui-hu chuan, once it has become literature it 
takes leave of the collective, ends up in a quiet 
corner of the library, and is attentively perused 
by not a special but a small number of readers.
I believe reading is in fact quite aristocratic, 
and is very far from being natural."
( M  , 1936, pp. 151-2)
One might think from this that Ohou has failed to take 
into account the prospect of mass literacy, but it is clear 
from other remarks in the essay that by reading he means 
close and discriminating reading, followed by reflection.
As the habit of reading in this sense is determined by cast 
of mind rather than the mere ability to read, the number of 
readers will always be small, an intellectual Aristocracy'* 
If the reader of literature has to be able to quietly 
reflect on what he has read, it follows that literature 
for its part must provide food for thought, must have some 
depth. Writing done for a mass audience would not normally 
have that quality. But the main point I want to bring out 
here is that if books are to be enjoyed in seclusion, this 
does emphasize the private nature of the act. And if the 
reader is a private person, the writer should be even more
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so. The effect on literature of making the act public Ohou 
elaborates elsewhere, in &12 Zi @ ytj^.* X^| (1945):
"In composing a work of literature one of the easiest 
faults to commit is to attitudinize. When it is 
committed the work is spoiled. To my view, some 
compositions could have been quite all right: they 
have something to say, have a vocabulary up to 
saying it, and in fact could have been written 
without any trouble. But here we come to the 
difficulty. A work of literature is written by 
an individual, but the other party is a plurality.
So in this it is close to speechmaking, and speech- 
making in turn is not far removed from playacting.
The speaker has something in mind that he wants to 
persuade the audience of, but he is quite liable 
instead to fall under the control of the audience.
If a phrase or gesture is appieqlated by the audience, 
he is frequently unable to avoid repeating it; if 
for example he bangs on the table and says everybody 
should charge forward into battle, and gets clapped 
and cheered, the next time he will roar that every- 
one has to charge forward, cannot but charge forward, 
and bang the table fair to make the glasses jump.
In this way speeches made to guide the audience and 
playacting meant to amuse the audience really have 
become difficult to distinguish. I do not under­
stand plays, but I have heard that good actors do 
not perform in this manner. They have their own 
rules, and are not willing ' lightly to bend them­
selves to the will of others. When I was young I 
heard the old people telling a story about a local 
actor. When he had taught his pupils enough about 
acting and was sending them onto the stage to 
perform, he used to tell them, 'It is your own 
acting that is important. Don't on any account 
pay any attention to those fellows with nostrils 
like chimneys below stage'. For a country actor 
to have so much sense shows that he has confidence 
in his own craft, and is wiser than the average 
politician or writer. Reading the literature of 
past and present I often detect the flaw of
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speaking like speechmakers. I seem to hear the 
author contorting his vocal cords to yell, hanging
the table, haring his teeth in awful rage: all sorts
of strange grimaces disclose themselves behind the 
text... The writer is writing in his study, hut his 
eyes are all on the reader, with the result that 
though the finished work may he fully accomplished, 
it just lacks its core." (pp. 126-7) ^
So if a writer abandons his integrity, "attitudinizes1,
ceases to he true to himself, then his work is invalidated*
When an author writes about an area of experience that he
has not lived through, or speaks on behalf of a class or
group to which he does not belong, or parrots slogans, all
of which was generally true of "revolutionary* literatLire,
18
as .Mao Tse-tung agreed, then this stricture applies even 
more.
It is easy to see why Chou should want to decry 
"literature* which suffers from such faults, but the interest 
ing question is whether he would want to debar writing which 
suffers from none of these faults, which is written from 
knowledge and from the. heart, and yet the effect of which is 
likely to be revolutionary?
17* Chou*s view coincides, apparently fortuitously, with
that expressed by J.S. Mill in his Early Essays, where 
he says that when the poet’s "act of utterance is not 
itself the end, but a means to an end - viz* by the 
feelings he himself expresses to work upon the feelings, 
or upon the belief, or the will, of another, - when 
the expression of his emotions ••• is tinged also by 
that purpose, by that desire of making an impression 
upon another mind, then it ceases to be poetry and 
becomes eloquence," (quoted M.H. Abrams, The mirror 
and the lamp , p. 25).
18* See Mao Tse-tung on art and literature , Peking, Foreign
nn»wurn in * iit i*i«M»in n'n<.ri» n*irt{iiiiwt»      n.i   in hitu1
Languages Press, esp. pp. 80 and 90.
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Since the saying of Upton Sinclair that ’all literature
is propaganda' might well be used to justify such writing,
one could have hoped that when Chou turned to that famous
quotation i n ^  i 1sl&  (undated, but written between
1940 and 1943), he might have fac&d. the question, but in
fact he does not go into the subject deeply* He only says
that he dislikes propaganda because it is unreliable, in
the same way as commercial advertisements are, and because
it cannot be put well: 'If there is any falseness in the
matter, it cannot be presented entirely satisfactorily*
Though we have never studied the art of detection of Judge 
19
Pao, if only we have read a fair number of books and seen 
a fair number of things, we can still spot (the falseness) 
at a glance1 (p*91). This goes no way to answering our 
question.
Something Ghou says in the essay2fCX^^^( X. ,
1940) comes nearer the bone, however* He has been arguing
that the outlook inherent in most of Chinese literature had
in the past been a kind of Oonfucian humanism, and has
expressed the hope that it will again become the mainstream
of literary ideology in his own lifetime; then he adds:
But I have not the least intention of promoting it, 
because I am profoundly convinced that no matter 
what tries to force the growth of anything whatever 
is harmful. If 'literature for life* is misinterp­
reted, it might easily turn into the vocabulary of 
gangsters or the attitude of charitable old ladies.'
(p* 5)
1 9* Judge Pao ( 3 ^  ) was a Sung official later accredited
with supernatural powers of detection. His cases were 
written up in the late Oh* ing -ft Si ^  ^  ( ^ ^  ) *
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Though this remark was made in special circumstances, and 
may have been directed against the cultural policy of his 
new Japanese masters, it is consistent with his pre-war 
attitudes. If he sees even the comparatively liberal and 
broadly based campaign for 1 art for life’s sake1, to which 
he had once lent his own weight, as misconceived,, then the 
movement for revolutionary literature would be even more 
so. However, since his argument is that when an idea is 
taken up as a campaign it is either killed or transformed 
into something different, we are dealing here with 
practicalities, with what the world does with men’s thoughts, 
and still not with whether those thoughts were sincerely 
conceived and sincerely expressed.
We have been trying to find a direct statement on
the issue of whether Ohou's condemnation - or rather
denial - of revolutionary literature necessarily included
the hypothetical work sincerely written which has a
revolutionary effect. What we have found have been
criticisms only of literary campaigns and causes. I think
it legitimate to conclude that these were indeed the things
he objected to. His concern as stated was not that
literature might incite revolution, but that the intention
to incite revolution would result in bad literature. To
take a case in point, Ghou did say, a propos of Yamamoto
Yuzo, that a man whose heart was imbued with hatred of
2.0
imperialism could write good literature, but to relate 
that to his general proposition he would have had to have
20* introduction to his translation of Yamamoto’s
Eiji-goroshi , YuSsu, vol.4, no.38, 1928.
argued that if that man wrote with the aim of fostering 
anti-imperialism then what he wrote would be unworthy of 
the name af literature.
Chou was quite happy to state, in^k^^jKl ( @ ^  ,
1928, p.l8l), that literature is rebellious (
that is, it is in opposition to the existing state of affairs. 
But revolution requires a plan of action, and concerted 
action at that; a writer, who speaks for himself, cannot 
therefore propound revolution. He may however express his 
discontents, and. put forward his ideas about what should be, 
in which case the distinction between yen chih and tsai tao 
disappears; hence Chou's own corollary to his thesis; Tto 
express other people's chih is to tsai tao; to convey your 
own tao is to yen chih' (Compendium, vol. 6, p.ll).
Literature and religion
We have seen that in Chou Tso-jen's view Y/riting which 
has an aim is quite definitely not literature. As he said 
in ftL (1936), 'if you want to use literature to
further your aims, that is the business of the priest* (p.255) 
Let us now see what the business of the priest is.
-^n YUan-1 iu (pp.27-28) Chou writes:
"The difference in the nature of literature and 
religion is in whether they have an aim or not. All
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religious rites have an aim, but literature has 
not. To give an example: in summer when it is 
going to rain we often feel irritable because of 
the closeness of the weather and can't help shouting, 
'Hurry up and rain!>; this is the attitude of art. 
Taoists priests have all sorts of ceremonies for 
bringing on the rain, like striking a drumt) 
represent thunder, waving a black flag to represent 
wind, sprinkling water to represent rain, and so 
on. Their idea is to use these various ceremonies 
with the aim of hastening a downpour.
The Preface to the Odes says, 'When the feelings 
are moved within they take shape in words. If 
words are inadequate the feelings are expressed 
in sighs; if sighs are inadequate they are given 
prolonged utterance in song; if song is inadequate 
unwittingly the., hands and feet take up the rhythm1.
My view does not differ from what this says. 
Literature has only feelings; it has no aim. If 
there has to be an aim, then it is only to 'give 
voice* ( ). In everyday conversation in
winter we often say, 'It's really cold today'.
The intention is not of course to borrow money for 
clothes from the other person, it is purely and 
simply to give voice to one's own feelings.
Writings that we regard as literature the 
religionists always want to use as tools to promote 
goodness. When we read the poem 'Kuan ch'iao' 
l& Bt 21 we just think it is a good newly-wed poem; 
for the country tutor it contains principles of a 
kind that the universe is based on. Again, on our 
desks the psalms are literature; when chanted in 
church they are religion. These are points of 
difference between literature and religion.
Supposing these differences did not exist of course 
we would not separate them".
This is the first poem in the Book of Odes. It was 
interpreted as exemplifying the virtue of the queen 
and setting the pattern forthe relation between 
husband and wife.
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This describes the attitude of the priest. From ,
(1930) we discover what his methods are:
"I feel that literature is like an incense burner.
On either side of it there is a pair of candle­
sticks, belonging to the left and the right. It 
does not matter which is left or right, it is 
enough that there are two places, occupied by Zen 
and Mantra, if you allow me to borrow two Buddhist 
terms. Literature has no use, but these two on 
left and right have use and potency, The man who 
follows Zen does not leave a body of writing, 
knowing it is useless, but looks for another way*
He gives a shout like a peal of thunder, or lashes 
out with^a stick, or comes out with * latrine 
stick!1, in order by direct and immediate means 
to make people come to a sudden awakening. Admitt­
edly this requires a fair degree of receptivity on 
the other person*s part, and cannot easily produce 
an effect, hut in essence this method is absolutely 
right. You can almost say it is the highest form 
of art, but in fact art has aspired to but cannot 
realize this ideal - or perhaps only music can be 
thought of in this way.^ Literature which is 
caught up in the entanglement of the written and 
spoken word, though it is trying to fight its way 
out with the aid of symbols and what not, still 
lags behind.
Adherents of the Mantra sects simply plight 
their troth to the sect and recite incantations, 
mouthing some mumbo-jumbo which seems to be quite 
meaningless but actually can have tremendous power. 
By singing out *Amitabha Buddha* the old woman can 
have peace and security, feeling she has her place
22® This was an answer once given to the question 'what 
is the Buddha's nature?'.
23<► Compare the theory of German aestheticians in the 1790s, 
who regarded music, in M.H. Abram's words, as 'the art 
most immediately expressive of spirit and emotion, 
constituting the very pulse and quiddity of passion 
made public* (op.cit., p.50).
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in paradise. And the member ofthe gentry who 
regularly shouts and yells at his cook might one 
of these days become a petty official in the Imperial 
Commissariat, and then he will think himself a very 
fine bird indeed. This is the kind of thing I am 
talking about. To take the example of the numerous 
cases concerning lese-majeste of ancient and modern
times, which killed off people like flies, if you 
enquired into the charges you would find they were 
Just a few words like * sacrilege1 A  'F or ’gross 
moral turpitude* ^  M  *» quite empty and hollow,
but in days gone by lots of people were condemned 
to various forms of death for them. It strikes one 
now as a great injustice, but in those times probably 
none apart from the person concerned thought it was 
not deserved. Just names.1 That the power of words 
is so great is really something to be respected and 
feared too.
As to literature, it can neither give nor 
receive orders. It can not be so untrammeled as 
to be able to use a unique form of expression to 
give direct utterance, neither has it the boldness 
to choke someone with holy writ. The result is that 
subjects may be discussed at interminable length, 
and books may run to hundreds and thousands of 
chapters, only for the unoccupied to skim through'1, 
(pp. 25-26).
To summarize, the reason why literature cannot emulate 
Zen is that it cannot plumb the depths of experience or 
explain the mysteries of life (these inherent limitations 
will be discussed later). Neither may it, since it only 
exists to express feelings and ideas, capitalize on the 
potency of words to comfort oneself or to terrorize others* 
The analogies are introduced in order to define the limits 
of literature proper and to demonstrate its ineffectiveness. 
In the first passage, while he is similarly arguing that
literature cannot have a use, he does appear also to he 
warning of a threat to literature from the outside. The 
Buddhist monk is unlikely to make depradations against 
literature (the Buddhists were inventive enough in producing 
their own propaganda), hut the Gonfucianist is apparently 
both willing and eager to take a work of pure literature 
under his wing. We have already seen that historically this 
was indeed the case, hut one might reasonably think that in 
the 1930s it was no longer a real issue. Was Chou then 
talking about * old, unhappy, far off things / And battles 
long ago*? As before we have to remember Chou*s own state­
ment made in (1936) that when he is abusing Han
ti
Yu or talking about ghosts he is attacking their living 
counterparts, when he rants about pa-ku or traditional opera, 
it is not so much for their own sake as for the power they 
exercised. In this instance it would be impossible to 
quantify the survival of Confucianism. It is anyway enough 
for our purposes to know from the many essays Chou wrote 
deploring its contemporary manifestations that for him it 
was still an active force, and still determined to dictate 
and distort the due processes of literature. A good example 
is his preface to Sun Hsi-chen1 s  ^ 1934,
which is almost wholly taken up with an attack on the current 
movement to revive ku wen, which was based essentially on 
ethical, behavioural and political motives, and on pai-hua 
literature subject to the same influences.
Though Ghou thought religion still a force to be reckoned
with, his description of the methods of the priest obviously 
applies beyond the bounds of religion proper. Using
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literature to further one*s aims belongs also to the sphere 
of politics, so too does the terrible practice of name 
branding* So religion and revolution can be seen as two 
wings extending from the same centre. In calling attention 
to the contrast between literature on the one hand and 
religion and revolution on the other Ghou was seeking to 
define and pass on his own understanding of the nature of 
true literature, but his insistence on the difference was 
such as to demand other explanations. In my view he had 
a more immediate and practical aim than stating eternal 
verities, and that was, by differentiating between the three, 
to establish a different identity for each one, so that each 
could get on with its own business. Particularly he wanted 
to distinguish between literature and revolution, so that 
in the midst of the political turmoil literature could remain 
inviolate, could be free from pressures and prohibitions, 
both from the point of view of what could be read and what 
could be written. Apart from disagreeing in principle with 
revolutionary literature, he did not want the whole tree to
fall for the sake of that branch. Hidden avay at the end of
the essay 1936) we can indeed find Ghou
declaring this interest. He says there:
*'If people everywhere are willing ... to use visual
and aural things for propaganda, and leave alone
written things, this could have one advantage, 
namely that we could enjoy a little literary free- 
dom, even if freedom of speech is beyond our reach.
If literature is neither used as a tool nor 
interfered with any more, with this degree of 
freedom its life should be more secure”, (pp. 152-3)*
Utilitarianism
The assumption that underlies all taai tao theories whether 
religious or revolutionary is that literature is or oan he 
useful. It is therefore one that Ghou has to deny. But 
its relevance goes heyond these two specific uses, and Chou 
does deal with it as a general proposition. Naturally, if 
he wanted to deny that literature was useful he would have 
to say the same thing about his own writing. That he does, 
and repeatedly. For instance, in an essay in letter form 
entitled*^^ and dated 17*7*24 he anticipates the objection 
that he is only talking about personal matters of no benefit 
to the public, saying that that was precisely his intention*
( 9 p*6). Typical of the thirties is the lament
in — (1935) that he had expended his spirit
wastefully in writing 'positive* essaj^s, when he had known 
all the time they could have no effect. He thinks it is just 
a habit, a hang-over from the May Fourth period, but also 
something inherited from his native place, East Chekiang, 
which is famous for its disputatious intellectuals. What 
of a positive nature he is willing to say in respect of the 
possible influence of his own essays (disregarding the 
theoretical one of catharsis) can be seen in^&$ ^3. (1936).
The practice referred to in the title is the distribution 
of 'beans for forming affinities* by Buddhist priests, in 
the hope that the connection thus made will initiate the 
recipient on a course leading to eventual salvation* Ghou 
says here that he writes essays for himself, but he wants 
a reader to talk to - 1 perhaps writing is not being 
reconciled to loneliness'* He does not want reward from
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the reader:
111 just wish for some small degree of affinity, so 
that when we meet we may treat each other with 
consideration, not just indifferently come and go*
The great men of old have passed on, what has become 
of them is not worth mentioning, but if they have 
left two or three masterpieces which give the modern 
reader the delight of recognition, this is enough* 
What modern man can bequeath to those who follow is 
this and nothing more, and this is beans. Just a 
few beans; there is no objection to forgetting you 
have eaten them, but if you can vaguely remember, 
no matter what form (the memories) have assumed, 
it is all to the good. 1 think this is perhaps the 
little bit of effect that literature has - it just 
forms links", (p.255)
This is a very modest ambition, and certainly disclaims any 
pretension to influence the course of history or even the 
undramatic conduct of peoplefs lives.
The furthest Ghou is willing to go in the thirties 
towards recognizing the element of utility is in conceding 
that since in his work he ‘conveys1 his own ‘way1, that way 
has to be passable; but whether anyone takes it is up to 
them i e A  , p.6). Likewise he admits
that to be of benefit to society is a good thing, but doubts 
whether society sees things as he does.
Whether Ghou secretly cherished higher hopes that these 
one does not know, but he had to talk of his- own work in 
this way in order to be consistent with his reiterated attacks 
on the fallacy, as he saw it, that literature could be useful* 
His conviction that it was a fallacy stemmed from three 
sources, his own fustrated efforts to enlighten through
2 On the subject of this^P^'L ^ ^  ^  , 1925*
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literature, his acquaintance with writing that attempts to 
put the principle into practice, and his reading of other 
people’s discussion of the subject* The first belongs to 
his 'May Fourth* period, and so falls outside the scope of 
this study (but mjr essay f0hou Tso-jen and cultivating one's 
garden* deals with it)* The second can now be taken up*
A large proportion of Ghou's essays in the thirties were 
about Chinese books he had read, mostly of the pi-chi
^  wMti'iw* K lU w ii.n m rtfC T ii *11
variety, and in his comments he frequently deplores the 
tendency of the literati, encouraged by the belief that 
literature is useful, to write about practical matters and 
affairs of state of which they are basically ignorant*
Typical is his comment in (1935)? p*43»
It
where poor Han Yu gets the blame again; 'I have long 
suspected that the reason why the Chinese believe that 
literature is useful and yet can only say hackneyed or
it
unhelpful things is to be found in Han Yu, and the other 
Seven Masters rounded the thing off.' In the same essay 
he adds (p.40); 'We mostly know the 1eight-legged essay1 
is a fitting target for abuse, but we really ought to add 
to it the 'treatise'll , because while the eight-legged 
essay teaches people to talk glibly about principles, the 
treatise teaches people to talk nonsensically about affairs. 
The eight-legged essay makes one stupid, the treatise makes 
people corrupted '*
Since in this essay Chou is retailing criticism of 
Sung scholars, it would be appropriate to describe the point 
of view of one of them. Wang A n- s h i h l ^ ^  , the eminent 
scholar-statesman (and incidentally one of the Eight Masters), 
controversial, figure though he was, in this represented his
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breed. He put forward his view in (from 2E $1 l| 9
reproduced. . by Yang Chia-lou, in^ l^tt"*5?xi&. , part 2),
his main point being that literature is concerned with mores. 
He does assert, following in Confucius’s footsteps, that 
cultivated diction is indispensable, , but
maintains it was not the prime object of the sages: writing 
must be of benefit to society. As decoration is proper to 
a vessel or utensil, to cultivated diction is appropriate 
to writing, but in both cases the thing has first and fore­
most to be of practical use.
This is not a very extreme statement, but Chou would 
doubtless have seen in it the kind of utilitarianism that 
not only sanctioned the filling of thousands of books with 
tiresome nonsense, but deluded the Chinese into thinking 
that they accomplished something by it.
In attributing the main blame for this utilitarian
H
attitude to Han Yu Chou introduced a historical element
t
into the argument. If the rot started with Han Yu, then 
pre-T’ang literature should have been relatively healthy. 
Such was indeed the view that Chou expressed. In the 
essay just quoted, he says, ’Reading Six 
Dynasties literature is better than reading the Eight 
Masters, and the harm is less serious.1 (pp. 43-44).
Now the literary philosophy of the Six Dynasties means 
to most people the Preface to the Wen hsuan X.8L , which
4. Jm i i m  r rn     n m  m  i
set up purely literary criteria in selecting the best
25that had been written, and the kind of statement made 
by Hsiao Tzu-hsien (489-537)1$ ^ ®  , a member of the house
miim iii-iijjii i. m  11 ft 11 i. 'i i ■
25. See J.R. Hightower, 'The Wen Hsuan and genre theory', 
HJAS 20, 1957.
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of Ch* i;
"Literature is the outward mark of the personality, 
is the musical scale of the divine intelligence.
As one ponders one moistens the brush; one lets 
one1s thoughts wander and revolutions occur inside 
one. When the words come out and fall onto the 
paper, the impetus and harmony are heaven-willed. 
Nothing is not endowed with life, or moved by the 
affections'1 (from , quoted Luo, vol.l,
p•122).
In the words of Lu Hsun, the age of Ts'ao P !i, which begins 
this period, was "'an age of literary self-awareness', or, 
as we say nowadays, was of the 'art for art's sake' 
persuasion" (Complete Works, vol.3, £*1 , p.382, cited
Wang Yao J  t  , p-32).
Ghou Tso-jen did not necessarily endorse the first 
view, but he did more or less agree with the second, at 
least if 'self-aware' means independant in thought and
H
feeling, which Lu Hsun's elaboration does in fact bear out.
It was not, though, the works of 'pure* literature that 
Ghou particularly singled out from the period. In both 
Yuan-liu and , p.168) the works he commends
belong to the historical^ or philosophical^ categories, 
rather than the literary^ . This has interesting 
implications, which will be ex^ored in a later chapter; 
for now we need only note that as regards periods of 
literature Chou was at least consistent in showing preference 
for that of Wei-Ghin- Six Dynasties, in view of the later
it
success of Han Yu and others in spreading the word that 
literature should be useful. Chou would most l i k e l y h a v e  
claimed that that word was heard universally, in fact we 
have already seen the strength of the school of writers
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who deliberately stopped their ears to it, but there was 
also always an important * third force*. Their standpoint 
was an intermediate one between the *pure* and ‘utilitarian* 
camps. The outstanding creative writers were less wedded 
to the utilitarian idea than even Wang An-shih*s statement 
of faith described above would indicate. There he pointed 
out that due regard had to be paid to elegance of form - 
and the popularity of the slogans “5C *form and content
on equal footing* (from Lun Yu, &  chapter) and 
* flower and fruit flourishing together* back up this view - 
but the majority of better writers went beyond this. As 
Wang Meng-ou*£^®j}points out in his , p.219, after
the V?ei~Chin period, when *pure* literature established 
its position, attention was usually paid to its claims as 
well as to those of ‘useful* literature, and critics 
generally saw literature as giving play to both the reasoning 
and emotional sides of man*s nature. Another modern critic, 
T*u Kung-sui ^ 5 ^ ,  thinks Po Ghu-i^^ , who upheld such 
a dualistic view, fairly represents the typical outlook 
of the enlightened literati from T*ang times. T*u quotes 
this key passage from Po Ghu-i's yO fa ’H :
“Wen is supreme. Heaven, Earth and Man all have 
it. Of Heaven’s wen, the sun, moon and stars 
stand out? of Earth*s wen, the Pive Elements are 
to the fore; of Man's wen the Six Glassies 
predominate. And of the Six Classics the Odes 
are supreme. Why? The world is at peace when 
the sages affect men's hearts. In affecting men's 
hearts nothing takes precedence over feeling, 
nothing is more basic than words, nothing is more 
immediate than sound, nothing is more profound 
than truth. Poetry's roots are feeling, its 
shoots are words, its blossom sound, and its 
fruit truth. Hanging from sages to imbeciles, 
at the lowliest blockheads, at the most rarified
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spiritual beings, the host is divided but the basic 
stuff the same, the outward appearances differ but 
the feelings are one* There is always a response 
when the sound penetrates, there is always an effect 
when the feelings are engaged. Being aware of this 
the sages went back to the root of words and arranged 
them according to the Six G-enres
, t which were associated with 
different states of mind), looked at the basis of 
sounds and distributed them according to the 
pentatonic scale, so that the sounds had consonance 
and the genres classification. The consonance being 
harmonious words flow smoothly; when words flow 
smoothly the sound enters easily. The classifications 
being observed feelings are brought out; when feelings 
are brought out, emotions are easily engaged. When 
this happens the pregnancy is great and the 
potentiality profound, all-present and all-pervasive; 
high and low are joined, and unity happily prevails; 
sorrow and happiness merge, and the heart's best 
wishes shine forth." ( X. ,pp.37-38)
I
As Po Ghu-i sees it then wen is an ordered manifestation of 
the human personality, the lines for which were drawn by 
the sages, hence it tends to exert beneficent influence.
He highlights the importance of affecting people's feelings 
through its agency - the utilitarian idea - but does not 
insist on the inculcation of any saintly way: in this he is 
reflecting the proposition in the Great Preface 'originating 
in feeling and ending in propriety'^ "^iS 4 . 4 ^  ♦ On the 
other hand he describes the literary process from an 
aesthetic point of view, and has In view the perfect work of 
art, not the most effective sermon. In practice, if any
it
aspiring young writer were to take Po Ghu-i as his guide, 
he would find nothing in these words to lead him into 
pernicious habits.
It would appear from this that the predominant theory 
of literature among practising poets, at least, leaned much
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more towards the expressive than the pragmatic* If we assume 
that Chou's complaint about 'useful* literature was directed 
principally against prose writing, then it is still not 
unassailable in logic. The substance of his complaint is 
that authors pronounced on subjects in which they were not 
competent* That is not sufficient to show that literature 
cannot be useful, for if someone were to write on a practical 
matter in which they were competent, presumably the result 
could be •useful1 literature. In fact Chou's case does not 
rest there. Intellectually it is based ultimately on his 
understanding of human history, largely interpreted by 
others•
Chou's first major statement on the historical theme 
is contained in X  fP , pp.171-2).
His authorities in that essay, written in 1924, are Havelock 
Ellis and Herbert Spencer. He quotes Ellis as saying that 
no book, whether intended to be moral or immoral, can have 
any measurable effect on the great mass of the people, while 
Spencer's contribution is to the effect that after 2000 years 
of preaching a religion of love in Europe, it is a religion 
of hate that prevails. Chou concurs in their judgement with 
a like assessment of the fate of Confucius and Lao-tzu - 
it is as if 'they had never existed*♦
In 1944 his tune is the same, only he has added another 
verse, that of *£ (Christopher Dawson?), whose work on 
Greek religion asserts that ordinary Greeks clung to their 
ancestral beliefs quite impervious of the great philosophers
, p*31)* Another quotation in the
k % I I
same piece, this time from his ,own essay (1928),
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illustrates M s  belief that history teaches us that nothing
really changes, with the inference that attempts to reform
mankind are doomed to failure.
If you take a sample from Chou's essays midy/ay between
these two dates you hear the same voice. In X  iF %
9 1935)* for instance, he repeats the same
words that 'literature is useless', but here, possibly
to relieve the monotony, offers a description for works
that are meant to be useful. Assuming that those works
which are realised to have a negative effect are 'little 
26
ornaments' then the other kind might be called 
'sacrificial vessels' ^  3*. . But he hastens to add in
case anyone might rashly assume that sacrificial vessels 
have some tenuous connection with efficaciousness, that 
though they may impress the worshipper in fact they are 
just another sort of ornament, as their acceptability as 
antiques bears out.
An attempt to explain Chou's negative attitude follows 
in the next section.
Summing Up
■miiiM-in U  n i i .  i mm i n i i r r n ^ i i  mm
By now a very depressing picture of Chou Tso-jen's 
attitude to literature must have built up. He must be 
emerging as a querulous, cantankerous man busying himself 
with denying as fast as they are suggested the contributions 
that literature can make in the fields of politics, morality
u
26. The term^lS«Lwasi used by Lu Hsun in 1933 to denote and 
deride the artistic kind of essay currently in vogue
(see Complete Works, vol.4, p.440, & 3C &  ft 4*1 )*
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and religion, the things that matter in a community* The 
picture is depressing because Ghou was truly depressed*
The light, vigorous, and often frivolous tone of his early 
essays gave way at the end of the twenties to increasing 
soberness, sombreness, and more bitter irony, and his 
lamentations tended to tail off in a gesture of impotence*
But we must be clear that he was not saying that the things 
which matter in life should not be written about, only that 
to do so would not have any positive effect* He himself 
of course continued to both read and write, and thought
27
reading, at least, one of life's most pleasurable pastimes*
We have suggested some immediate reasons for his stand on 
specific issues, but beyond these there was an underlying 
conception of the role of literature which arose naturally 
from his background. It was not something that made epochs, 
nor the particular province of the exceptionally gifted man, 
but a normal activity for an educated man. As a result he 
tended to regard literature as both very broad in scope and 
ordinary in quality. So when he writes about the capabilit­
ies of literature it is not, as is common in the West, with 
the work of the genius who might appear once in a century 
in mind, rather is it the vast majority of literate men 
who have committed their thoughts to paper, and that 
includes himself. The genius appears in his discussions 
only as the (possible) exception to the rule.
The Chinese of course have been as fond as any people 
of geniuses - perhaps fonder - but they did not exalt 
them as high as the Romantics to whom we in the West are 
still the heirs. In their turn the Romantics inherited
27* He said so in
the ideas of ancient Greece and Renaissance Italy* In the 
ancient world Plotinus saw how the artist could bypass the 
phenomenal world and imitate at first hand the Platonic Ideas* 
To the Italians, in the words of M.H. Abrams (The Mirror and 
the Lamp, pp. 42-U3)* 'here was an argument to elevate art 
from the realm of flux and shadows to an eminence over all 
human pursuits, in close connection to the Ideas and u-od 
himself* The artist, from being a craftsman, became a ••• 
creator, for it was sometimes said that of all men the poet 
was likest God because he creates according to the patterns 
on which God himself has modelled the universe* In this way, 
the theory of Ideas... became - and has to this day remained — 
the resource by which the critic reaches the stratosphere of 
panegyric for the arts1.
Though there are coincidental correspondences with the 
Chinese understanding of wen, I do not think there is any 
really comparable idea in Chinese literary thought. Wen too 
parallels the cosmic order, but its role is essentially to 
maintain standards rather than create new forms. Co as a 
Chinese Chou would probably have felt no compulsion to launch 
into the 'stratosphere of panegyric for the arts'. On the 
contrary, there was a strong strain in Chinese thought which 
depreciated the power of words to describe and communicate. 
This leads us to examine in further detail Chou's ideas on 
the inherent limitations of literature.
The Limitations of literature
Hhely in his career as a critic Chou Tso-jen had made 
a passing reference to the grand design in literature in § S 
^  13 : "t® ^ ""1$ (1922)5 p*33* He said then: ‘The more
ardent and profound of emotions, like the bitterness or 
sweetness of love, the tragedies and joys of parting and 
reunion, life and death, can give rise to all sorts or grand 
works“S ^ b ^ 6 ^  *, but went on immediately to recommend more 
everyday feelings to the attention of poets. His phrasing 
alone indicates only a very wan enthusiasm for such ambitious 
projects. His true position was revealed in ip
i 4  I N  , 1930, p.2k) - and this statement he thought 
important enough to repeat in his introduction to volume six 
or the Compendium of modern Chinese literature♦ 1933 — 
where he tells us that the sorrow of death and the happiness 
of loving, the deepest griefs and joys ‘absolutely cannot be 
described in speech, let alone the written word1• he makes 
the gesture in the direction of the genius - if he exists ~ 
who would be an exception, but * for us ordinary mortals, what 
we can express in writing is only a certain category of 
sentiments, admittedly not very crude or shallow, but also 
not very vital - something in other words of little account, 
that can be taken or left, the expression of which serves 
only to console or divert one*, do he is forced to agree with
the recluse who said, there was nothing in the world, that 
could be spoken or, and. acknowledges that he himself is 
incapable of producing 'true literature1, but nevertheless 
thinks there is nothing wrong with continuing to write essays*
No doubt there is an element or irony in all this, as 
he is contending also that there are few subjects that it is 
politically safe to write about, but he goes on too long not 
to be taken seriously. His strictures on the scope of 
literature would be quite clear and categorical if he had 
not referred to the 1 true literature1 that he is incapable 
of.
Let us see ir we can learn anything further from an 
essay prompted by the death of Hstt Chih-mo, which solemn 
circumstance would rule out any facetiousness* it turns
as before. He confesses indeed that the very thing that 
made him reluctant to write an obituary was this thought that 
'compositions that are capable of being written are mostly 
of no consequence* (p*126). He goes on to state that tone 
of voice, facial expressions and gestures can express perhaps 
ten or twenty percent of a really profound feeling; in 
putting the feeling into words there is something dubious,
even more so in writing. Our most intimate experiences,,he 
says, are shared by Heaven alone; set down they are only 
run-or-the-mill 'laments' or 'hUptial poems', and such like.
out 9 1931) that he says the same
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Once again, however, we find the saving clause: 1 Apart from 
saints and geniuses none can escape this dilemma.1 Unfortun­
ately we are not told who these favoured gentlemen might he, 
and in fact we never do learn their identity; they remain 
entirely hypothetical. This is an interesting point, “because 
when discussing the potentialities of a medium one would 
normally concentrate on its highest exemplars. The fact that 
Ghou has his sights on the ordinary practitioners suggests 
that at times when Ghou wrote ‘literature* he meant *my kind 
of literature1; it also supports my contention that he took 
the view that literature was “both a normal function and fare 
for man. A long time before Liu Hsieh had put that feeling 
into words: ’The civilized man finds his way of life in
proving his worth and publishing his thoughts. Do not think 
that I am fond of argument; it is simply that I cannot do 
otherwise [than write] I' (Wen-hsin tiao-lu ng, chapter).
We can still discover something more about, if not what 
prompted, at least what reinforced Ghou's low opinion of 
literature. In ^  : A  %  (1935) he finds parallels
for his contention in the past. He writes:
1,1 The feelings are moved within and take from in 
words'. This is indeed the established principle, 
but the words are very often inadequate to convey 
the feelings, and there is a sense of 'the words 
brief but the feelings long* %  . In
Buddhism the Oh*an school does not put things in 
writing; even among Oonfucians there is a similar 
idea. Ch'tt Weng-shan 28 for example^ in his account 
of the school of Pai Sha ^9 in says:
287~~ ""Ch'tt Ta-chto^ 'k *?) ,who lived in the first half of the 
17th Century.
29. Courtesy name^ for the Ming Philosopher Gh'en Hsien- 
chang
1
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*Master Pai Sha also said, 'the subtlety of this 
truth cannot be expressed. Sometimes I have an 
apprehension of it, but though I conceive and hold 
it in my mind, my mouth is unable to put it into 
words. When I attempt to speak of it, it is no 
longer what I had in my mind. Hence all conceptions 
that can be put into words are not worth conceiving 
and enunciating1'. This is actually to do with the 
. ' " ‘ ‘i the same applies to literature.
'achieving the fullest poetic effect without writing 
a word1 fad 4  'tl HI iC , which is admittedly 
rather too mystical, but T'ao Ytlan-ming also has a 
poem which says 'Herein lies the true meaning, but 
when I go to ^ explain 1 have already forgotten the 
words ife ^  t# (L A'I « ,30 which proves
that this phenomenon really exists, only we ordinary 
mortals rarely experience it. If you have not 
experienced it you do not know the marvel and mystery 
of this state; when you do Mow it you are frustrated 
at not being able to put it into words. So it is 
after all very difficult." (p.292)
In seeking vindication of his theory about the limitations 
of literature Ghou is right to have recourse to Buddhist 
thought (for even the Confucians he refers to had affinities 
with Buddhism), but the fact that he gives no indication of 
appreciating the headway Buddhist (or Buddhist influenced) 
literary theorists made with the problem of the ineffable 
in poetry is further proof of his prosaic attitude, for 
they did not merely state the dilemma, they suggested a way 
round. Although Ssu-k'ung T'u and T'ao YtLan-ming
recognized that some things cannot be directly conveyed in 
words, the one stated and the other implied that they can 
be hinted at - and so indirectly conveyed. The emotional 
temper of the artist, which is after all the essential
30. This comes from $} — “t" S f no.5*
contains the vision of
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31thing, can he apprehended behind and beyond the inadequate 
words. T'ao achieved this, and so, strangely enough, did 
Chou Tso-jen, most notably in his lament on the death of his 
daughter, 3r $  (1929): he could not, he said, bring
himself to record more than the bare facts, but the facts 
are stated with an awful simplicity that brings home un­
mistakably that 'worst pang that sorrow ever bore'.
The reason why Buddhist theorists in particular excelled 
in this subject is because of the Buddhist assumption that 
reality is distinct from appearances; this predisposed them 
to look for significance beyond the words, which are just 
surface things. Hence their concentration on 'the intent 
beyond the writing' X. ^  Z. & • Wang Meng-ou, in his
.222), sums up the way they looked at
literature thus:
"The writer tells of his feelings through the medium 
of things, expresses his vision by means of figures 
of speech. The final end of criticism is not the 
figure of speech, nor even the vision: it is the 
emotional disposition that accompanies the vision 
that is the 'meaning beyond the taste* i  %
that is the object of criticism."
The 'meaning beyond the taste' Wang interprets as the pleasant
or unpleasant experience we get from for instance 'saltiness'
or 'sourness', terms which Ssu-k'ung T'u was fond of using
31. So thought J.S. Mill, whose opinion is retailed by
Abrams, op.cit, p.24. It was that: 'the poetry is 
not in the object itself but 'in the state of mind1 
in which it is contemplated. When a poet describes 
a lion he 'is describing the lion professedly, but 
the state of excitement of the spectator really', 
and the poetry must be true not to the object, but to 
'the human emotion*. Thus severed from the external 
world, the objects signified by a poem tend to be 
regarded as no more than a projected equivalent ... 
for the poet's inner state of mind'.
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to characterize the flavour of poetry, rather than these 
tastes themselves* It is not a quality perceptible in the 
verse itself, hut the disposition of the poet at the time 
of writing.
Wang goes on to describe how the outstanding Sung
dynasty literary theorists not only placed little importance
on the kind of imagery a poet should use - hence the saying,
1 if a poem has to take this form and no other, one can be
sure the author is no poet1^ * ’^  ^  %. It1-*** A .
even disregarded what kind of vision it should stem from,
so giving rise to such expressions as, 'the feelings on
this, but the words on that' ^  ^  ^  *■ . This
dislocation between words and sentiment, characteristic of
runes and riddles, opened the way for Yen Yt!i ^  to
discuss poetry as Zen*
In this case as in many others good principles for
appreciation may be bad for prescription, but whatever
practices derived from this approach to poetry, it is in
32
essence a fruitful one, and one that Ghou Tso-jen should 
have taken into account if he were really trying objectively 
to define the limits of literature in general. In fact he 
was not. He was generalizing only from his own experience, 
and the principle object of his attention was still, one 
feels, the prose literature that he was most familiar with.
32. The habit of referring the poem to the processes of
the poet's mind evident in the approach of J.S. Mill 
just noted was characteristic of European critics of 
the Romantic age. Another representative was He 
Quincey, who once wrote: fThe fact is that no mere 
description, however visual or picturesque, is in 
any instance poetic per se, or except in and through 
the passion which presides' (from notes to his 
translation of Lessing's Laocodn, quoted Abrams, p.54)*
His attitude betokens a simple man who knows that existence 
has its depths and mysteries but does not expect to fathom 
them, let alone express them. Like Confucius with his 
ghosts and spirits, he prefers to let them alone, and does 
not think anyone else will have much success in probing 
their secrets.
INDIVIDUALISM
In an important sense Ghou Tso-jen was justifying his 
own writing in denying to true literature the attributes 
that his own work lacked - or perhaps more to the pdnt, 
was frequently denounced for lacking. Attacks were often 
made on him for his * eremitism1 , and as he said more than 
once* his friends used to urge him to write more 
1 constructivelyf . His refusal to change his ways stemmed 
from a determination to he himself; in intellectual terms 
it found justification in a positive priciple that under­
pinned his literary philosophy, namely individualism.
Ghou’s belief in individualism had many ramifications* 
It clearly dictated his own choice of reading matter.
Firstly there was his partiality for letters. He says in
(p.63) that he bought this collection
of letters by T'ao Ch'ung-tao fiil t  JL (early 17th.cent.)
because letters are 'more estimable than other writing’.
The quality that makes them more estimable he had already 
set out ten years previously, in , 0 X. S?>
(1925)s ’They express more freshly than other forms of 
writing the author’s individuality. Poetry, novels and 
plays are written with a third person in mind, so though 
they are more well-wrought artistically, they bear more 
signs of artifice. Letters are only written for a second 
person to read, diaries for oneself (with the exception of 
those written with a view to future publication), and so
? ), and more natural1
(p.11). And ’there have always been many good letters 
in China, which are able to combine both style and delicacy,
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but the finest must be accounted those which can reveal 
the author's personality* (p.12). Of the different kinds 
of letters, he says in (1934), 'private
letters' A. tflt are better than 'public letters' because
they are written 'as the fancy dictates, with no artifice, 
and along no fixed lines: all is natural outflowing1(p.144)• 
Also tied to individualism, on a somewhat broader plane 
than letters, is Chou's support for the essay as an art
j vj L
form - x. - which Chou was famous for writing as well
as sponsoring. As he says in his Compendium introduction, 
quoting his own preface t o , 1930, 1 4  X. is 
the culmination of the development of literature' (p*6), 
and ' ^  &  5C is at the head of individual literature'
(p.7), individual literature in turn being the most 
advanced stage in literary evolution, and '4 4V X. being 
described as yen chih prose.
It can be seen from the above that other values lie 
behind the paramouncy of individuality. Those mentioned 
are Ten cfoih? genuineness, naturalness, revelation of 
personality, and natural outflowing. While 'individualism* 
as a concept did not exist in traditional China, and is 
therefore not amenable to analysis, we can investigate 
these secondary values that it embraced.
' Genuineness' is something that must pertain to the 
sentiments ex£>ressed in a work of art. Ten chih, as we 
have seen, meant no more to Chou than giving play to the 
feelings. The other qualities in question also bear upon 
the feelings. So it is best to begin the examination of 
individuality as Chou elaborates it in these passages in 
the general area of the feelings *
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Ghou shared the dominant Chinese critical idea of 
creative literature as both stemming from the feelings and 
having the feelings as its subject matter* In the one 
respect he quoted with aioproval the assertion of Wang K'an 
A  (b.1795) that 'poetry’s function is to tell of
feelings. (The poet) is moved by what he meets, pours 
out what is in his heart; the properties ("% ) he
takes from what is before him. What need is there for 
cogitation?1 (4It#»ix M$HL , 1934, p.215). There 
is no accolade given here to cerebral activity, it might 
be noticed. In the other respect he says the thing he 
values in the art of composition is 'style and feelings 
flourishing together' X  , and in thought 'feelings
and reason combining together* {in»  H i s «
1937, P«5). It seems the feelings loom large 
whatever angle literature is viewed from. The modern 
professional critic Ghu Kuang-ch'ien n was also 
culturally receptive to the idea of the supremacy of the 
feelings. He himself wrote that the author's first 
purpose was to give vent to what had to be given vent to 
in his heart. Being modern, however, he attributes the 
idea to Groce, whose view, according to Ghu, was that art 
is expression, expression is intuition, intuition is the 
pure spiritual synthesis which is the concrete form taken 
by blending feelings and images: 'hence artistic creation 
is entirely conceived, nurtured and completed in the heart*
( X  , p. 147).
Moving back into traditional literary theory, we are
particularly concerned with what was thought the nature 
of the feelings, whether they are general or particularized,
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whether they are subject at any stage to control or selection 
or else expressed indiscriminately; for presumably if a 
writer expresses his feelings freely, without regard to the 
prejudices of his readers, the result would be a kind of 
individual literature# The first question is precisely 
whether, provided they are genuine, the writer should have 
scruples about the kind of feelings he communicates to his 
readers•
Hsil Fu-kuan has an interesting essay on this subject
called *The problem of the individual and social character of 
poetry in traditional literary thought1, in his book 
pp. 8i+— 90)* In it he points out that the standard Confucian 
approach was to deny the distance between the artist and the 
people# He quotes K*ung Ying-ta*s 4  u  x * . :
**An individual is the maker of poetry# In the 
making of poetry only one person*s heart is expressed# 
In essence what is said concerns one person, but the 
heart is the heart of the state# The poet incorporates 
the sentiments or the; whole state in his heart, henae 
a nation*s affairs devolve on this one man as 
spokesman#»• hence the term *airs* ••• The poet
subsumes the heart of the whole empire, the customs 
from all quarters, to form his own ideas, and sings 
of kingly government, hence the term *odes*-^fc •**
(p.85).
According to this poet, though an individual, does not make 
his individuality the stuff of his poetry; his consciousness 
is a refined and aggregate social consciousness - the people’s 
consciousness is taken by the poet into himself. As Hsti 
Fu~kuan says, *0n the surface the p.oe-t moves the reader, but
in Tact the poet gives back to countless readers the various 
feelings they have but cannot express1 (p.86).
Within this framework there is a further limitation on 
the kinds of sentiments that the true poet expresses - they
Chinese cultural theory can ignore# However, such a 
requirement entails no coerciveness or insincerity, since 
human nature was thought to be good and all men were believed 
to inherit the same basic characteristics* Hence the poet 
is only being true to his real self when the sentiments he 
expresses are Tright*. In this connection Cheng K ’ang-ch*eng
“Thera is no poet who does not adopt the feelings of 
the masses in composing his verse... Supposing there 
were a sage ruler whose merit were known to all 
round, and that one man spoke ill of him... the 
universal feeling would be against him. Or in the 
case of an unprincipled ruler who was an affliction 
to the people, if there were one man who alone 
praised his virtue, the feeling of the whole country 
would be against him. Words must match the feelings 
of the whole society, actions must conform to the 
opinions of the whole nation, then works may be 
x»anked as *airs* and *odesT and be set to music 
(quoted Hstl, p*87)
To write this kind of poetry, to be receptive to the feelings 
of the common man at different times and in different 
situations, the p'Oet has to cultivate his sensibilities, not, 
clearly, his ego.
should be * right’ This is a question no orthodox
) stressed the need for common acceptability
JL M
in A  ~L>sk
There is another kind of poetry accorded blessing which
is called *true* * To attain to this state also involves
setting aside purely personal contingencies, but the process 
is different. According to Hstt it requires an unconscious 
straining and cleaning off of impurities, which is effected 
mainly through adversity* War and poverty for instance give 
rise to ’truthrulness* to human nature. To compare the two,
1 right* feelings are the summation of the joys and sorrows 
of society at large in the heart of the individual, * true1 
feelings are the momentary inner realization of what it is to 
be human brought about by external contingencies*.
If this interpretation by Hsti Fu-kuan of the Confucian 
view of the place of feelings in poetry is correct, then it 
does not take us far in our search for a theory of individual 
literature in the Chinese past: it is directed, typically, 
to their relevance to the business of living. Naturally it 
did not appeal to Chou Tso-jen* In fact in"£ J ^  ^
(1935» 3P# 119) ke praised Shu Po-hsiang^? ^ ^  (of the mid­
dling period) for deriding the moralists for making a 
division between ’right* 3E and 1 idle * M  feelings: ’idle* 
feelings are, they both thought, actually a necessary 
complement to * right* feelings*
Fortunately this Confucian view did not have a monopoly* 
To go into the question properly it would be advisable to 
take a look at the whole question of ’feelings* in Chinese 
literary thought* We might start worse than with a definition
Kao Ming has collected some relevant data in his
article $ @  ^  #  Sfi , i n  1§ "t& X  (Taipei), vol. 2,
no. 2. He quotes Chu Hsi as saying 'nature is the law of 
the heart, feelings the function* ft ip a. 8  If! #
The function of the heart is in having desires - as the 
Shuo wen 1 & . s a y s ,  ' ch* ing is man's passive nature 
conceiving desires': following yin-yang theory, the passive 
gives birth to the active, so the originally still heart 
passes over into activeness. The catalyst is external 
stimuli: ch* ing is defined in hun Reng %  as
'formed through the nature coming into contact with things'
Sj #33 nee^ n0-fc surprised then if the
theories we are to encounter tend to be mechanistic* But 
we are recalled first to the question of the 'rightness* of 
feelings '.as we take a look at the treatment of the topic in 
the classical critical texts (the subject is too diffuse to 
make selection from later writings possible).
Of the Great Preface to the Odes we need only reiterate
that it gave first place to feelings, but went on to elaborate
at great length the condition of correctness. The Wen-hsin 
tlao-lung also championed the primacy of ch' ing, and
33* Kao Ming has got it wrong. The phrase occurs in the^lfc
chapter^ and is actually quoted from Liu Tzu-cheng (Liu
Hsiang &  )• Wang Ch'ung criticizes it for not
making feelings depend on nature. (
P* 133)*
likewise accepted that feelings not exactly should be, but 
are, ’right*# Despite its sophistication and understanding 
of the variety ahd complexity of the elements that go into 
work of literature, the general trend of the Wen-hsin is to
* w  f — —  m i l  mi )>'l 11 1,1 1 1 I W I H I W
reassert the moral potency and seriousness of literature, so 
it is not surprising to find Liu Hsieh ranking as the first
condition of literature ’feelings deep and not specious*
^  ^  ^  ^  $£ Mt p# Ik)* hlsewhere
he writes: ’Deelings are the warp of literature, linguistic 
forms the woof of thought# Only when the warp is right &  
can the woof be perfect, only when the thought is definite 
can the linguistic forms be perspicuous# This is the basic 
principle in writing’ ( chapter, p#l)# The phrase
’when the warp is right* is ambiguous, but it is clear from 
Liu’s amplification that the feelings which give rise to 
poetry (as opposed to the feelings that are manufactured for 
the sake of poetry -■% ^  j are exemplified in the
Book of Odes pieces which were bred by the grievances of 
the people# It is also evident that Liu believed that 
feelings had a kind of ’negative capability’, in conformity 
with the deiinition from tne Lun heng, with no permanent 
existence or consistency# This one can deduce from his 
assertion: ’Man is endowed with seven emotions# When
stimulated by external objects, these emotions rise in 
response# In responding to objects one sings to express 
one’s sentiments# All this is perfectly spontaneous#’
, Vincent shin’s translation, p#32). There
is no recognition of such a thing as ’personality* here. 
Emotions are a hind of sounding board, ana tne poet is the 
’Aeolian lyre* celebrated by Shelley in his ’Defence of 
Poetry*. If we rerer to the hi "L : ^  from which Liu’s 
passage is derived so much is clear: *the people have
' is
physical powers S? and conscience as their nature, but 
there is no constancy in their grief, joy, pleasure and 
anger [a paradigm for the reelings in general]. Only when 
they are moved in response to events do the ways of the 
heart become apparent* ( 5, p#13B quoted in
the notes to %. ^  "§!. ft , p.3)* To sum up, Liu*s
theory of ch* ing was bounded by the ideas of natural response, 
rightness, and truthfulness (’literature written for the 
sake of feelings is concentrated and truthful* ^  ft Sm) %
i ^  A1 \^ c h a p t e r ) ,  though we must acknowledge that any treaties 
01‘ Vven-hsin* s stature that gives primacy to feelings must 
have given a certain stimulus to personal literature, albeit 
that Liu’s mind was not on purely personal feelings.
In case this theorizing seems all too commonplace, it 
might be salutary to remind ourselves at this stage that the 
centrality of the feelings in poetry was fully acknowleaged 
in Europe only with the Romantics, in whose age much of the 
discussion strikingly resembles what had gone on in China up 
to 1300 years earlier; previously Aristotle’s proposition 
that poetry derived from the instinct to imitate had been
generally accoepted# In his time Jonn Stuart Mill found it 
worth remarking, ror instance that !poetry is the expression 
or uttering rorth or reeling1 (in !What is Poetry?1, quoted 
Abrams, op. cit., p.48).
I say 1^00 years because the Wen fu >C Siet , written 
about 300 A.JD. antedates by two centuries the Wen-hsin 
tiao-lung, but it is not an easy text to si art with. It 
was written in an age when Nature held the place in men’s 
minds that Confucian morals had occupied in the ban, and 
Lu Chi lays more stress than Liu Hsieh on ’natural1
citation. This is how he describes tne preparatory stage 
in the creative process:
“His [the writer’s] lament for fleeting life is in 
observance of the four seasons that ever revolve, 
his regard for the myriad growing things inspires 
in him thoughts so profuse*
As with the fallen leaves m  autumn* s rigour his 
heart sinks in grief,
So is each tender twig in sweet spring a source of 
joy.♦•
Thus moved, he will spread his paper and poise his 
brush
To express what he can in writing#1’
of Chinese literature, trans«
S.ii. Chen, p.203)
Thus primed, writing can achieve the state where:
“The wind or thought bursts from tne heart, the 
stream of words rusnes through the lips and teeth*#. 
Shining and glittering, language fills your eyes, 
abundant and overflowing, music drowns your ears.”
(Bishop, Studies in Chinese literature,
trans. A. Nans:, td.20)*.
The feelings described here are also essentially responsive 
(the fact that they join forces with a questing mind (11*8-12) 
is not relevant to our purposes), and the act of creation 
described in the second passage is spontaneous to the point 
or obliterating self-awareness: it resembles the automatism 
typical of calligraphy* Though Lu Ghi rejects plagiarism 
(11*67-71) and recommends , conversely, orrginairty (ll.lh-15)» 
the idea is to produce a compelling work of literature, not 
to prove the author’s individuality*
The other major critical work of the pre-T’ang period,
vz A,
the bhih p ’in ^  of Chung Hung^t ^  , written in the
first hair of the sixth century, also embraces the idea of 
the reelings being activated in response to events. Its first 
words are these:
“The spirit sets the phenomena in motion, the 
phenomena influence man, hence human nature and 
emotions are agitated and seek expression in dancing 
and singing.” 32+
(translated Hellmut Wilhelm, ’Chung Hung and his 
Shlh-p’in’, Wen-1 in, p. 118)
3k* Compare the following definition by Hazlitt: ’The best
general notion which I can give of poetry is, that it is 
the natural impression of any object or event, by its 
vividness exciting an involuntary movement of imagination 
and passion, and producing, by sympathy, a certain 
modulation of the voice, or sounds, expressing it’. 
(Complete Works, v. 1, Quoted Abrams, p.32)*
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Like Liu Hsieh's formulation quoted above this one of Chung 
Hung is also indebted to the 't'L f,E, %■- >',u f in which the 
parallel passage is: ’When men’s hearts are moved, it is
things which make it so. The movement is in response to 
things, and is embodied in sound* ( ^  ^  &  fasc. 5,
P#6 b )•
Ghu Hsi, as usual, gives the most explicit summary of 
this trend or thought:
"Man is born passive: this is his given nature. He 
is moved in response to phenomena: this is hov^  his 
nature conceives desires* Once there are desires 
there must be thought; once there is thought there 
must be words; once there are words, then what the 
words cannot fully convey and is expressea by the 
secondary means of sighs and song must have natural 
resonance and rhythm and never comes to an end."
( Ix $rt cU-., ,^22, n i)
As these various formulations all deal with the urquelle 
of poetry, the emphasis is all on basic, poweriul emotions 
which naturally overflow. The view is the same as that based 
on the character of primitive poetry put forward in the late 
18th. century in hurope - primitive poetry being ‘rude 
effusions1, the passion in which prompts * a certain melody, 
or modulation of sound, suited to the emotions* (Abrams, p«95)> 
or, in a word, * loose numbers wildly sweet* (Thomas Gray, *The 
Progress of Poesy*). The German theoretician J.G. sulzer 
concluded: *The poet is put in a passion, or at least a
certain mood, by his object; he cannot resist the violent
desire to utter his feelings, he is transported*.* He 
speaks, even if no one listens to him, because his feelings 
do not let him be silent* (quoted Abrams, p.89)« In England, 
Sir William Jones put forward a similar theory around the 
same time, in 1772, based on oriental poetry (Abrams, p.87)*
In itself this analysis or the genesis of poetry does not 
point the way to individualist literature. Individualist 
literature meeds to be based on natural and genuine sentiments 
to be sure, and these may, perhaps in one sense must, be 
occasioned by external stimuli, but the sentiments are 
moulded and particularized by the uncommon personality of 
the author. This latter aspect is what these theories neglect
The feelings we have been discussing come from the 
*heart*. There is another source to which some Chinese 
theorists ascribed the feelings that takes us nearer what we 
are seeking, and that is the innards, variously * liver*,
* lungs * and * bowels*. As Hsieh Hstan ^  (1392“iU6i-i-)
wrote: *A11 works of literature that arise from time feelings 
M  are accomplished; they are what our predecessors used 
to refer to as coming from the lungs and b o w e l s * (quoted 
T*u Kung-sui, p.87)* This way of putting it certainly gives 
the impression of more immediacy and identity with a man’s 
physical being than *heart*. The counterpart in the West, 
favoured by the less sedate critics, would be *guts*. Chou 
Tung-jun i n  his ID ^  (p*98), quotes
from hsiung Chu of tne Ytian dynasty:
“Ch'tt Ytian1 s sao, T*ao Ch'ien and Tu i^ u's sMii, 
highly indignant and profoundly sorrowing, all 
flow from their liver and lungsM)¥? , and so
live on* Otherwise, though one might rack one?s 
brains or ponder deeply, and use all possible 
embellishments, the effort is wasted and the work 
committed to oblivion*”
And this from Li Ke-fei of Song:
uChu-ke KTung-mingfs & > Li Ling*s yl® W  ,
Li Ling-po’s (Li Mi!s) , 35 all poured out
copiously as if flowing from the heart and liver; 
there is absolutely no trace of workmanship* These 
few great men of the fian-Wei-Chin period actually 
never sought to make a name for themselves with 
their writing, yet their diction and thought so far 
surpassed others. From this we can conclude that in 
writing, animus 36 is the main thing, and in this 
animus, sincerity is the main thing. The reason 
why Tu ku's.ooetry is superior lies simply in his 
genuineness tS. % • Readers mostly do not recognize
genuineness when it is before their eyes•1
The problem of sty we will discuss later; ror novir we only 
note the use of * liverT and 1 lungs!* One might have thought 
them the kind of terms peculiar to unorthodox thinkers, but
tk,
the eminent Confucian Tseng Kuo-fan ® ^ ^  had occasion to 
use it too* In ^  X. If he wrote:
”If imitation is disregarded, the two sources of 
natural literary expression X  which every soul 
possesses are sense and sensibility . These
two surely exist in everyone. To set down sense as 
I understand it and make it known to the p-ecple; to 
adduce my sensibilities of affection and repulsion, 
sorrow and joy, and put words together so as to 
convey them; to dissect my lungs and liver and lay 
them out on bamboo slips, all these are natural 
literary expression, and people of genuine feelings 
are all capable of it*u ( , p.313*
included in 4M *. @ X.’S' if 1M X p*215> and
partially quoted in $  4% ’> X p.22)*
*35^  This probably refers to ^  0 s sums up its plea*
36* I use * animus* in the sense of a vitalising and ggegh±ve
1 0 0 .
This essay takes a considerable step further towards 
individualist literature. In audition to the * dissecting 
of lungs and liver* we have the significant reference to 
* ideas as 1 understand them* and *my; sentiments*, which 
indicates that literature is essentially subjective, or at 
least written from a personal point of view.
If I might seem to be forcing an interpretation on 
this passage, let us compare Tseng*s 5* *,lJ :
"The work of every great and famous artist must have
a kind of mien47^ , a kind of spirit , quite
distinct from other people*s. To take an example 
from calligraphers, Wang Hsi-chih 'X ( and
seven others) just needed to make a dot or a stroke:
their mien is entirely distinct, their spirit is^also 
quite without correspondencies. Chang Te-t * ien 
and Ho I-men /rf ** F*9 of the present dynasty, though 
they are called calligraphers, have not been able to 
get away from the manner of the_^  masters. It is due 
to the fact that Liu Hhih~an*s mien and
spirit are different (from others*) that he can be 
commended as a great artist. Literature is just the 
same. If a man has not his own mien and his own 
spirit, and does not stand head and shoulders above
the crowd, he is not worthy of the name of great
artist.H
( N* iH jU'J , in Wang Huan-piao, op. cit. , p.219* I 
cannot trace the individual letter concerned)•
It is not so much his use of significant terminology that 
places Tseng in the individualist camp, it is more simply the 
fact that he himself was a very independant person, and what 
he writes about literature naturally reflects this. Of course 
he was not unique in this regard; other Gonfucian scholars 
before him similarly stressed the personal subjective element
^  ^  MMin literature. One such was Huang Li-chou ^  '
(Tsung—hsi f)c ), 1610-1695* Some of his statements on
literature appear to signify complete subjectivism, e.g.
‘poetry is the vessel for joy and sorrow1 (£ %  ^  ^
"slf If quoted Kuo Shao-yifl, p.412), and 'the poet exhibits for 
himself his weeping and re j oicing* ( X &  , A "Bp- “Sr $
Kuo, p.412). Others include the wide world aspects 'Poetry 
expresses my spirit and sentiments against the background of the 
whole of creation' ( ^  ^  “*( ^ % , Kuo, p.411),
and one that represents his outlook more fully, 'the role of 
poetry is extremely broad* The individual's character and 
feelings, the peace or disorder of the empire, are all 
included in it' ( M  , Kuo, p.413)* With the last
item Chou fso-jen may have affected to disagree, since it 
infringes his taboo on questions of public order and morals, 
but all it need mean is that literature should relate to 
general as well as personal issues, or, put more simply, that 
it should be 'serious*1
If Tseng Kuo-fan and Huang Tsung-hsi did not make any 
contribution to aesthetic terminology, despite the fact that 
what they advocated was in effect individual literature, there 
are still other terms to be considered, ones used quite widely, 
which in themselves betoken a kind of literature rooted in the 
character and being of its author. One cf these is pen-se ^ 
'native hue1* Its meaning is explained by T'ang Shun-chihTf^ 
(1507*-1560), who writes interestingly enough to bear quoting 
at length;
"Nowadays there are two types of people* One of them 
is of outstanding intellect, the man who is a 
so-called 'eye of the ages' *T "it ^  0fL £i.e. one who 
has rare independence and clarity of vision]. Even
if he has not; taken hold of pen and paper and painfully 
set himself to learn the art of writing, hut instead 
relying directly on his inmost feelings, writes just 
as it comes out, as if writing letters home, though 
there may he a lack of finesse /in his writing , it 
will never he vulgar, fusty, or hackneyed, and will 
result in a first class work. The other may he said 
to he a' mundane person. Though his heart may he set 
on learning the art of writing, and he may have 
taken all possihle care to work correctly to the 
so-called rules of composition, yet he keeps going 
over the same ground and jthe re suitJ is nothing 
hut hits of old wives* talk, if we look for his 
so-called *true spirit* and *viewpoint which the ages 
cannot efface*, there is no trace of it. So though 
his work may he skilled, it is unavoidably second 
class. This is to do with the 'native hue* of a 
composition.
To take poetry as an example, T*ao Oh*ien never 
paid much attention to prosody or embellished his 
phrases, he just wrote as it came out ^  4 ^ SR , with 
the result that his poetry is the best in the world.
The reason? Because his native hue was superior. 
Right from the beginning of poetry there has been no 
man who has given more attention or constructed so 
scrupulous a theory with regard to prosody than Shen 
Ytteh Ml j£) . He sacrificed his life's energy to it,
hut if one reads his poetry he finds it constrained 
and crabbed. In whole pages and volumes he cannot 
come out with a couple of good phrases. The reason? 
Because his native hue is inferior. If the native 
hue is inferior, the writing cannot he accomplished, 
let alone if a man disowns his native hue!
How can the reason why the writing of Han and 
after is not as good as of old he that in so-called 
technique and versatility it is not quite so skilful? 
Before Ch*in and Han the Oonfucians had their 
Confucian hue, as for the Taoists, they had their 
Taoist hue; the Politicians had their
Politicians hue* the Nominalists 4k , the Mohists, 
the Yin-yang school all had their native hue.
Though their approach was contradictory, all of them
had a 'viewpoint which the ages cannot efface*.
Hence the Taoists, inevitably, were not willing to 
pirate the theories of the Confucians,' the Politicians, 
inevitably, were not willing to borrow from the 
Mohists discourses: all acknowledged their native 
hue and their words gave voice to it. What they 
expressed was their native hue, hence their words 
were imbued with the light of their soul, and lived 
on down the ages* Since T'ang and Sung, all writers 
have talked about 'life* and discussed the way
of setting the world to rights, making a great
display on paper; in everything they entrusted
themselves to Confucianism, but it was not something 
that had been cultivated to become part of themselves, 
they did not really have a 'viewpoint which the ages 
cannot efface*. On the contrary, they echoed other 
people's noise and stole other people's opinions, 
plagiarized their phrases, like a poor man stealing 
a rich man's coat, or a peasant decking himself out 
as a rich merchant. Acting a pretence to the top of 
their bent, their ludicrousness was in the end bound 
to emerge. Thus the light of their soul was misspent,
and their words soon faded away like smoke." %
%  5 from ”1 ^  , reproduced in Yang
Chia-luo, Xji , vol. 3).
The term pen-se was also employed by Yen Ytt in 7^
Tl 'tfe : . In his note, Kuo Shao-yft attributes its
first application in literary criticism to Ch'en Shih-tao 
Bl- l! (1053-1101). He also quotes from T'ao Ming-chfe's
on the subject, which defines pen-se as 'that 
which preserves and confirms natural predispositions 7\ ^  
in contrast to powder and paint ( p.103)*
From these two expositions it appears that a man first 
of all has to have true independance of mind for any pen-se 
to be apparent. Secondly that his writing must in mode of 
expression be an extension of his personality - he writes
'just as it comes out', without paying any heed to how he 
should write. Thirdly in content his work must he 
idiosyncratic, projecting his own slant on things, and 
conforming to his 'natural predispositions'* It is clear 
that the idea of pen-se is a very important piece in the 
jigsaw picture of the theory of individualism in traditional 
China*
T'ang Shun-chih's choice of T'ao Ch'ien to exemplify 
pen-se forms a link with Chou Tso-jen, for T'ao was one of 
Chou's cultural heroes. He hardly ever mentioned him without 
expressing his admiration for him, as for instance
, 1934, (p*258), where he calls him 'one of the free 
spirits in history' ^  • But the connection is less
tenuous than that, for Chou himself wrote an essay on pen-se 
collected in , and dated 25-11-35• Chou begins the
essay by recommending the virtue of simplicity in writing, 
whence he moves on to 'ordinary talk' and then to pen-se*
He explains why pen-se is a difficult thing to capture: 'To 
be able to bring out pen-se, the original temper and features 
must be able to bear examination* It is human nature to 
lack self-confidence and to rely on adornment, but pen-se 
can only be revealed if the previously applied make-up is 
washed away.' (p*35)* He then proceeds to relate this 
desideratum to decocting herbs and medicines just to the 
point of eliminating unwanted elements while still preserving 
their essence* This essay shows that Chou Tso-jen understood 
pen-se in the same way as his predecessors. While as far as 
I know he made no equation between pen-se and individualism 
in literature, the fact that he was in favour of both shows
that they were at least reconcilable.
With tie next quality I want to discuss I can be more 
positive than that. The quality is ch1 engTljk > variously 
translated as sincerity, integrity, honesty, and truthfulness 
It would help to define it if we look first at what Chou 
Tso-jen said about it. As it was a value that Chou 
consistently prized throughout his life he mentioned it often 
Let us take some of his pronouncements in chronological 
order.
In $ 2 1 1 ) ( 1 9 2 2 ) ,  p.43> he writes of folk songs
‘Their most marked and valuable characteristics is their 
sincerity jf and good f a i t h , which are THE ESSENCE 
OF ALL WORICS OF ART.* These two words can be legitimately 
regarded as bisyllabic equivalents of ch*eng, as is the more 
colloquial % %  , which indeed the Han-yfl Ci-dian 1*)$? *
takes as its primary definition of ch*eng. M  &  is the 
quality, one recalls, that letters in particular have, and 
in that essay we quoted, 0 S X. tyff , Chou regrets that it
is beyond his reach: 1 It is as if I can vaguely perceive 
the true image of myself in my heart, but if I want to write 
it down, even with the knowledge that nobody else well ever 
see it, I can never avoid a touch of artifice *
( 7^  &  ¥  , 1925, p. 11). In 1931, in
where he employs another variant, 1 honesty* ^  , it is
contrasted with 'the great lie* ^  ^  ^  iSLwlf . He makes the 
charge that practically everything in newspapers and 
magazines, whether about affairs of state or trivial gossip, 
is written either with the deliberate intention to deceive
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or in deceptive accepted formulae: the author 'does not
himself necessarily believe it, nor does he necessarily 
expect others to believe it, he feels he just had to write 
that way1 (p.124). Then towards the end of his creative 
period he redefined the yen ehih and tsai tao classification
<3uu>w.uj»i3rHii«eorasvita.in:M **•«- .   
of good and bad literature as ch1 eng and not ch^eng, the 
first being 'really and actually felt* j§ Kjl , the
second just 'repeating what has been said before' ^  4k
, 1943, p.29)* And the next year he
summed up that his duties are discharged if the thoughts 
he wants to express are honest ^  ^  and his words capable 
of conveying them jj? 5^ 1 ( vz D \z : ^  ^  ~L —  ,1944,
pp.6-7).
We have seen already that Ghou associated yan^cjiih 
with individual literature. By his translating yen ohih 
into oh*eng ch'eng also becomes associated with individual 
literature. Furthermore, it is evident from the above 
elucidations, if such they can be called, that there is a 
considerable overlap between ch'eng and the values already 
enumerated, since it shares with them the characteristic of 
trueness Jl . The distinguishing characteristic of ch'eng 
is indicated in its opposition to 'the great lie* and its 
link with 'thoughts' or opinions: with ch'eng the emphasis 
is on truth (in a subjective sense) of the ideas the author 
expresses, not on naturalness, spontaneity, or immediacy, 
which pertain to the feelings - both of course have to be 
'true* to the character of the author. Ch*eng would be
■i w wi m i*rpme n ras\*
more considered, more serious if you like, would concern 
belief, would not be so ephemeral as feelings might be.
However loosely words might be used, however facilely
interchanged with others, each has an identity of its own*
Chfeng is a word that has a long and prominent history in 
Chinese thought that must be evoked when it is used. Perhaps 
this singular meaning will come out as we examine its 
history*
Ch* eng is regarded in Chinese thought essentially as 
a Confucian moral virtue, and is particularly associated 
with Neo~confucianism. But Chou dissociated himself from 
Neo-confucianism* His source for ch * e ng is more likely 
to have been the Chung yung ^ 7$) 9 which he said inlC IfJ'
, 1928, p*l, he read from the age of eleven, and of 
which general philosophy he frequently declared himself a 
follower in later life* The most relevant comments on 
ch1eng in that work are:
The doctrine of the mean* pp. 15-6).
"Sincerity is that whereby self-completion is 
effected, and its way is that by which man must 
direct himself Tify %  if f jl % fo if .  ^%. S  " 
(Ch. 25, ibid., p.W/8).
The Sung commentary to the latter says ch* eng is heaven- 
conferred nature* 7^ , and tao is ’the path which is
The marvellous powers that the Chung yung says accrue to
"It is only he who is possessed of the most complete
si Ti r* f-1 Y* "i '\T ( nh  ^Ann'  ^ t.lio'l' nan p vi cH‘ ho •ssrl'iQ
can Q’ive its ful l devftl onment to hi s n;=itn-ne ^  j 
in accordance with (quoted - Legge, ibid.) 
the possessor of ch*eng we can ignore* The significant 
thing is that he has the power to express his basic nature9 
and that ch*eng is self-completion, that is, the development
tt rr i i h i"t "*im r
of one’s own potential without regard to anyone sele. hence 
it would be appropriate to translate it as * integrity* in 
this context*
In the rield of literary theory, a very powerful early 
advocate of ch*eng was Wang Ch’ung i  iL (A.D.27-?), whom 
Chou refers to several times ini^ 'IT ^  X- (e.g. p.hO, p. 122) 
as one of the three enlightened men in three thousand years 
of Chinese history, and who came from h ’uai-chi^ ^  f 
Chou’s home district, which counted a lot with him - witness 
the fact that for most of his life he collected the works 
or fellow-provincials. Wang Ch*ung*s motive in writing 
Lun Heng could be (and has been) said to be summed up in 
one phrasef ’abhorrence of vainglory1 ^  A  *5 ( ^  X. ),
Co it is not surprising to find him expressing such sentiments 
as these:
"At the base are the roots and trunk; at the top 
there are the flowers and leaves. At the centre 
there are the fruit and kernel; on the outside there 
are the skin ana shell. Writing and words are the 
flowers and leaves* the skin and shell of the scholar. 
With sincerity %  in the breast, with the writing 
on bamboo and silk, with outside ana inside matching 
and complementary, the thought rises and the brush 
flows; hence the art ^  emerges and the substance % 
is revealed. Man’s having art is like birds having 
feathers. The feathers have five colours, and the,y 
all grow from the body. If there is art without 
substance, this is like multicoloured birds having
1 0 9  •
their feathers growing at random” 
vol. 2, p.609)«
It appears from this that literature is the direct expression 
of the writer’s inner self - it is like a natural growth
'Z~7
from the body of the writer. ' ’Sincerity’ or ’integrity1 
seems to be the commanding influence in this process of 
being true to the self. The value of truthfulness extends 
to the matter as well as to the manner, as emerges from 
Wang Ch’ung’s parable or the archer which follows on: ’the
argument’s corresponding with the truth is like the arrow 
hitting the target’ (ibid.); this incidentally is the aspect 
of Wang Ch’ung’s thought emphasized by Chiang Tsu-i li#'fH t4 
(in ^  ^ 9 p.Ij.2). It invjolves maintaining a
critical attitude to inherited doctrine and in forming 
independant judgements based on wide knowledge. Thus in 
fa “= ? he praises Confucius’s handling of the historical 
records of the state of Lu in compiling his Spring and 
Autumn Annals: in forming his critical judgements Confucius
WI * 1  u.11*1.1 w ..*1 w ^  W
’no longer followed the historical record; the subtle 
thought came from the breast ’ (ibid., p.606). Literature 
might be assumed to be subject to the same principle, since 
it has the same source: ’literature comes from the breast;
the heart is made visible in literature’ (ibid., p.609)*
37* Of. Buffon: ’le style est l ’homme meme’, Discours, 1753*
The twin aspects or being true to oneself and serving 
objective truth come out in the following excerpt from :
”Making up the face to impose similarity is to lose 
the [original] shape; manipulating words to compel 
likeness is to lose the [original] feelings. The 
young all have different parents, are born as different 
types. There is no need for them to be alike. If 
they conform to what they are endowed with it is 
naturally an excellent thing. To be good, literature 
must also accord with, [nature]. This being so, you 
must take over the axe from the hewer and not cut 
your hand1 3o pn order to be skilful, Each man of 
letters has his calling: it may be manipulating words 
to give a finish to writing, or detecting falseness 
to put the record straight. If the thought must be 
aonsistent [with that ox otners] and the words must 
be copied, then the five Emperors’ tasks were not 
different, and the Three Kings’ works were the samel 
[they were not]. Beauty may appear in various 
visages, but they are all pleasing to the sight. 
Plaintive tunes may have different notes, but they 
all fall sweetly on the ear* Wines may have different 
bouquets, but thay all make you drunk. Cereals have 
a variety of tastes, but they all make you full. If 
you contend that writing should follow established 
practices, then this is to say that Shun’s eyebrows 
ought to be variegated and Yti’s eyes ought to have 
double pupils [ _ in fact it was supposed to be the 
other way round]”. (ibid., p.1192. Quoted Luo, 
vol. 1, p.113)
buffice it to say of this passage that its theme is all of 
a piece with ch’eng, in that the message is that the writer 
must follow his own judgement. It is also foreshadows the 
pen-se argument in that it says that the true and unique 
character of the author must be reflected in what he writes.
3d. from Lao-tzu; in B.C. Lau’s translation: ’In chopping
wood on behalf of the master carpenter, there are few 
who escape hurting their own hands instead’ (p.136). 
Perhaps Wang uh’ung meant . _ the creator by the 
carpenter?
Understandably therefore Chiang Tsu-i takes it as the first 
proper statement of the individualist standpoint in Chinese 
literary criticism (op. cit., p.5U)*
While we are with Wang Gh'ung it is interesting to 
note that he shared Chou Tso-jen’s estimation of discursive 
writing. l n ^  %-M ( , vol. 3, p.865) Wang
states that of the five forms of writing ixL ^  is the most 
worthy, because: ’it gives expression to the thoughts in
one’s breast, treats of the affairs of the society. It is 
something more than chanting the classics, or continuing the 
tradition of the ancient texts. The arguments arise from 
the breast, the writing is formed in the hand; it is not 
something an expounder of the classics can do’•
There are so many points of similarity between Chou
and Wang Ch’ung that in terms of attitudes and assumptions
Chou might be said to be in direct line from Wang, for
though Chou stood out for the freedom to indulge personal
vagaries, yet the thing he prized above all in literature,
as we shall see, was sanity and independance of judgement.
As with Wang Ch’ung, purely literary qualities were not
39the ultimate consideration with him.  ^ In his chapter on
39* I’or Wang Ch’ung’s position see Chiang Tsu-i, op. cit., 
ch. 8 •
Wang, Luo Ken-tse remarks (op. cit., p. 111+) that in the 
May fourth period theorists generally applied the idea of 
1 truthfulness* $  ^  only to feelings 'Hi , not, like Wang, 
to affairs ^  as well; in this (Jhou sided with '«ang rather 
than with his contemporaries.
But to return to the matter in hand. One finds the 
term ckieng used fairly frequently by Chinese theorists - 
Chang Ching (970-1018) for instance - but they do not,
as far as I am aware, shed much new light on the subject, 
not until we come to the transitional period between Ming 
and chfing, when we find new intellectual backing ror the 
idea in the so-called Yen-li Mi %  philosophy. ihe name 
refers to the founder Yen Ylian M  ^  (1635-1701+) and Li
Kang (16 59-1733), his disciple. Yen Ytian, incidentally,
met with Chou Tso-jen's general approval ( ,
1933)* Yen’s basic standpoint can be seen in this passage
quoted by Watanabe ohqho in xl2 @  ^  t it ^  ^  ^
p. 161+:
nIn one *s writing tne only criterion should be right 
or wrong, not like or unlike. If right, then the 
standpoint of just one or two cannot be changed; if 
wrong, then something may be agreed by millions of 
people, one does not echo them. Let alone millions 
of people, even if it were a conclusion snared over 
thousands of years, we still ought as the first to 
see the light instruct those who are slow in 
perceiving it. We cannot just tag along and parrot 
other s.u (from ^  Hi\ ^  )
One literary theorist who is described as a follower 
of Yen-Li phi 1 osophy was Ch1 eng Mien-chuang M, 3^M* ) ,
1691-17&7* Ghfeng presents the following argument in
i§ %  '&L F9 4 9 quoted Kuo, p*UBl: 
“uonfucius said, * in cultivating the civilizing arts 
one establishes one’s i n t e g r i t y l ^ j h ^ )* 
and * words must simply convey* ( "life'I® ,
15, KO). Integrity as the roundation, conveying as
the function, in general the Sages* discussion of 
the art of letters only amounted to this. To 
demonstrate the Way through the art or letters is 
not integrity; to practise the art deliberately is 
not conveying. If you do not go back to the root
but only seek literary accomplishment, a variety of
styles might flourish, and scripts heap up, but it 
only saps the reader*s energies and is of no practical 
use, so what is the point of it?”
The utilitarianism of the last part is also central to 
Yen-Li philosophy. In present day terms it could be called 
* art for life*s sake*. But the important thing about the 
school of thought for our present discussion is its 
confidence in the validity of the individual point of view.
It accepts no authorities apart from the ancient texts, 
which is equivalent to accepting the bible but rejecting 
the theologians. In Ch*eng*s literary philosophy this 
attitude is expressed as 1 establishing one *s integrity *,
which entails * going back to the root* and repudiating the 
Han YU doctrine of ’'demonstrating the Way’• Again the idea 
is the same as Chou’s of accepting no directions, of not 
writing in the service of any cause.
lliu
Let the last word on ch’eng be said by Chin 8heng~t* an
connection between ch’eng and individualism* He wrote in
W i i i m m i l  ii I_in»t3ggl
11 In poetry .one must say what the heart holds 
s i n c e r e l y , and also what the heart holds in 
common 15)^ • When you say what the heart holds
sincerely, your tears may fall in response to the 
sound; when you say what the heart holds in common, 
you may make the reader’s tears fall in response 
to the sound.11
In this passage eh’e ng is set against the things the 
readers shares. The two are complementary but distinct. 
What moves the author m  his own verse is the transfixing 
or his own unique self; what moves the reader is finding 
expressed the things he has in common with the author.
The word ch*eng can denote something very personal, but 
the particular slant is typical of Chin Cheng-t’an, who is 
famous for his belief in unique and untrammelled genius. 
Two characteristic propositions of his are, on the primacy 
of personal style over subject matter, * the subject 
matter is the affairs of Tom, Dick and Harry, but the 
writing is from the hand of one man’ (quoted Ho han-tzu
1 effusion1,'how can you limit the number of words ana 
phrases in poetry? Poetry is the sudden cry from the heart’
(ibid., p.69)#
Sik fe ^  (d.l66l). I think it can close the case for the
9 reprinted in 1R X jfj? p. 29U.
P*59); and, on poetry as
I t hi ilk further light can be shea on the Chinese word 
ch*eng» strangely enough* if we compare it with the English 
word * sincerity* • ivum Abrams has fortunately summarized 
its history and usage in The Mirror and the Lamp* pp.318-320* 
m e  word sincerity 'had been popularized at the time of 
the Protestant Reformation to connote the genuine ana 
unadulterated uhristian doctrine, and, secondarily, a lack 
or pretence or corruption in him who affirms a religious 
and moral sentiment** In the Chinese context we can for 
the Protestant Reformation substitute Doctrine or the Mean*
To continue the story, the term * sincerity* passed over 
into literary criticism, through the agency, for one, of 
John Keble , !who viewed all poetry on the analogy of 
religion, proposed sincerity as the identifying mark of 
1 primary poetry*, no less than of moral character**. The 
first requirement is *to thine own self be true*; this is 
one of the several touchstones of ‘genuine ana keenly felt 
emotion, as well as of transparently sincere poetry** Again, 
as with ch*eng;o ‘sincerity*, as this passage foreshadows, 
tended to merge with ‘truth** Thus Carlyle wrote;
uThe excellence or hums is*** his Sincerity, his 
indisputable air of Truth.**
The passion that is traced before us has glowed in 
a living heart*..
To every poet, to every writer, we might say: Be 
true, if you would be believed.
Let a man b;ttt speak forth with genuine earnestness 
the thought, the emotion, the actual condition of 
his heart*11
To Walter Pater, as to Wang Ch*ung, this truth is, in
Abram's words, 1 Janus-faced, looking both out and in':
"In the highest as in the lowliest literature, then, 
the one indispensable beauty is, after all, truth; 
truth to bare fact in the latter, as to some 
personal sense of fact, diverted..* from men's 
ordinary sense of it, in the former; truth there 
as accuracy, truth here as expression, that finest 
and most intimate form of truth, the vraie veritl".
But, once more like ch* eng'1 * sincere1 could also be employed 
with the moral overtones dampened as the near equivalent of 
•spontaneous1 and •natural*, in opposition to what is 
artful or contrived**. In a comment on Keats, (Leigh) Hunt 
appeals jointly to spontaneity and sincerity in order to 
condemn neo-classic artifice1'.
Lastly, I1art pour l'art movement in Europe brought in 
its train an attitude reminiscent of Ghin Shen-t*an*s.
Henry James made sincerity 'the indispensable attribute of 
a specifically aesthetic conscience and integrity. Eschewing 
•the dull dispute over the •immoral* subject and the moral1, 
James proposed as 'the one measure of the worth of a given 
subject**• is it valid, in a word, is it genuine, is it 
sincere, the result of some direct impression or perception 
of life?'*
This survey of the English scene shows how closely in 
any language the qualities of sincerity, truth, genuineness, 
spontaneity, naturalness (the last two will be discussed
here later) are bound up together. In making 'individual
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literature* the aggregate of these things, Ghou drew upon 
aesthetic concepts long familiar in China and at least as old 
as the Romantic movement in Europe, without contributing 
anything of hi’« own, but in a pre-Existentialist age they 
seem to me to sum up fairly what individualism in literature 
means•
To complete the scholarly record, we have to note 
contemporary influences. Though it is most unlikely that 
Ghou read avidly in the criticism of the Romantics, he 
could not have avoided acquaintance with the ideas based on 
the works of Groce and Spingarn that Lin Yutang-^'^l^ put 
about. These have to do with individualism in its many 
guises also, but I prefer to deal with them in the chapter 
on the essay*
The things we have been discussing in regard to 
individualism in literature refer mainly to principles the 
writer should observe, and attempt to identify the factors 
that should be in at the birth of a work of literature. The 
"fcern3L Qhftl-wei , while similarly embracing the personal
idiom, idiosyncratic element, singular character, and 
particular flavour, refers more to qualities in a work that 
the reader can appreciate, qualities which are often less 
serious and sententious.
Ch*ii-wei loomed large as a literary value both in Ghou 
Tso-jen’s mind and in other people*s conceptions of him.
only one of the many who criticized him for * getting his 
priorities wrong* in this way. It was also a factor In Chou*s 
being associated with the school of Lin Yutang, which might 
be described as the cult of quirky personality.
Oh*tt-wei is such a vague term that we had best look for 
definitions. The Tz*u - h a i W  defines it as a portmanteau 
word combining -5c ‘interest* and J  ^  ‘evocativeness*
or * implications *. The example Cited is of Yeh Shih Jfe )% 
(1150-1223)s ’strangeness and greatness lie under an unremark­
able surface, ch*tl-wei is on the other side of the words’*
40. Reprinted in T'ao M i n g - c h i h P f e a J l * . Unfortunately 
the only copy in England has been lost, therefore I
cannot provide page references*
From this we gather that ch’tl-iwei has nothing to do with 
formal aesthetics, hut with qualities in the work that the 
words only hint at. The example, however, serves only to 
whet the appetite; we need to follow other tracks.
Of course as commonly used nowadays ch*tl-wei has the 
sense of * interestingness1, or piquancy1, or ’appeal*, and 
Chou often uses it so. Here the only things of significance 
are what he finds of interest, and the frequency with which 
he uses the term, not the term itself. By using the term 
constantly as a standard of appreciation he is stressing 
the relativity of critical judgement ( a case he actually 
argued in 1$ , 1923), and the great variety
of works that can appeal to different people because of 
their different predilections. Though rather unusual in 
stressing these things in his own time, he had of course 
his predecessors in China. Ts’ao C h i h ^ - ^  was an early 
one ♦ He wrote in ^  :
"Everyone has his own preferences. Everyone likes 
the fragrance of orchids and iris^B? there is
also the ca.se who had to leave home because his 
smell was so offensive yet was much appreciated at 
the sea-side. All enjoy the sound of the music of 
the Yellow Emperor and Chuan Hsti, yet Mo-tzu wrote 
a diatribe against it. How can there be unanimity?" 
(reprinted Wang Huan-piao, op. cit., p. 20).
And Tseng Kuo-fan was a later one. In ®  ^  wrote:
"In this anthology of poems ancient and modern, from 
Wei and Chin to the present dynasty, I have drawn 
on nineteen authors. Now the scope of poetry is
wide, andone’s preferences and proclivities are 
attuned to what is close to one’s own nature. If
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all possible varieties of succulent food were laid 
out on stands and dishes I would just eat my fill of 
those that suited my palate. If I must scour the 
empire for all its delicacies, judge their flavours 
and finally present only one dish, that would he 
a great humbug; if I must compel all the tongues 
in the empire to like what I like, that would be a 
great stupidity.”
(reprinted in Yang Chia-luo, op.cit., vol.3).
But Ghou also uses the word ch*ti“-wei in other than this 
commonplace sense. In the essay just referred to, ^
he used it consistently to mean 1 taste*, in the sense of a 
set of approved aesthetic values. But this essay is entirely 
Western orientated - the example chosen of a man who 
suffered from the adverse taste of his time was John Keats.
When we move on into Ghou*s ‘Chinese* period, the meaning 
°£ ch1 ft-wei changes, approximating more to the Tz *u-hai 
definition.
Ghou provides some examples of what he means by 
ch* tl-wei i n ^ /r^ ^ ^  ®  , 1935♦ As a test we
still translate ch*tt-wei as * taste*. Pie remarks that Sui-ytlan 
( ^  ) Was *vulgar, or you could say, tasteless 1 ,
which gives him his cue:
•I have to confess here that I think * taste* is 
very important; it is both beautiful and good, and 
tastelessness is a disaster. There are quite a 
lot of things included in what I call taste, such 
as refinement , unsophisticatedness ,
straightforwardness ^  , asperity 8$ , depth of
feeling ik M- , perspicuity $  , enlightenedness
moderation , discrimination;!^:! , and so on.
All things contrary to these qualities are tasteless­
ness. There is a phrase * low-class* taste current
which I might as well borrow to elucidate, though 
it looks as if it has been borrowed from Japan, and 
ij ray opinion there are semantic objections to it: 
it is probably more intelligible than ‘tasteless*. 
Tastelessness is by no means the same as having no 
taste , Unless he is beyond the reach of
human aid, there is normally no one who does not 
take a particular attitude to life. It may be 
placid, as if from indifference, or it may be 
niggling and fastidious, but though tendencies may 
differ, each and every attitude amounts to a kind 
of taste. It is like people having different faces: 
if they preserve their original features, regardless 
of their beauty or lack of it, they still have a 
vitality of their own. The worst thing is the 
spurious kihd of tastelessness, or if you prefer it 
false taste, bad taste, or low-class taste. To 
imitate the phrase ‘great wisdom in the guise of
foolishness*, this is ‘great vulgarity in the guise
of refinement.1 (p. 84).
It does not seem to me that Ghou is using the word ch* ll-wei 
consistently here. By contrasting it with vulgarity he 
gives it the sense of ‘tastefulness*: YCLan Mei*s offence was 
lack of good taste in expressing a liking for a certain type 
of type-face that Chou thought showy. Yet in his amplifica­
tion Chou seems to mean by it personal traits, or ‘taste* in 
the sense of the flavour of a man*s character. These are not 
qualities in the observer, but in the object observed; in 
the context of literature, qualities in the author that capi 
be perceived in and through his work. The qualities Chou 
enumerates all appeal to his ‘taste*, and so are in a 
superior class, but any genuine feature appears to qualify, 
since the only positive disqualification is falsity or disgui
If this is the case it would appear to agree with Wang
Meng-ou* s interpretation of oh1 iX as ‘state of spiritual
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life 1 1 ^  ^  (op* cit., p. 224)* This does seem to
"be what Ghou had in mind when he described his attitude to
poetry , 1937, p*62: ’I am not concerned
with the poetical merits or demerits, actually I just try
to make out the arthor* s character and ch1 U-wei as revealed 
in the p-oetry1 .
In any case it is clear that ohftt-wei belongs in the 
realm of human interest rather than thought, is found in 
the medium rather than the message* To expand on a point 
already made, giving weight to ch'tL-wei is therefore 
directing attention away from social significance or the 
dissemination of ideas, and tends to separate rather than 
unite. That is the reason why Chou's choice of ch*:U-wei 
as a standard for judging literature made him unpopular 
with the radically minded who made up the greater part of 
the literary world.
It is also evident that ch'U-wei is not a superficial 
thing. It is often linked with the more elusive qualities, 
like humour, irony and satire, things for which one has to 
dig below the surface. For instance , in 'A. &  ^  ^
1937, p*47, Chou's judgement on YU Li-ch'u ( ^ ‘J ,
1775-1840) is that his 'criticism is fair and hits style has 
much comical ch'U-wei1; and in ^  ^  , 1937,
p. 195, he commends the Japanese haibun ) for its
'pregnant and wryly humorous ch1U-wei'. Similarly it is 
the personal warmth of the author that informs his teaching
that Chou appreciates in the Japanese monk Kenko Hoshi 
f (1282-1350). In ^  *> (1^14. , V01. 2,
1925), Chou says the greatest value of the work is in its 
ch'tl-wei-character ^  ^  ): 'although there is logical
dissertation in the book it is not dry and inhuman, as is 
usual with dogmatists. It has at its root a kind of warmth 
and kindness; at every turn he observes society and the 
world from thepoint of view of ch'U-wei, so even in his 
sermons there is a rich strain of poetry1. This is tJht the 
only place where Chou says what is good about Kenko Hoshi; 
in an aside during a discussion of Yen Chih-t'ui he writes: 
'Yen is not narrow, which is where his 'ft ^  ('humanity' , or 
litei’ally 'taste of human feelings') lies. I feel that 
Kenko Hoshi*s likeability is also ih this* (^1 $  
p. 169)* This suggests that/v'ft^in people is the equivalent 
ch'U-wei in literature. Chang Hstteh-ch'eng^'§N)ji appears 
to have valued the same thing in writing: 'the content of 
wen is not the burden of a message communicated by it, but 
the quality of the writer's emotional temper or moral 
insight manifested in it* (Nivison, The Life and thought of 
Chang HsUeh-ch'eng, p.138)
Though we might never find a suitable English word to 
translate ch'U-wei, in its Chinese sense, that is, not as a 
contrived equivalent of 'taste', we can understand it better 
by exploring the complex of critical notions that belong to 
the same family that Chou uses from time to time. Proceeding 
from the simpler to the more complex, we start with^ae 
second element,^ , which is immediately intelligible as
'taste' in the gustatory sense, or flavour.
By itself ^  has no special interest, but in
combinations it has. We had best begin with the gloss
s
the Tz1 u-hai provides for oh1 tl-wei , namely ^  ,
'evocativeness1. Ghou applied this term in ^  ^  ^
(1939), where he distinguished between two approaches to 
trite subjects:
"One is the customary 'the weather today... ha-ha-ha'; 
the other is to say 'the weather today is good' or 
'is cold', only then to make some further observations 
about the cold, to the effect that one saw frost in 
the morning, or that it is depressingly chilly, so 
appealing to physical principles or human feelings: 
then one feels there would be a little evocativeness'.' 
(p.107)
If I might make an unpardonable intrusion myself, Ghou is 
right to say 'a little' evocativeness, for it is only a 
little, so fearful was he of appearing sentimental. Let me 
provide a better example to bring out the meaning o f J  ^  \ 
it is in English, and it comes from the pen of Alexander 
Smith:
"'My son Absolom1 is an expression of precisely 
similar import to 'my brother Dick* or'my uncle 
Toby'... It would be difficult to say that 'OhJ 
Absolom, my son, my son,' is not poetry; yet the 
grammatical and verbal import of the words is 
exactly the same in both cases. The interjection 
'oh', and the repition of the words 'myjson' , add 
nothing whatever to the meaning; but they have the 
effect of making words which are otherwise but the 
intimation of a fact, the expression of an emotion 
of exceeding depth and interest." (written in 1835, 
quoted Abrams, op.cit., p.153).
Another key term on this side is3^v5fc , literally
're‘turning1 f lav our or after taste» The importance it had in 
Ghou's mind is illustrated in an excerpt from"M
1926* Ghou has stated that the most interesting technique
for poetry is , which in modern terminology would he
'symbol*, and recalled that -r; style had been common in
China from the earliest times* The example of it he chooses
Book of Odes poem^i? i  ^ ^  , the first verse of which,
translated by Waley, runs:
"Buxom is the peach-tree;
How its flowers blazeJ
Our lady going home
Brings good to family and house." (Book of Songs,
no. 113, Mao 6)
This poem 'does not necessarily compare the peach to the
bride, neither does it lay down that at the time when the
peach blossoms, or in some peach planter's family, there 
is a daughter getting married; in fact, simply because 
there is something in common between the peach blossom's full­
ness and fairness and marriage, so it is used to create 
atmosphere # But this creating atmosphere has nothing
to do with adumbration, but with expressing the central idea,
41only in another way*' Ghou goes on: 'the Chinese
M m wmunT*nW«U«««<i*iilti>*m\jnn
41* The notion o f s e e m s  to me to be exactly described by 
J.S. Mill, when he talked of 'the power of creating 
scenery, in keeping with some state of human feeling; 
so fitted to it as to be the embodied symbol of it, and 
to summon up the state of feeling itself, with a force 
not to be surpassed by anything but reality.1 T.S*
Eliot also seems to mean the same thing by his 'object­
ive correlative', which is 'a set of objects, a situat­
ion, a chain of events which shall be the formula of 
that particular emotion; such that when the external 
facts, which must terminate in sensory experience, are 
given, the emotion hs immediately evoked'• (both 
quoted Abrams, p*25)
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literary revolution is under the influence of classicism 
(not neo-classicism): all works are like a crystal hall, 
gleaming and transparent to an excessive degree, without a 
trace of shadow. Therefore they seem to lack a kind of 
lingering fragrance^'^ and af ter-taste)® ^  1 (pp.68069)*
It is clear from the conclusion that the form is 
only meant to represent the values of 'lingering fragrance' 
and 'after-taste': such a connotation had been given long 
ago by Ohung Hung's Shih -'in ^  ^  , where he defined-^ as 
*the words already finished, but the sense . carrying on
i * Now these terms'^ 4  a n d ^ ^  are particularly 
Chinese. Indeed, just previous to this passage Ohou 
admitted that 'there are some traditions in Chihese art and 
thought that possess my heart' (pp.67-68). In common use 
there are phrases that describe the lingering effect, such 
asife^— 0 'reverberating round thejrafters for three days', 
which refers to music, and other critical terms, such as 
'4^ ^  and^'^ -the latter being the lasting effect caused 
by the means of expression being in perfect harmony with 
the state of feelings of the author (see & '■ ^  ®
2:2). As to the first, which means a kind of 
radiation of feeling beyond the bounds of the words, or 
simply, emotional evertones, Chou himself thought it had to 
be present before a piece of (in this case) prose could 
claim any literary merit. In his Compendium introduction 
he quotes from an early essay of his, £. 'I (1919), and 
comments:
"No matter what tender regard a person might have 
for his own compositions, I still cannot say that
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the two passages quoted above are well written*
They just bald-headedly put forward one's own 
opinion. At the most they argue convincingly, 
but they have no emotional overtones " (p.5)a
Again, Ghou brings out the importance of the lingering 
effect, thoxigh in this case he gives no name to it,
; (1937), where he discusses some poems of Ho
I-sun \  (early 17th. cent.):
"These ten poems are all doggerel (^J ) , and
by rights should be beneath notice in literary 
circles; orthodoxy on the one side objects to their 
lack of refinement and inability to convey the Way, 
and orthodoxy on the other side detests them for 
being too humorous and unable to spread revolution. 
Actually, to my mind, they are most powerful, at 
least something is left in the mind after reading 
them, the effect of which is not necessarily to 
provoke burning tears, but to make one think. To 
exhaust one's energies and strain one's voice in 
thumping-^e table, leaping about and hurling abuse, 
is to thoroughly unburden oneself; but unburdening 
oneself is satisfying. It is like getting a heat- 
rash in summer, if you squirm about... your afflict­
ion will be eased. The most unhappy time is wheh 
you feel oppressed, and the comic reporting of tragic 
events does indeed make one oppressed, make one
unhappy. If th&ipower of literature is in fanning the 
flames, then I feel this kind of thing must count
as very powerful." (p.42)
Here Chou is of course discussing a particular kind of 
lingering effect, but the general point is that it is 
contrasted with forthright expression, which gives relief, 
is soon over and done with, andean be forgotten about.
Ho I-sun's manner, which Ghou describes as 'wryly humorous'
, is more subtle and ultimately has a more powerful
effect because fit leaves something behind*.
I have said that the various terms connected with
* taste* and 1 after-taste *, * overtones* and so on, have 
long been part of the vocabulary of criticism in China, but 
they tend to occur in isolated appreciative comments (by 
far the greater part of Chinese literary criticism is 
indeed just so impressionistic - formulating verbal 
equivalents for aesthetic effects - rather than analytic). 
The only seminal critic who comes to mind for giving high 
place to * taste* in his theory is again Chung Hung. In 
ilis Shih-p * in preface he asserts the primacy of 'flavour*
%  ^  ;
"Five-word poetry is at the heart of the verbal 
art: it is of all forms the one with the most 
flavour" ( nv. yi , p.4).
It is also in Chung's book the kind best suited to the 
full expression of feeling. Conversely, as one would 
expect, lack of flavour is a mark of inferiority: so in the 
poetry of the Yung-chia^^ period (307-313 A.D. ), 'the 
reasoning overpowers the words; it is insipid and short 
in flavour 31 ^  ^  ' (ibid., p*3)*
The firist half of the combination, ch'tl 7^  , is
more difficult to understand, as its use in criticism is 
far removed from the ,original meaning of 'to hasten to* or 
'tendency* (in everyday, use it means 'entertaining* or
* interesting* )* Wang Meng-ou explains it, in
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addition to 'state of 'spiritual life*', as 'direction
taken by the thoughts' (op.cit.,p.224)- I would prefer
to describe it generally as a kind of inner logic? though
that would not account for all the senses in which it is
used. A frequently quoted example of its use comes from
^ ) fk t 'if only you get the ch'll in the lute itself
why bother about the sound of the strings?'. At
least it is clear that ch'tl is not what the senses directly
perceive - 'the sound of the strings'; it would appear on
the strength of this example to be the said inner logic or
inner harmony. Alternatively it might be viewed (dare one
suggest?) as the counterpart in art to tao 3JL Lao-
Ghuang philosophy. A more stringent test of its denotations
is provided by the following passage. The author is YUan
Hung tao [ik 3, ( v(2 ) %
"What men find difficult to attain to is oh*_il.
Ch'd is like colour in mountains, taste in water, 
bloom in flowers, demeanour in women. Even 
the most articulate person cannot begin to describe 
it, only someone who intuits it knows what it is. 
People nowadays admire the idea of ch'ii, and strive 
after its semblance. So they indulge in debates 
about calligraphy and painting, browse among 
antiques, thinking it 'rarified'; or they east 
their thoughts on the occult? flee from the mundane, 
thinking it 'aloof'. Then on a lower level there 
are those fellows in Suchow who burn incense and 
brew tea. This kind of thing is just the shell 
and skin of ch'h - it has nothing to do with the 
spirit.'
When Oh'h is derived from nature it is pro­
found? when from learning it is shallow. As a 
child one has not heard of ch'il? yet the3® is 
nothing a child does which has not ch'tl. Life 
has no higher pleasures than at this time when 
the face has not assumed a formal expression? the
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eyes have no fixed stare? the mouth makes inchoherent 
sounds? trying to speak, and the feet dance and will 
not be still, ho doubt this is what Mencius was 
referring to when he spoke of 'staying like a child'? 
and lao-tzu too when he asked 'can you be as a babe?1
). The penetrating wisdom of 
oh1h is of the highest order.
The men of the hills and forests? being free 
and unconstrained? answer only to themselves, so 
though they do not seek chJJJL? ch'd comes near to 
them. The reason why the naive and the outcasts 
get close to ch'tl is because of their lack of 
standings the humbler the station the humbler the 
demands. Whether in their taking meat and drink 
or in their rendition of a song, they follow their 
inclinations? without inhibitions* They expect 
nothing from the world? hence the world disregards 
them? if it does not mock them. This is another 
kind of ch'h.
When one grows heavy in yeqns, receives promotion, 
achieves higher status, the body becomes like a 
fetter? the heart like brambles? and the hair-roots 
and body-joints are constringed by experience and 
knowledge* One might penetrate ever deeper into 
the principle of things? but one gets ever more 
r emo t e f rom ch MA * "
H3? I E 4 ^  if ? reprinted in ^  ?pp, 39-40)
There are two kinds of ch'd here. In sensible objects 
('colour on mountains' etc) it is an intangible quality 
inherent in, typical of? and unique to a class of things, 
being particularly evident in the finer specimens. In 
this sense it is not far from 'glamour*. In x^ople it is 
behaviour which is natural, apt? unreflecting? unself­
conscious? unforced and free; it comes from following the 
inner promptings of one's nature? or from being as one is. 
Both are of a kind that the spectator would find charming 
or exhilirating.
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In the field of aesthetics, Wang Meng-ou has criticized 
Ydan Hung-tao's formulation as inferior to Yen Yd's in
examples are 'the sound in the air*, 'colour in the 
appearance', 'the moon in the water', 'the image in the 
mirror* . Ytlan refers to intrinsic qualities that are 
apprehended by the senses, while to Yen Yh the ch'ti lies 
in giving rise to associations, so that (again) 'the words 
are finished, but the idea is never exhausted'. Wang 
contends that 'colour on mountains', 'taste in water* etc. 
are only the 'saltiness of salt1, the 'sourness of plums' 
(i.e. qualities inherent in and indissociable from 
particular objects) that Ssu-k'ung T'u belittled (’Wang, 
op.cit., p.222). What Ssu-k'ung T'u and Yen Yh prized 
was 'the sense beyond the words' % 4V and 'the intent
beyond the flavour' ^ 3^ 1 * . They tended, as we have 
already seen, to denigrate the importance of imagery, 
and went directly for, in Wang's words, 'the aggregate 
of feelings and perceptions induced by the imagery* (p.225)* 
The distinction is an interesting one, but as far as Ghou 
Tso-jen is concerned, we already know that he thought 
Ssu-k'ung T'u's kind of reasoning too abstruse, so there 
is no point in pursuing it, though with regard to Yhan 
Chung-lang's exposition, it is worth noting that the 
attributes Ghou called ch'd-wei would fit the 'men of hills 
and forests' he describes.
It may have by now emerged that ch'lji is the element 
in ch'u-wei that provides the lift or exhiliration. Such 
a tendency is increased when ch'ft is combined with Rl>
« w  nii»i.ntw
'wind', to form feng-ch' 11. Chou used this term more than
Shao-yh edition, p.24), where his
1 3 2 .
once, but possibly because it would have been familiar to 
his Chinese readership, he did not explain it. As they 
do not tell us much, two examples from his works will 
suffice; both are taken from essays we have already quoted. 
In the essay on diaries and letters in ^  -k ?
he writes:
"All along there have been a large number of good 
Chinese letters which have been successful in 
combining literary art and feng-chf ft, but the 
most outstanding would be those that bring out 
the author!s personality” (p.12)
And in^ ^  , following the passage on Evocative­
ness1 j&'/fe. , he sums ups
"Ch'u-yiian^) © 'fe )*s prefaces always have 
thoughts on this kind of thing, expressed in a 
heartfelt and f eng-ch'tl manner which gives the 
reader something11. ( 0  , p.108)
All we can deduce from these examples is that feng-ph'tt 
has no direct reference to the personality of the author, 
but appears instead to be something in the way a point is 
put over.
We are fortunate in having a definition of feng-ch1 ft
ready made for us. Chou Chen-fu discusses it in
• Cto page 259 of that work he is pleased to
quote Lin Shu #  if on the subject:
'•Writing which has feng-oh*ti does not solely depend 
on comic phrasing. Feng-ch'& is measured by the 
ingenuousness of the writing: feng-ch1 ii is some­
times present in the utmost solemness. So too
when the perception is high and the spirit full, 
enough to fill and overfill the scope of the 
written word, then without deliberation ch'fl can 
be created from the flow of the pen.” (from ^  'jL
x. ).
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Lin Shu then, advisedly, gives some illustrations, the
\J^
$
"V/hen Empress Tou and her (long-lost) brother 
Kuang-kuo met, she was griefstricken (at the 
memory of their tragic separation). Then 
unexpectedly we read, 'Her ladies in waiting all 
aank to the ground, and helped the empress to 
grieve'. How can grief be 'helped*? But if you 
dispense with the word 'helped1, there seems to 
be no other word to substitute for it. If Empress 
Tou herself were to have seen it, when the marvell­
ous aptness of the word 'helped* struck her, her 
tears would also have dissolved into laughter.
Those who look for feng-ch'tl will only find its
■ Im.n in n 1 r.iiii.iiiiminiii it. mu ”
true image if they set their sights on this.”
Ctou Ohen-fu's comment on this is: 'The word 'help' not
only brings out the funniness of the feigned weeping, it 
also counterpoints the sincereity (on the part of the 
brother and sister) at that point. The meeting of brother 
and sister was a joyful occasion, they wept only from an 
excess of joy on recalling the past; there was absolutely 
nothing distressing to make bystanders weep, so they could 
only 'help* and not really grieve* (p.260).
The second illustration is based o :
"Wan-nien fell ill, and summoned his son Hsien to 
give him parental advice at his bedside. The 
lecture continued into the night. Hsien dozed off, 
and bumped his head on a screen. Wan-nien was 
furious, and prepared to beat him, saying, 'your 
father is giving you the benefit of his advice, 
but of all things you fall asleep, not listening 
to my words. What explanation have you?1. Hsien 
kowtowed and excused himself: *1 knew all you 
wanted to say. In essence you wanted to instruct 
me in the art of flattery*• At first sight it 
seems that Wan-nien is giving right and proper 
counsel, and that Hsien is a disobedient son..
But to follow 'instruction* with 'flattery* would 
have made even the man on the sickbed burst out
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laughing. This is a case of one word creating ch*tl. " 
(pp.259-260)
The third example is from '£ J M  , and ia a comment 
on Wang Tsun's subordinate Chang T'u illegally enriching
himself at the expense of the community, Wang Tsun says
the la.tter has collected all the money of the locality in
his house, ‘enough to bury him1* Ghou Ghen-fu explains?
"This word 'bury1 has feng-ch'tl: it denotes the 
large amount of money he has got his hands on, 
large enough for his burial; at the same time it 
is stern in that it implies that he is ripe for 
the executioner. A witty and feng-eh'h tone like 
this produces the effect of severity, not levity, 
and has rich implications. Therefore it is a good 
example." (p .2 61)
It appears from all the foregoing that feng-ch'tl. 
stands for delicacy or subtlety in giving a revealing twist 
to phrasing in order to bring to the surface undercurrents 
in a situation and point up factors that might otherwise 
be neglected# The effect is often humorous or satirical, 
but a serious point can be made. The touch needs to be 
light.
•&s Teng-ch*ik is again a portmanteau word, we ought 
to take at least a brief look at the 'wind* element in it.
It does not give us very much trouble. Kao Ming in his ^ ®
^  *3^ -<3f ' f t  ( 13 HI. K. , vol 1, no. 6. 1952) explains
that the essence of feng is movement and the power to move.
He quotes from : 'For lessons of manners (i.e.
feng style songs) the term 'wind1 is used, denoting the 
influence of instruction. Wind moves (things) and 
instruction transforms the people.' (trans. Legge, The 
She King, p.37); and also from "s’? 1\ 7f : 'Superiors,
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by the feng, transformed their inferiors, and inferiors 
by them satirized their superiors1 (Legge, p*35)* Kao*s 
elucidation is that feng therefore is * a general state of 
motion caused by the movement of the spirit1.
If we look at Liu Hsieh's exegesis of this part of
»
the preface to the Odes, we find rather fuller comment:
1 The Odes are made up of six classes, and feng is 
the foremost of these. It is the source of
rk h-influencing feelings and the counterpart of will/c ~l * 
He who in a melancholy mood would tell of his feelizgp 
must start with feng.•• When feelings are informed 
with feng it is like the body containing breath... 
That which can draw deeply on *feng will express the 
feelings clearly... When the thought is unfinished 
and (the work) decrepit and flagging, this is a 
sign that it is lacking in feng*1 ( 0J 'If %  )♦
Feng, then, bearing in mind the basic meaning of fwind', 
is the flowing force which animates writing, the intangible 
element which bridges the gap between writer and reader, 
the thing which enables the author*s feelings as set down 
on paper to affect the reader.
Mechanically speaking, feng is contrasted with ku W  , 
literally * bones1. Ku is concrete, structured, and resides 
in the semantic aspect of words. As Hsft Fu-kuan points 
out i n t ® ^ ^ ^ *  (p*319)> feng is more associated with
lyricism - the subjective, warm and flowing; ku is 
associated with narrative and discursive writing - the 
objective, cool and quiet. With regard to diction
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comes into "being through the manipulation of ' functional 
words* , while ku is manifested in tie sparing use
feoncrete words* (p.321). Hstl quotes *
'You look for reasoning in the concrete words, you observe 
the spirit in the functional words'. With this last Aoki 
(op. cit., p. 54) agrees: he is content to surmise that 
feng is the author's 'lively spirit*•
Our excursion initiated by the problem set by ch'11-wei 
has taken us a long way, but not very much nearer a 
solution. The hope was that the investigation of related 
terms would create an atmosphere conducive to better 
understanding; in the event they may have brought down a fog* 
I have said that I do not know an English word to translate 
ch'-ft-wei, but there is a German word, coined by Eriedrieh 
Schlegel, which seems to represent the same critical 
approach, though inevitably it lacks many of its connotations 
It is *das Interessante', used by Schlegel as an antonym to 
'objectivity'. I.E. Abrams explains:
"This term he uses in an old sense, close to its 
Latin etymon: it signifies a lack of disinterested- 
ness, and the intervention in a work of the 
attitudes and proclivities of the author himself.
The work of such a poet... is also said to show 
♦manner*, or 'an individual turn of mind, and an 
individual turn of sensibility', as opposed to 
'style', which signifies an impersonal mode of 
expression according to the uniform laws of beauty." 
(op. cit. , p.237).
The terms which we discussed in the previous chapter, 
belonging to literary theory, were almost manageable, but
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the exceeding difficulty of defining, let alone translating, 
all thes e terms which belong to literary appreciation 
shows how peculiarly Chinese they are. It is not that 
modern Western alternatives were not available, it is that 
Chou preferred not to accept the Western cast of mind as 
other critics did, but instead to be Chinese*
The value that we will next examine is as Chinese 
semantically as ch^ll-wei, and is even more typical of the 
Chinese mentality, measured by the degree of respect paid 
to it. It is the linked pair of concepts -p'ing-tan tzu-j^an
•f i
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p*raq-TAN tzu-jan
Like ob-1 &-wei, p 1 ing-tan tzu-j an was a colour that
Ghou Tso-jen defiantly nailed to his mast, despite the
criticism it e/fctracted because of its untimeliness and
42
•negativism*. P 1ing-tan means something like bland, 
mild, muted; tzu-jan means natural.
Chou*s best known confession of attachment to this 
principle is , 1925:
1 Recently in my writing I have aspired to the 
state of p 1ing-tan tzu-jan. But this kind of 
composition I have found only in classical or foreign 
literature, and I cannot imagine the day will ever 
come when I shall be able to achieve it, for it is 
bound up with character, situation and age, and 
cannot be forced. A person of my mean and hasty 
temper, born in China at this time in history, can 
hardly hope to calmly and unconcernedly produce 
gentle*^ and mild^f^ essays.’1 (p.6)
Thereafter he continued to express admiration for these 
two qualities of p'ing-tan and tzu-jan, though he still
*** **■■-.■■■ BlIHTini l  ■«. I M l  II 1-1 — ■■L. -■ 1 "*—■■■
never claimed, out of becoming modesty, to have achieved 
the effect in his own writing. He was aware however that 
as early as 1922 Hu Shih had given him credit for it in 
his - "1*4$ ^ ®  (originally published in Shen Pao^f^L >
and later quoted by Ghou in his Compendium introduction,
42. See for example the essays of^H^ and ^  ^  Ms ±xi 
Jfrtfk -Wb . ' s essay is also to be found in
Mao Tun e d. ^  #
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pp. 5-6). This is what Hu Shih. wrote then;
"In the last few years the most notable development 
in prose writing has been in the ^  form which 
Ghou Tso-jen and others have advocated. This kind 
of d' It* adopts an undemonstrative 31 , conversation­
al style which is below the surface profoundly 
evocative; sometimes it gives the impression of 
obtuseness, but it is in fact very witty'1.
Chou reluctantly declines to accept such a compliment 
i n ^ Y § ^ ; ^ 1936, when he was at the height of Ills
powers. H e says there that he is pleased when people say
his essays are p 1ing-tan, for this is what he has aimed at, -
buthe has only achieved irascibility^ • Similarly he 
deplores the fact in *£ , 1935 (p*137),
that at his age he is still writing *with sword drawn and 
how taunt’ when he should set his sights on St. (temperate, 
unimpassioned) essays. What he means by his age or time 
of life is explained in Chou's quotation from Yeh Sung-shih 
i n i f r o m  the same collection: ’In youth one 
loves the beautiful, in full manhood the heroic, in middle 
age the brief and condensed, in old age the mild and aloof
* (written ca. 1880, p.289). This I suppose is the
Chinese scholar’s answer to the English country squire of 
Shakespeare’s 'seven ages of man'.
References to p 'ing-tan abound in Chou's essays, but 
nowhere does he attempt to define the term, since again he 
could assume a shared cultural background with the reader, 
and because too his aim was to communicate a pleasure, not 
to produce a literary theory. But one can show in what
contexts he tended to use the word*
In ^  ^  (1937) he approves the judgement
that Fang Chen-kuan1 s ^  (i*e. xf* ^  , 1679-1747) poetry
is ’indirect and poignant, the words short hut the sense 
prolonged, the more calculated at length to create p ’ing-tan
*^ iw^ L>AiPiiaiiui*ffrfMiiii wihhii uheiii ;ti»
and approximate to nature1 (p.10)* Clearly p 1ing-tan here 
is not synonymous with ^  M  ’commonplace* and ,
’insipid1* On the contrary, the verse is stated to he both 
subtle and to have a fund of meaning, though expressed in 
a style - essential to the idea of p 1ing-tan - that is 
undemonstrative (’indirect1 is the pointer here, more often 
it is ’simple1) and pregnant.
Many more such examples could be adduced, but their 
implications could only he brought out by a similar process 
of tenuous logical deduction, and this does not recommend 
itself* It would be more direct to go to some other
formulations of Chou’s which do not actually use the word
p *ing-tan but do in fact describe it* One aspect of the 
idea is described in :®  5
“The chapter at the end of1?^ v'] is a fine piece
of writing, tfe'like of which it would be hard to 
find in any age* [Yen Chih-t’ui] thoroughly 
understands life and death, so his sentiments are 
down to earth, his diction likewise concise and 
plain. His la,ck of novelty and eccentricity 
is the most admirable thing about him.” (p.175)
Somewhat more positive virtues emerge from Chou’s comments
on another writer. Ho Lan-kao^  (’t/I if 1 1757-1825),
who, he says, writes as he himself would like to, but
cannot;
"He uses simple words* is able to put across his 
meaning well. He expresses himself casually, as 
if entirely unconcerned, but brings out most 
sharply his feelings of affection or chagrin."
( t  M  p. 188)
To put across deep feelings and serious thoughts in 
a flat and unemotional way, as these passages describe, is 
the secret of p 1ing-tan* It was of course a quality 
sought after by English essayists. As early as 1668 Thomas 
Sprat praised Cowley's essays for their 'natural easiness 
and unaffected grace where nothing seems to be studied 
yet everything is extraordinary* (quoted Atkins, English 
Literary Criticism, p*47)« No doubt Chou was thinking 
principally of the English essay when he mentioned having 
found p 1ing-tan in foreign literature. However, we are 
concerned here with the other repository for p *ing-tan, 
namely classical Chinese literature - and literary criticism, 
and the Chinese way of life.
Again we are lucky, since Chou Tso-jen omits to give 
one, to have a Chinese definition of p 1ing-tan from Chou 
Chen-fu* In his "if 1*1^ (p. 236) he compares the effect
of p 1ing-tan to strong drink which is not stimulating to 
the taste-buds; it encourages one to drink more, and 
intoxication overcomes one unawares. He continues;
"In p*ing-tan works the words must needs be simple,
■■Inman aum.ir'-irrTjiiin Mimm m, ■  I
without affectation, without embellishment.
Bhetorical flourishes are not prized; instead,
1 w e l l - t e m p e r e d n e s s i s  striven after* Just as 
Wang An-shih said, fwhat appears to be pedestrian 
is the most imposing: the performance looks easy but 
is in fact arduous*. The content is pithy; it 'goes 
in deep and comes out shallow*, as if it were facile. 
In the writing it requires repeated turning over in 
the mind, and weighing of words, - a very laborious 
process. When finished it is easy to read, easy to 
understand."
Ghou Chen-fu adds that p * ing-tan is closely associated with 
tzu-jan, but not identical with it, particularly in that 
p*ing-tan is always plain, while 1 natural* is not always 
so.
Historically both p 1ing-tan and tzu-jan are central 
to the Taoist tradition. Clearly, the state of mind which 
can produce such effects in writing is the reverse of 
agitated or excited, and such disturbance Taoists strenuously 
- no, unstrenuously - avoided. As Chuang-tzu said, 
typically, *In his social intercourse the superior man 
is bland, like water; the small man is sweet, like must*
( jfi; -Z* , ch. 20, p. 125). The age in which Taoist
thought pervaded the arts most widely and deeply was 
probably the Wei-Chin period, incidentally a time much to 
the taste of Ghou Tso-jen and Lu Hsi!in. On the philosophical 
side we might extract some typical observations relevant 
to the matter in hand:
from Ho Yen 'I^T &  , commenting on the phrase <F 
•did not transfer his anger* (Lun Ytl, 2,ii): *if a man
gives way to his feelings in showing joy or rage, he is in 
the wrong1 (quote d %  5 ^  ^  ^  ^  ~  ^  ^  , p • 14) $
from Wang Pi 3L : «in his feelings the sage responds
to things but is not burdened by things* (ibid, p.14);
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from one of the greatest poets, Hsi K'ang'fe M  :
1 knowing that fame and standing harm virtue, one negleots 
them, and does not seek to engineer them; it is not a case 
of wanting them hut strenuously interdicting them* Knowing 
that strong flavours ^  injure ones self ^  , one sets
them aside and disregards them; it is not a case of
hankering after them hut forcibly repressing [that desirqi . 
External objects are not held on to because they burden the 
mind; spiritural endowments are brought to the fore on 
account of their pudty* (ibid, p.49);
and, from slightly later, this example of T’ao Ch’ien's
philosophizings
’Too much concern harms my existance; it is right 
to go along with fate* Cast yourself adrift among 
the myriad changes, without joy and without fear* 
When the end comes, then you must make an end; 
there is no need to worry particularly’ (from 
> quoted with approval by Chou in 
» 1940)*
These thoughts in Taoist vein, urging as they do 
avoidance of strong sensations and vehemence of emotion 
and expression, are the counterpart in philosophy to 
p fing-tan in aesthetics. Such an outlook was not of course 
the exclusive preserve of Taoism. The idea runs right 
through one of the Confucian Four Books, the Doctrine 
of the Mean* In the first chapter the idea of moderation 
is stressed:
’’While there are no stirrings of pleasure, anger,
sorrow, or joy, the mind may be said to be in the
state of Equilibrium* When those feelings have 
been stirred, and they act IN THEIR DUE DEGREES,
there ensues what may be called the state of 
Harmony.1’ (trans- Legge, p. 384)
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With regard specifically to tan ;x there is a, reference
to it in Chapter 33:
"The superior man characteristically is mild zfe , 
yet people do not tire of him; he is simple yet 
his manner is cultured; he is genial yet methodical
The combination of Taoist and Confucian influences was 
irresistible: the p fing-tan syndrome came to he firmly
gTTWWiMBinwin ■r'lT i iiwMWwmiiiMjn ^  ^
embedded in the established Chinese culture* It may have 
been the Doctrine of the Mean that gave this ethos the 
looked-for authorization for the scholar-official; what 
is certain is that it has for a very long time been 
powerfully present in his self-image. Li Chfen-tung %  
points out in his ^  ^  ^ ( p * 5 2  ff. ) that two prominent 
officials, Chang Hua of Chin and Chiang Yen of
Liang, felt bound to ascribe to the associated ideals of 
humility, modesrby, purity, naturalness and non-interference, 
in spite of the fact that their life-long and successful 
pursuit of high office belied them. And Ch'ien Mu 
describes in his I2 ®  ^  (p. 129) Low the
traditional scholar 'invariably quietly and unassumingly 
( %  * $  * ) retired to his village, chose a plot with a
view of clear mountains and living waters, good fields 
and fine trees, had his house built and lived out his 
remaining days there 1.
These two illustrations will serve to demonstrate the 
attraction of the p 'ing-tan ideal in life. What of it in 
literary criticism? The element ■H* 'M had a place, with 
tzu-jan, in Ssu-k'ung T'u's*^^ among the 24 categories of 
poetry, but his adumbration of it is obscure to say the
least. My impression is that p 1ing-tan was held in the 
highest critical esteem in the Sung dynasty; this would
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fit in with the general trend? described by Aoki (op.cit.,
pp. 80-82 and 101), towards favouring simplicity of style
in that period® Two famous Sung poets set great store by
p 1 ing-tan® The slogan of Mei Yao-chfen It ft ( 5
1002-1060) was fThe question of ancient and modern in
writing poetry is irrelevant; the difficulty is in creating
p*ing-tan' (from ^  4' vi i ^  9 quoted ®
X. ^  p.56 ). Ohang Ohien comments that the word
1 create*^ here indicates the planning and polishing which
goes into producing the effect of p*ing-tan. The other
poet is Su Tung-p'o M- ^  . H e  wrote: *In youth
writing should generally aim to make one *s personal sig- 
(h & \
nature vi conspicuous? to bring out colours vividly; 
but with increasing age and mellowness the airn becomes to 
create p* ing-tan.1 Actually this is not p* ing-tan. but
i*Bii i i  i ini.il iinpiiwiMfrr ■!!■■■ wim m rn iT-iinrir ^
vividness in its ultimate form* (quoted Aoki? op.cit.,
p. 82). Su Tung-p*o also talked about ^  &  * dry and dull*: 
* What is praiseworthy about 31 is when? dry outside, it 
is fat and fertile inside; when it seems dull but is 
really beautiful, as with T*ao Yiiian-ming? Liu Tsung-yilian, 
and their like. If both outside and inside are 'dry and 
dull1, then it is not worth wasting words on it* (ibid,
p .82).
In his estimate of T'ao Ydan-ming, Ohu Hsi seems at 
first to contradict Su Tung-p'o:
"Everybody says T'ao Ytlan-ming's poetry is p*ing- 
tan, but as I see it he has heroic vigour ^  ?
only the sense of it overtakes one unawares."
( %  4- M  ? quoted Ohu Tung-jun Jfe 1® ,
op.cit., p.178).
If Ohu Hsi had remembered the implication of strength
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■beneath the surface in p 1 ing-tan - in Su's words, of it 
being ‘vividness in its ultimate form* - he would not have 
found it necessary to frame his comment as a contradiction, 
Yttan Ghung-lang also took up Su Tung-p'o's evaluation 
of T*ao, and his view in turn appears to differ. In 
$c %  he wrote:
‘Sung Tung-p*o had a passion for Tfao Yilan-ming1 s 
poetry, valuing its mildness i$t and relaxed 
manner)! # In nature fermenting makes sweet, 
baking makes sour; only tan 31 cannot be fabricated 
. The impossibility of being fabricated is 
the true soul of literature.'* ,p,10)
how Su did apply the word to p * ing-tan, but there is
no real contradiction, for Ytlan uses the word, as translated, 
to mean 1 fabricate1, to produce at a secondary stage by 
mechanical means, while what Su meant by it was to subject 
to control at the formative stage.
Chung-lang*s younger brother, Chung~tao ),
expressed simile,rly high regard for tan# In the following 
extract from M  %  %  he refers immediately to
painting, but the relevance is wider:
"To take the mountain scene as an illustration, 
many are the changes the four seasons bring, but 
only in the wake of the rigours of winter is there 
a kind of superior charm, mild and serene 2$ * ^ *  ,
which excels over the splendid and gorgeous."
( it m  ^  &  , p.51)
In the world of men, he goes on to say, great work is not
produced by the well-fed, but by those who have been 
reduced to the depths. This repeats the point on a 
different plane that tan only comes about through reduction,
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through a tempering process*
As a last word, to show how widely shared the value 
of p fing-tan was, Yao Hai ■if *  , the leader of the T'ung-
<lg|il^ iBi.li« miii i iimwTiiW*i«»M»» f '^
oh'eng school, to whom the Yuan brothers were anathema, 
joined cause with them in this:
"Of all the states of sensibility in literature, 
none is finer than p 1ing-tan. The use of words, 
the outflow of ideas, seem to be self-begotten
iH <*: 4 4  ». ( £
p.40)
^  P *ing-tan was popular in Chinese culture, then the 
related ideal of I $£ 'natural' was even more so. As it 
is easy to understand why naturalness recommended itself, 
we will not need to spend so much time explaining it. 
However, as every work of literature is an artifact, and 
so not 'natural', we might take a look at what the Chinese 
generally associated the term with. As Wu Hung-i
pointed out in an article on X  't in v12 £  ^  t"'!
17*5*67), tzu-jan is broadly speaking understood in two
ways: one is identical with p 1ing-tan, namely the reduction 
of the complex and colourful to the plain and unextravagant 
- the painstaking work of the craftsman; the other, re­
presented by Liu Iisieh and Chung Hung, sees it as 
spontaneity, the words flowing immediately and easily from 
the pen. It is the second line we want to pursue now, 
along the path he indicates,
Liu Hsieh's philosophy is summed up in a passage we 
have had occasion to quote before:
"Man is endowed with seven emotions, which are 
activated in sympathy with events; when moved
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by events one lifts one *s voice to express one's 
feelings. The process is entirely spontaneous
This however only brings us to the starting point of art­
istic creation. It is true that in Liu elaborates
the idea of fitting response to stimulus, of being ‘vacant* 
and purifying the spirit Id be responsive to influences, 
and that he gives the creative process over to Chuang-tzu's 
butcher and wheelwright, who worked purely intuitively, 
yet he does recognize that certain great poets only wrote 
slowly and laboriously, which could not be called 'natural* 
in the ’spontaneous* sense. It is still part of Liu*s 
outlook that treatment should be natural in that the words 
should fit the subject and that extraneous embellishment 
should be ruled out.
Ohung Hung, less of an aesthete, went further than 
this in rejecting any heightening or embellishment at all, 
preferring directness. This attitude inclines more to the 
'plain words' persuasion than to that of spontaneity*
He wrote in ^  :
"As to expressing one's nature and one's feelings, 
what virtue is there in using allusions? *1 
think of you like flowing water* 43appeals directly
to the eye; 'On the high terrace it is mostly the 
sad wind that blows' is also simply what is seen; 
'On a clear morning ascending Mount Lung1 has no 
antecedents; 'The bright moon shines on the piled 
up snow* does not derive from the classics or 
histories. The great lines of both past and
43* 3?or the source of these lines, see , op.
cit., pp. 173—4*
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and present are rarely padded out or borrowed: 
they all come from direct apprehension."
( ^  , x. il Ifc , p. 172).
He summed up, 'you rarely meet with anyone capable of the
natural and noble (in poetry)’ (ibid.).
So with Chung Hung, '.natural' embraces both relying 
on one's own resources, in that what is written about is 
apprehended, observed or experienced without intermediary, 
and simplicity, in the sense that expression should be 
direct and free from all elaborations or extraneous matter. 
The same applies to metre in poetry, to which the poet
should not be enslaved. He wrote in the same preface:
"The shih and sung forms in ancient poetry were 
written to music, so, in order to harmonize, the 
[words] had to be distributed according to the
five tones ... Hence in the verses of the three
emperors [of the Wei dynasty] the literary art
may not have always been perfect, but the cadences
were adapted to song. This is the reason for
giving weight to tone and harmony; it is different 
from the talk of high and low tones nowadays[i.e. 
the tone theory of Fan Hua and Shen Ytlehl. Since 
poetry is now no longer written to music, what is 
there to be gained from metric rules?" (ibid.,
p. 176).
He concludes:
"In my opinion it is basic to a composition that 
it can be read aloud without any impediment. As 
long as the 'clear' and 'cloudy*44 flow together 
and the words trip off the tongue, this is 
sufficient" (ibid).
44. 'Clear* and 'cloudy' epitomize opposite qualities 
in music, as quick-slow, light - heavy etc.
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This last description of natural harmony makes some
contribution to the description of naturalness in action.
It is much easier to say what naturalness in action is not
O ^
than what it is. As Ghiang K'ui -f /g (11 55?~1235?) said 
in ^ ^ 3tA ^  ^  , when accounting for the four kinds
of 'masterly effect1 ^  in poetry; 'The masterly 
effect of naturalness refers to; not being strange or 
outlandish; being stripped of rhetoric; knowing (the poetry) 
is marvellous, but not knowing how it comes to be 
marvellous' (yHy(VlT|'fi ^ 5 p.440).
Only half deterred by such a consideration, however,
Su Shih described the natural flow of his own writing by 
means of a natural simile;
"My writing is like a copious fountain which issues 
forth regardless of the terrain. On level ground 
it sweeps along, covering with ease ten thousand 
leagues in a day. When it meets with hills and
rocks, twists and turns, it describes configur­
ations according to the object, all unpredictably. 
What can be predicted is that it always goes on 
when it should go on, and stops where it cannot 
but stop. As for the rest, even I cannot tell."
1C i% "if x. , quoted Chang Ghien, op. cit., 
pp. 51-52)
It would be impossible to withhold recognition of the 
spontaneity of the process Su Shih describes, but unfortun­
ately the description is vapid. Lu Chi's rival description 
is even more so (quoted p. 35 ). Their use of analogies
from nature, however, suggest other ones quite commonly
used, which do not betoken headlong rush, and in fact form 
a third category of naturalness; those which compare the 
forming of a work of art to the gradual maturation of a
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plant. We have already had an intimation of this organic
theory from Wang Chung, HstL Kan and Chu Hsi. As far as I
know the analogy was not pursued at very great length,
45as Coleridge did. The majority of scholars, indeed,
seem to have mixed natural metaphors indiscriminately*
li? rii;Sung Lien m- , whose life spanned the transition fr.om 
Ytian to Ming, is a good example. He wrote in ^ j
"The Way of the sages filled them internally, 
manifested itself externally, took shape in 
their words. Literary form (wen) was begotten 
without it being striven for. This is the 
ultimate in letters. Nov/ letters is like water 
and trees. The maker of waterways does not 
worry about the water not flowing on, he is 
afraid of the source not being deep. The 
planter of trees does not worry about the branches 
not being prolific, he is concerned about the 
root not being fed. If the root is fed and the 
source made deep what is there to impede the 
flow and prevent the prolificness? The sages 
never learned the art of letters, it came from 
them like a torrent, was written down all at 
once; yet none of those who study the art of 
letters have surpassed them, on account of their 
root being flourishing, their source being vast.
If someone said 'I am learning the art of letters' 
I would know he was incompetent: how can the art 
of letters be the object of learning? Those who 
seek proficiency in mellifluity of phrasing, 
preciousness in abstrusity of allusions, pursuing 
these ideals with all their resources and only 
desisting in death, it still remains but a matter 
of technique, however skilled they become - and 
what if they do not become skilled?" (reprinted 
Wang Huan-piao, op.cit., pp.134-5)
45* See Abrams, op.cit., pp.220-225*
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Apart from the dismissal of and contempt for superficial 
technique, so common among Chinese writers, presumably 
because of the frequency of its occurrence, certain 
principles may only be inferred from this passage that are 
made explicit by Coleridge, such as that the work of 
literature, like a plant, grows independantly of imposed 
controls yet in strict obedience to natural laws; but 
another derived principle of Coleridge's, put forward in 
'On poesy or art* (see Abrams, p.222), that of 1 co­
ins t ante ity of the plan and execution* had, and still has, 
a prominent place in Chinese aesthetics.
If one regrets the failure of Chinese critics to 
develop the critical implications of their premises and 
move on from the language of rhetoric to the language of 
science, (though they might after all have showed superior 
judgement in this), then the work of Wang Kuo-we i A  ® 
(1877-1927) will be greeted with pleasure and relief, for 
he was the first systematic modern literary historian, and 
probably remains the most respected one. Modern or not, 
like so many Chinese scholars before him, he gave natural­
ness the first place in the literary scale of values. The
excerpt that follows is an appreciation of the literary 
principles inherent in the M a n  plays ( ^  ); it
identifies several characteristics that Chou Tso-jen 
values;
"Wherein lies the excellence of the Yftan plays?
It can be summed up in one word; simply 'natural- 
ness*. G-reat literature of all ages owes its
success to naturalness, and none is more prominent
in that respect than the Y&an plays.
None of the authors of the YtLan plays had rank
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or learning* In writing their plays they did not 
have in mind creating literary masterpieces or 
handing their work down to posterity* They wrote 
as they felt like writing, and pleased others by 
pleasing themselves. Awkwardness of plot they
paid no attention to, banality of thought they did
not shy away from, inconsistencies in character 
did not concern them. They simply wrote of the 
feelings within them and the state of the times.
In the process their sincerity and nobility of 
character often revealed themselves. So it is 
quite permissible to refer to the YtLan plays as 
China*s most natural literature. As to naturalness 
of diction, that necessarily follows, and is a 
secondary consideration. " ( il , ch.12,
reprinted in rf %  ^  , op.cit., pp.523-4)
As an appreciation, the main formal virtue of this passage 
is just its plain words. Where Wang Kuo-wei does set up 
systematic criteria, they are not simply 1 nature,Iness* , 
or whatever, but still they rest on naturalness. So in
yL I?D 19T& he identifies two modes in the ts*u :
"There is 'creating of scene* and 1 describing of 
scene'; from this distinction derive the schools 
of 'idealism* and 'realism'. But the two are 
very difficult to differentiate, because the 
scene the great poet creates inevitably corresponds 
to nature, and the scene he describes must 
approximate to the ideal" (ibid., p.435)-
And, on the same theme,
"However much a scene might be the product of 
imagination, its material must be sought in nature, 
and its structure must follow the laws of nature* 
Hence the idealist is also the realist." (p.43B)
We can now extend Wu Hung-i's two kinds of 'natural­
ness' to four;
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1 . Avoidance of artifice and reduction to essentials 
(equivalent to p*ing-tan)
2. Easy, undirected, and self-generative writing 
(spontaneity)
3* Organic growth of a composition, in obedience to the 
laws of nature
4* True projection of the author's sense and sensibilities, 
dependant on such things as sincerity, 'direct 
apprehension*, and self-sufficiency.
The first three refer to style, the last to matter. Since 
Ghou Tso-jen was always complaining how painful the business 
of writing was 2 does not apply to him, at least in the 
sense of automatism* Neither do I recall any nod of his 
in the direction of 3* That leaves 1 and 4, and they 
certainly do apply. But to them one has to add the normal, 
coiumonsense meaning of naturalness in the sphere of 
literature, that is, using a form of words that 'comes 
naturally', and is in no way stilted.
On this whole question of p*ing-tan tzu-jan, Ghoufs 
attitude once more corresponds, partly because he also 
was reacting against n&o-classicism (of the Gh'ing dynasty 
in his case), to the position of the English Romantic poets. 
But there is an important difference. Abrams sums up one 
of Wordsworth's propositions in this way:
"It is essential to poetry that its language be 
the spontaneous and genuine, not the contrived 
and simulated, expression of the emotional state 
of the poet.
On this thesis, Wordsworth ... based his attack 
on the 'mechanical adoption* of figures of speech 
to which he attributed the debased diction of 18th* 
century poetry. On it depends also the general
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romantic use of spontaneity, sincerity, and the 
integral unity of thought and feeling as the 
essential criteria of poetry, in place of their 
neo-classic counterparts: judgment, truth, and the 
appropriateness with which diction is matched to 
the speaker, the subject matter, and the literary 
kind.1 (op. cit. , p. 102).
On all Wordsworth's positive points, Ghou appears to have
been in complete agreement; and if the discussion is 
restricted to poetry, doubtless he would have agreed too 
that 'judgment' and ''truth' had little place in poetry.
But he certainly did not devalue judgment and truth in 
literature as a whole. One reason why, on the contrary, 
he showed great respect for both (see my chapter on 
'perspectives') was that Chinese neo-classical literature 
was in his view sadly lacking in both.
So is an attitude to literature in general moulded 
by the history of a person's own national literature.
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SECONDARY VALUES 
1 Extempore*
It is of course a condition of naturalness that a 
work should not "be written under any constraint, "but should 
arise spontaneously from the situation in which the writer 
finds himself, that it should "be consistent with the 
writer1s feelings at the time* This condition Chou describes 
as , often translated as spontaneous1, but more
nearly 1 extemporaneous1• Chou uses it in Y&an-liu as an 
antonym of 'prescribed1, which denotes something
written to a given them#.
In Lecture Three, after criticizing pa-ku wen and its 
counterpart in poetry he says that though skilful
examples of this kind of writing may give the impression 
of powerful feelings, they are in fact very far from being 
true literature, as they are brought into being by the 
prescribed theme. He then proposes that 'extemporaneous1 
could well serve as an alternative to yen chih, and 
'prescribed' to tsai tao?
"The famous works of literature down the ages have 
all been extemporaneous literature. There were for 
instance no titles in the Odes, and originally 
there were no chapter headings in Chunag-tzu. In
«4WBuemMi«i«i.<mm ■ I ■iiWTB»wp*M.wamittBwas
both cases there was first the idea, the writing 
followed immediately on the thought, and only when 
it was finished was the title abstracted from what 
had been written. 'Prescribed literature' starts 
with the topic, and the writing proceeds from 
it", (p.70)
Chou had said almost exactly the same thing two years
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before, in a somewhat lighter vein, for in writing his 
essay7^ ^  he himself had had recourse to a dictionary 
for a topic, and so had to chide himself:
"I feel all compositions can be divided into two 
kinds: one has a title the other does not.
Normally the act of writing is preceded by an 
idea, but there is no definite title. In this 
kind of composition it would seem easy to produce 
fine work because you can express yourself 
comparatively freely, though making up a title 
afterwards is a nuisance, and is sometimes 
actually more difficult than writing the piece 
itself. But there are times too when you cannot 
gather your thoughts and do not know what to write 
for the best, in which case it is not without 
benefit to first decide on a title and then write 
the piece - only this is getting close to 
'prescribed literature' and courts the peril of 
producing an 'examination style poem'."#
( if f4- , 1930, p.29).
These sentiments are very close to those in a passage he 
quotes from a book he had read over a period of thirty 
years, namely (by Wang K'an ):
"The ancients only explained the why's and where­
fore's of a poem after the poem was written: 
they did not fix on a topic first ,and then take 
up the pen to write the poem". jxj-ij,
1934, p.216)
Thou Ghou may have used the term 'extemporaneous1,
and also 'impromptu' ^  ^  , which, also being an antonym
of M U  , was synonymous with it, in other places in a 
casual way, it was only in this kind of context that their 
use was considered and specific, That is to say, their 
relevance was to Chinese literary practices, or, more
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exactly, it was Intended to contrast with literary mal­
practices. As on the question of yen chih and tsai tao, 
his unqualified approval of ‘extemporaneous* literature 
and sweeping condemnation of 'prescribed* literature are 
largely dictated by emotion. Once more we can call on 
Chu Kuang-ch'ien for a more balanced view:
“In general, literary creation has no more than 
two starting points. The first is where at the 
outset there is no intention to write anything; 
then it happens that there is by chance a, stirring 
in the heart, an emotions,1 state or train of 
thought [emerges] which one feels is worth putting 
in writing, so one takes up the pen and writes it 
down. The other kind is where one predetermines 
the topic, and with the intention of writing a 
literary composition, directs one's thoughts to 
that topic; then, when the thoughts have matured, 
one writes them down. In previous times, when 
writing old-style poems, people used to add the 
phrases 'impromptu' ^ A  or 'to a given theme*
Jfct'Gt to the titles. The 'impromptu' ones arose 
from a wakening of interest, and were put into 
verse immediately. The 'to a given theme* ones 
have a set theme and rhyme pattern: having selected 
a word it is used as the rhyme for the poem ...
In principle only impromptu works accord with the 
ideal of pure literature, but in fact the majority 
of extant works belong to the prescribed category, 
as qjx examination of the works of any great writer 
would demonstrate. There are of course good 
compositions in the prescribed group. Not only 
were good poems written on social occasions and 
in poetry gatherings, even such things as treatises, 
memorials, and epitaphs cannot be entirely dis­
counted. .. 'Prescribed' is a kind of trailing, 
'impromptu* a kind of harvest. If a writer has 
not gone through the 'prescribed' stage, there 
might never be 'impromptu', or if there is, it 
could not be much." ( ill ^  , pp.76-77)
No more need be said.
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Simplicity
An idea closely related to naturalness is simplicity, 
related mainly in their common rejection of contrivance. 
Simplicity both in life and letters has been so widely 
held to be a virtue in China, and the rest of the world 
that there is little point in adducing evidence of the 
fact. We need therefore only fill in some circumstantial 
details.
It is not only in the West that there is the idea of 
1 classic simplicity1. Yang Hsiung stated the con­
ventional view in answer to the question: 1 Heaven and
Earth are simple and easy to understand, and since the 
sages followed this princijjle, how is it that the Classics 
are disordered and disparate?'. His reply was: 'They AEE
simple and the ARE easy to understand. Where did you get
the idea that they were disordered and disparate?' (5^ 11 ,
ch. 8 5 S  , quoted Luo, vol. 1, p.88). Though one might
well be inclined to take the part of Yang Hsiung*s inter­
locutor, the point is that the Chinese Classics were 
generally assumed to enshrine the quality of simplicity 
in style along with teaching simplicity in life and thought. 
Perhaps the Chinese scholar was more conscious than say 
his Greek counterpart of the value of simplicity because 
of the firm Chinese theory that luxury and extravagant 
display invariably caused the ruin of the state, but he 
seemed to share with the Greeks the 'attic taste' in 
aesthetics. This taste is probably best exemplified in 
the value of ya^ ffe (elegant, cultured, refined), but it 
embraces too the criterion of 4j j£ (lucidity or commun- 
icability of language), laid down by Confucius in
1 60 *
'ft; ft %  ; 'words should simply convey1 .
The implication is that words should not be wasted, but 
be straight and to the point. One might compare this 
requirement also with the predominant style that Hobert 
Lowth discerned in Hebrew poetry - 'sententiousness1, 
that is, 'marked by the utmost brevity and simplicity* 
(quoted Atkins, op.cit., p. 190).
As a teacher of Chinese literature and, according to 
report, a typical old-fashioned gentleman in behaviour,
Chou Tso-jen almost inevitably prized the classical ideals 
of simplicity and directness for themselves, as self-evident 
virtues. Thus he thinks it sufficient to describe the 
strength of T'ao Ch'ien's poetry as in the 'sentiments 
being sincere and the language lucid ^  :
^ * i t L  ? 1943, p*133)* And he went so far as to say, as 
we have seen in another context, that the author's duty 
was discharged if those same two conditions were met (%§>
, 1944? pp* 6-7)* Even more extreme was his claim 
that all works of literature only needed to be 'genuine 
and concise®0^ ' ( i$i %  J:, %  , 1921, p.42), an
opinion he repeated in 1935; 'There is no other secret 
to literary composition; one word sums it up, and that 
is simplicity ^  'V $  & , p.35)* Accordingly, from
at least as early ( published in 1927, but contain­
ing essays from several years previously) through to his 
last wartime collection, he accords selected authors and 
a tt forms recognition for their 'plainness* $ orlf'f ).
Both as regards taste and practice, Ghou a,Hied himself
with the school of prose writers described by Lafcadio 
Hearn (-K ^  ) in ^  ^  (quoted by
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Li Su-po in "6 iH* X  ? p.90), This school
avoids modifiers, does not directly describe but instead 
plays down emotion# Its strength lies in its simplicity#
Its effect derives rrom worthy sentiments and accurate 
judgments which in turn depend on discipline in observation. 
It contrasts with the type or prose which has extravagant 
ornamentation, excessive complexity, harmonious sound and 
beautiful colours, relies on the authorvs Tbeautiful inner 
feelijags f and uses exquisite phrasing to express the 
©motional force or these sensibilities. This description 
does not fit Chou*s own prose exactly, but it is useful 
in polarizing the alternatives m  style, and there is no 
doubt that Chou favoured the first#
Admittedly tne preference for simplicity is not only 
a question of literary values; it reflects a persuasion 
in favour of a whole way of life, which Chou found 
exemplified in Japan rather than China (see for instance 
^  % : 0 /¥ & M  ^  , 19U0). Nevertheless to apply the
standard of simplicity wholesale to literature, even 
allowing for critical license and ambiguity in phrasing 
(the second example quoted above seems to refer to prose), 
suggests that Chou is measuring the whole against a yard­
stick suited only to a part# This question will be 
explored further in the chapter on Perspectives#
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l'sor the present section* some words or Liu Ta-k'ui 
^ ^ c a n  form a fitting conclusion* They not only help 
to prove that Chou inherited his respect for simplicity 
from the tradition* they also show from the grouping of 
simplicity together with other qualities that had Chou*s 
approval - that he inherited these aesthetic notions as a 
whole complex:
uLetters (wen) prizes simplicity* In all forms of 
letters* a mature hand makes for simplicity* as do 
in turn genuine sentiment's, pertinent diction, proper 
sense, mild flavour , latent power, nobility,
detached spirit yet infinite suggestiveness# t hence 
simplicity is the ultimate in letters,tf ( 
reprinted Wang Huan-piao, pp. I67~d).
To cap the conclusion, it was Lu Hstin*s judgment that 
simplicity - or in his words, !avoidance of abstruseness1 - 
was not simply an element in the Chinese tradition, but 
* the soul of China*, and Hhe national character'1 (fo &i|,
Complete Works, vol. 3 9 p.Ull).
16 3.
* Bitterness1 1^5 and ’Asperity*
iTMumi i*  I imWi w i<iii» BiiMwiiiiu m  i> ii in mu w i i m li  i  m if n i i iw nn mu mm  mnnii   n  nm.  i n  mi nnmmnnr n i m i mwum in  m iniT iiM
Ou-yang Hsiu once said or Mei Yao-ch* e n ^ S ,  :
"His recent poetry is more old and unyielding. When 
you chew it over it is bitter and hard to get the 
teeth into; or again, it is like eating olives: the 
true flavour grows to time#"
(■£— 1ST& ? vol. 1, p. 159* Cited
Aoki, op. cit*, p.80).
The taste of olives - invariably classed as JS * asperity' 
and the taste oi "5 'bitterness' both appealed very much 
to Chou Tso-jen.
Chou's predilection, for ^  is apparent irom the 
frequency with which the word appears in the titles of his 
books ^  5 1 ^  ntoi* - and in the name of his
studio, ^  is not a joyous thing. If that is not
obvious, Chou spells it out in an essay called^B;^^ ^  in 
^  'Ut m The line in guest ion is fTo tolerate wrongs 
can give cause for rejoicing ^  • Chou says he
appreciates the 'mental w o r l d ' ^ ^  the line conjures up;
"This is like drinking bitter tea. Bitter tea is 
not nice at all; ordinary tea the child will not 
drink until he is in his teens. To feel invigorated 
after a swallow of strong tea is the sad lot of an 
adult, life's ' bitter-sv/eetness*, as the (ireek 
poetess called love. As the Book or Odes §& )
says, 'Who said the sow-thistle is bitter? Its 
sweetness is like the shepherd's purse*." (p.©0).
These comments reflect more on life than literature. They
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point to a man saddened by experience who has come to hind 
a kind or solace in his sorrows, who is inclined to lick 
his wounds« But there is fortitude in Chou's attitude too; 
it comes out in the essay^'l- ^  , 19UU:
''Perhaps you can say 1 read to educate myseir. There 
is neither any profit in it nor much pleasure* What 
is gained is only a little knowledge, and knowledge 
is bitter % , or at least knowledge is tinged
with bitterness.
The Hebrew preacher said:
'And 1 gave my heart to know wisdom, and to 
know madness and folly;
I perceived that this also is vexation of the 
spirit•
Por much wisdom is mucii grief: ana he that 
increaseth knowledge increaseth sorrow.1 
(Ecclesiastes, 1, verses 17-18)
This is very true, but grief and sorrow are 
unguestionably an education; and even Vexation of 
spirit! [the Chinese translation is actually 
'grasping at shadows J is not at all an
uninteresting thing. I once said before, 'To know 
such madness and folly, and to ponder on the 
individual* s aging and death, sickness and travails 
, is a great task® Vain it may be, but, 
knowing it is vain, to still enquire and seek out 
is a very meaningful thing, and rates the name of 
great Vexation of spirit*11. ( ulJ Y2 , p*3^)«
Though one might harbour the suspicion that Chou was 
less determined to confront facts fearlessly than willing 
to confirm gloomy prejudices, there is still the flavour 
of Confucian steadfastness, summed up in the words 'to 
know a thing cannot be done and yet to do it* f
in his attitude.
Applied to literature this philosophy might simply
signify that Chou liked reading distressing things for 
the the good of his soul, but there is more to it than that# 
He had a theory that painf'ul experiences admit more of 
sharing than pleasurable ones# This theory he put forward 
in ^ (19l4.ii-);
uIn my humble opinion sharing in pleasure is a very 
shallow thing* Apart from the fact that honeyed 
words about the never-to-be future are totally 
unreliable, even a wholly factual picture of every­
one eating sweets together is not very interesting; 
at the most it could only arouse the envious delight 
of c h i l d r e n # A 6  More important and more interesting 
is in fact the sharing in d i s t r e s s ^ I t  was said 
of old, * one can share in disasters but one cannot 
share in pleasures*, which shows that sharing in 
distress is easier than sharing in joyfulness# 
Joyfulness is close to competition, while distress, 
on the contrary, draws together, like fish moistening 
each other with their slime [when stranded]*47 
When we learn of the trials and tribulations of 
others, if the medium of words is effective, naturally 
our sympathy is aroused; there is a feeling of *1 
and you are like him* or I A M  you# This is the most 
elevated kind or moral or religious feeling.tf (p.108)#
I f  he had had a mind to, Chou could have found some 
classical quotations more favourable to the idea of sharing 
pleasures, but he has a valid point about distress being 
more likely to engender sympathy than joy. Whatever the
k6m Though this attitude is particularly evident in the 
wa;r years, it was already formulated in 1928. He 
stated then that an objective appraisal of history is 
more interesting than dreaming of utopia or salvation, 
though it might entail descending to he'll, with no 
prospect of re-emergence# ( *3?^  , wrongly entitled
A \»ff, in pp. 11+-15)
U7» The referenssis to Chuang-tzu. ch. .* * 1 rn    * r f  t J *
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merits or the proposition it does interestingly link 
with one or the vital reasons Chou had for writing - that 
of establishing a bona with the reader (see p. 60 ).
One might add the note that the quality of v£ that
•Mf
Chou Tso-jen appreciates has nothing to do with the vz 
which forms the basis of the popular theoretical work of 
Kuriyagawa hakuson ^  ® ^  called ^  ^  9 translated
by Lu hstln in 1924 (included in4'2£"W , vol. 3) • In
that work v. is the exacerbation which stimulates artistic 
creation, and it arises from the inability of the artist to 
reconcile his ideals with reality. The **. that Chou 
appreciates is something present in the finished product.
As to ! asperity1 , this belongs exclusively to
aesthetics, and has no philosophical overtones. It typifies 
a preference for the rough over the smooth, the opaque over 
the clear, the implicit over the explicit, the dense over 
the thin. In dividing modern Chinese prose into these two 
camps in his Compendium introduction Chou made clear which 
he preferred. Bo when he described Yd P 1 ing-po/t*j‘f'^ ? and
Peng Pei-ming* style as * having the asperity of the
olive* i n ( / 4 l ? ^  > P* 122) he was paying them a
high compliment. As both Yd and Peng were acknowledged
disciples of Chou Tso-jen himself, he was perhaps conceding 
that his own work was along the right lines too.
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Whe question o f ®  will come up again in the chapter 
on the essay, but there is an explanation of its effect from 
the pen of Hu Keng~sheng^ ^  fuller than Chou ever gave. 
It is this;
“Heading a worK or genuine feeling is like eating 
an olive. At first one is put off by its asperity 
3c ®  , but tne aftertaste is like sweetmeats, and
its fragrance lingers long in the mouth. The opposite 
kind is like chewing sugar-cane: at first it is like 
cliff-honey giving orr its sweetness, then suddenly 
it is lees in the mouth; since it no longer has any 
taste, it is a relief to spit it out*t!
( f  ®  *. * «  , 19U3, P .16).
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THE ESSAY
As we have come to expect with Chou Tso-jen, nowhere 
does he attempt an exhaustive definition of the essay,
terms he used to designate the said phenomenon. He did 
however make several excursions into the theory of the
"In foreign literature there is a form called 'the 
essay* ife . These essays can be divided into
two general categories. The first is 'critical1, 
of a scholarly nature, the second is 'descriptive', 
which is artistic in character, and has an 
alternative name of 'belles lettres*. The latter 
can be further divided into narrative and lyrical, 
but many combine the two. This type of belles 
lettres seems to be most developed among the 
English speaking peoples: such figures well known 
in China as Addison, Lamb, Owen and Hawthorne have 
very good belles lettres to their credit, and in 
more recent times Galsworthy, Gissing and 
Chesterton are also experts in belles lettres. 
Reading a good essay is like reading a prose poem, 
because it is in fact a bridge between poetry and 
prose. In Chinese classical prose, prefaces If , 
descriptions , discourses 18L etc. may also
be said to be a form of belles lettres. But in 
contemporary vernacular literature this kind of 
composition has not yet appeared. Why do not those 
who are active in the. new literature try their 
hands at it? I believe there really is a connection 
between form and content in literature: there are 
a lot of thoughts which can neither be turned into
whether it be classed as %  ^  ■ 'belles lettres', 
'the short form', or US. 'jottings' - all these being
subject, the first being in ^  ^ 'Belles Lettres*
, 1921), which is short enough to
quote in fulls
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stories nor are suitable for making poems of (here 
I am only talking about literary forms; as to 
character, belles lettres are indistinguishable 
from fiction, and fiction from poetry - Kuprin*s 
'Evening Visitor*  ^ can stand as an example); in 
which case they can be expressed in the essay form* 
Its requirements, common to all works of literature, 
are just genuineness and conciseness. We may consult 
foreign models in writing essays, but we must use 
our own words and thoughts - we may not imitate them. 
Some pieces which appeared before in the ‘Twaddle*
' stir
^  &  column of the Ch'en-pao ^  w  came near 
to matching the requirements, but later on (excuse 
my bluntness) they fell into the old rut, made use 
of lots of expressions drawn from nature, adopted 
a feeble, plaintive tone, and were pretty lifeless 
things. I hope everyone will clear the ground for 
a new start, and open up new territory for the new 
literature. There couldn't be anything wrong with 
that." (pp.41“42)
Up to the time of Ohou's writing the literary columns 
had been filled with prose pieces, usually subsumed under 
the heading of ^  ^  'random thoughts'. These pieces 
would probably fall into Ohou's 'critical* category, since 
the majority aired views, on matters of public and personal 
interest, and certainly no bridge could span the gulf 
between them and poetry. Evidently it was the other type, 
then in a minority, that Chou wished to promote, and for 
this type he chose the name 'belles lettres', perhaps more 
wisely than he knew, for there came to be about them more 
than a suspicion of the arty-craftiness that accompanied 
the English belles lettres much in vogue at the time in
48. Translated by Chou in the collection ^
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England but now deservedly in disrepute. However, though 
Chou was pointing in the direction of the ‘artistic* essay, 
he was clearly dissatisfied with current manifestations of 
it, which could have been summed up by the rather derogatory 
term ‘flowers in the wind and moon on the snow';
his prescription of genuiness and conciseness would have 
the effect of tightening up the slackness and giving body 
to the vapidness of this kind of essay. It also should be 
borne in mind that while Chou excludes the ‘critical* essay 
from the discussion he does not disparage it. Part of his 
idea in recommending the purely literary essay surely was, 
in Hu Shih's phrase (from 5 i " ) ? disprove 
the myth that 'the vernacular cannot be a medium for fine 
writing* St ^  ^ ^  .
Despite the reference to Chinese prose both ancient 
and modern, pride of place is given to the English essay 
in this - essay. It is a strange thing that Chou nowhere 
enlarges on the virtues of the English essay, though he 
does refer to it again for comparison. Afterwards his 
attention is almost wholly engaged by Chinese prose writers. 
The change in his approach is evident in his preface to 
Chang Tai's 49 • f$># #  ft ( , p. 147)
five years later. The view he puts forward there is quite 
at variance with what he had looked to before:
"I often reflect that modern prose is the form of 
the New Literature which has been least influenced 
from abroad: it is rather the product of literary
revival than literary revolution, though in the
4,9. Chang Tsung-tzu %  -&• (1597-1684?)
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course of the development of literature revival 
and revolution are alike progress* Before Heo- 
Confucianism and 'ancient prose* reached the
height of their influence, lyrical prose had already 
advanced considerably, but in the eyes of the 
literati naturally enjoyed little esteem. On reading 
some compositions of the 'dilettante* school ^  ^ ^  
of the Ming and Ch'ing we find they have almost the 
same emotional ambience as modern literatur
Admittedly in thought there is inevitably a certain 
distance between them, but, as in the reaction of 
the Ming writers against the Confueian rules of 
propriety, they have quite a modern air."
In a letter to Yft P*ing-po A) 1& , dated 5*2.26, he
extends the tradition back to Su Tung-p'o and Huang T'ing-
-'Q
chien ^ %  • Also, instead of using the general term
'prose* ^  X. , he adds the name 4-*5*. , literally 'small
piece* or'small form', denoting a work of art small in 
scale and scope, but self-contained and artistically whole.
He wrote:
"I often say that present day are by no means 
an invention of the May Fourth movement, but 'have 
been known since ancient times': it is only that 
they have taken oja a new lease of life. From 
Pan-ch'iao 50 an(^  rpung-hsin ^  ^  51
to those Ming writers, and further back even to 
Tung-p'o and Shan-ku & fa , it would seem possible 
to edit an anthology which would provide source 
material for prose "1 . I think this would
be very worthwhile, and would incidentally be 
helpful to teachers. Certainly there is some 
difference linguistically between modern prose 
and the works of Sung and Ming writers, but in 
manner they are truly the same - except
50. Cheng
51. Chin Nung ^  ^  (1687-1764)
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perhaps that the modern writing has heen somewhat 
influenced also by the West, which has given it a 
kind of fresh breath.” ( A  ^ ,pp. 161-2)
Two years later, in 1928, in , he returns to
the same theme, this time including the f a n g  dynasty in his 
perspective:
“f a n g  and Sung writers also wrote prose pieces which 
revealed their inmost selves, but most of them 
regarded them as literary recreation; when they 
came to write ‘proper* compositions,they wrote 
their ‘ancient prose* in compliance with the 
rules. It was the same in Ming and Gh'ing, but 
in Ming literature the arts had more life in them, 
and literature had quite a reformist look about it. 
The Kung-an school could disregard the ‘ancient 
prose* orthodoxy and write everything in lyrical 
vein. Although critics of later generations 
dismissed them as facile and empty, they expressed 
themselves truly and individualistically, and they 
were better than the Ching-ling school. Previously 
the attitudes of writers to their work could be 
said to be dualistic; theirs was monistic, and 
in this they were identical with modern writers... 
Previously people thought literature was for 
'conveying the Way', but there was a particular 
kind of composition that could be written for 
diversion^ Wow they have been brought together, 
writing or reading can be said to be basically 
for diversion, but at the same time it is for 
spreading the gospel, or hearing the word...
Such being the case, it is no cause for surprise 
that modern literature - now we are only referring 
to prose - is similar to that of the Ming dynasty, 
though there is no question of imitation - probably 
very few people read Ming works. Also, due to the 
times, there are many instances of Europeanization 
in vocabulary, and too there have been marked 
changes in thought compared with four hundred years 
ago. Modern prose is like a river buried in the 
sand which has been dug up many years later down­
stream. It is an old river, but it is also new.'*
( pp. 150-152)
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From these comments we gather that Ohou, subsequent 
to the I  SL essay, found enough, or became willing to find 
enough, in Chinese prose formodern writers to associate 
with, which fulfilled the conditions that he recognised, 
basically that of <1? ^  1 giving vent to the feelings' or
i!j[ 'revelation of the inmost self, but including 
the spirit of revolt against conventions if ^  ^  ),
and not assuming a special portentous style for 'serious* 
writing. All this Chou may have most powerfully and 
potently believed, and it may well be true, but then it was 
not untrue of the English essay either. Where then do the 
early Chinese 'essayists' gain over the English? Apparently 
in their closer emotional affinity with their modern 
successors: they have the same f$L , that is, manner, or 
way of conveying a state of sensibility. As a ease in point, 
Yi!i P'ing-po has the kind of 'manner* which is 'characteristic 
of Chinese literature; it is so old, but again so new'
(ibid., p.150). Since Chou later says that YtL resembles 
the Ming people in the 'civilized' M  quality of his 
style ( is then defined as 'natural1 and 'emancipated*
A "^5?. ? not as observing linguistic taboos or putting on 
gentlemanly airs - T'f.fetA p*159), we must assume that 
also describes the typically Chinese manner. As the word 
is really untranslatable doubtless he is right on that point.
There is another factor, an external one this time, 
which presumably contributed to forming this manner, the 
manner at least of the Ming essayists, which Chou states in 
$ (1928):
"The source of the new Chinese prose is as I see 
it in the confluence of the essays ( -A K. ) 
of the hung™an school and the English. But the
m .
situation in China now seems to correspond exactly 
to that at the end of the Ming dynasty? it is not 
really surprising that literary men who can’t hold 
a bamboo pole should have to take refuge in the 
world or art”. ( ibid, p.160)
In other words 'both they and the moderns belonged to a 
world gone haywire in which the man of refined sensibility 
had to express his defiance, his resentment, and his
aspirations in a literary form. This gave their work a
feeling that the English essay did not have.
In these generalizations Chou was not really being
very general. Yd Pfing~po can hardly represent the new
prose as a whole. But he can fairly represent that type
of essay cultivated as an art form for which Chou has in these
remarks introduced the term -4 &  sc . What Chou meant by
can be seen in the last mentioned preface:
1 That type of prose which is not simply ratiocinative 
and narrative but is principally lyrical
if ^  - as someone called it, 1 chatter1 . 52 n»0
readable it has to have asperity and simplicity, 
so the diction has to be modified. The hard core
of the ordinary spoken language has to admit and
assimilate elements of Europeanization, classical 
language, and dialect, and the whole has to be 
organized suitably and sparingly, and submit to 
the control of good sense and taste.” (ibid., p.159)
18 these are the elements of style that Chou liked to 
see, the content is a combination of ’scientific common 
sense as the basis’, together with ’unsullied feelings* 
and ’penetrating intelligence * (^  ^  ^  "*■ - ^  , 1932, ibid., 
p.155). Beyond style and content, thereis something more
52* someone was ’3$ , see p. i§7
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that has to come through, and that is '1 ^  , which in
sort of context would normally .mean something like
1 temperament *, "but which Ghou initially seems to take more
in the sense of 1 smellr:
" \  ^  might seem to “be a rather abstruse and 
mysterious term, but actually it is not. K ^  
is a very palpable thing; a man may have about 
him the rank odour of sheej), the smell of garlic, 
or an unctuousness ^  ^ . These are all things
that everybody can distinguish.1 (ibid, p. 154)
He continues that it is a pleasure to listen to men of all 
times and parts speaking their mind, but the pleasure of 
conversation with friends of like temper ( a ^  40 45- )
on any and every subject is greater. Here Ghou is cheating, 
because the h  ^  of I is not the easily
perceptible kind he gives examples of, but it is clear that 
apart from style and matter the thing that counts is the 
sense of the kind of man the author is, which somehow 
communicates itself in the writing. If Ch*ien Mu is correct, 
Ghou was only looking for what there was plenty of, for 
Gh*ien thinks it characteristic of Chinese literature that 
the author is visible in his work. Taking the mirror aa 
an analogy. Western literature uses it to give back the 
exterior, while Chinese literature stresses the aspect of 
throwing light on the interior? put another way, Western 
literature belongs to the fire element, lighting up what 
is round about, while Chinese literature belongs to the 
water element, allowing one to see the inside (¥ ®  K ^  
i X. , p.38).
So far Choufs discussion of various aspects of the
essay, being very general, has not been very controversial. 
There is a further desideratum he put forward which is
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more limiting, for it is an aesthetic principle that takes 
the question of how something should 'be said very close to 
what should be said. It is that there should be a balance 
between the serious and the frivolous, that there should be 
a lightness of touch even with the most solemn subjects. It 
is in the collection ^  ^  ^  (1940) that Ghou actually
formulates this requirement, though it is implicit in much 
of his earlier criticism (he complained for instance In 
1925 that the Chinese either regard a thing completely 
seriously or not seriously at alls ^  ^  no.8, ).
In his comment on the style of Yft Ytleh^'^c i 
(1939) in that collection Ghou wrote: ’To be playful and 
yet restrained, grave yet totally at ease, this is the 
characteristic of good writing; just like the two sides of 
a shield, to lack one can’t be done* (p.112). Taken in 
conjunction with his judgment that Ytl Cheng-hsieh*s prose 
shows fairness in argument and funniness in style 
4>'\ , 1937, p*47), which seems to exemplify the
same two sides, it would appear that Ghou wanted an essay
to have humour or wit, but not the self-amused type of 
humour that Lin Yutang was associated with.
The subject is put in its proper perspective in Ohou’s 
discussion of P 1ai-wen in two essays in ^  ^  %
In both essays, 1$ 4% >C and , Ghou discusses the
mode in Chinese and Japanese literature. For our purposes
it is more convenient to see them separately. In Japanese 
'ifa X. (haibun) means a prose piece written in a poetic 
style reminiscent of the haiku. It was Matsuo Bashb 
& M .  8 ^  (1644-94) who pioneered the haibun and made it
into an art form which embodied thoughts on ’Nature and 
human life1 (p.195)- Haibun fall roughly into three
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categories; the first is lofty, detached, elegant; the 
second ribald and satirical; the third is an intermediate 
kind rich in inferences and implications and humorous as 
well. All three kinds put a premium on conciseness, show 
a preference for 1 overtones * ^  , and avoid digressions.
The language is a blend of recondite and everyday words, 
with the addition of some Chinese terms. It would appear 
from this account that in proposing a formula for Chinese 
A' X  Chou has been more or less describing, both 
qualitatively and linguistically, the Japanese haibun. 
Though he does not say so, we can reasonably assume from 
what we know of his tastes that it was the second group, 
which includes a humorous element, that Chou preferred.
It is in the second essay, ^  4^11 X  5 which deals
mainly with the native Chinese counterpart to haibun, that
Chou highlights the aspect of humour. Indeed, the nature
of the Chinese terms allows of nothing else, for *  is
not an authentic Chinese word; Chinese only has
or w  i"k'W , which mean in themselves 'comic writing'
and 'humourous style', hence the earliest manifestations
of it that Chou mentions, from the Wei-Chin period, are
straightforward comic cuts. However unpretentious these
jokes may have been, the t^end they initiated was a good
one, because 'laughter and gaiety are after all part of
the make-up of man1 (p.212), and because this kind of
writing was able freely to extend its own range, noi? being
•a menial for others' (p.209) - which presumably means
being free from any pressure to conform. But Chou's real
interest is engaged by what he calls the 'new X  1 ,
which is ' a new kind of composition which was a blend of 
the Kung-an and Ching-ling schools' (p.222).
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The man chosen to represent the new"1% X. is Chang Tai 
S') 4 Chou says of him that it was his aim to write
right and proper compositions, but humour always crept in.
Por instance, his two collections W  9 and <W 'are both
works on Tsung-tzu's pain at the ravage of his country and 
the loss of his home, yet the writing is notable for its wry 
humour' (p.226). On the other hand if 'you regard him as a 
humorous writer, the content is still serious, and there is 
sadness in it too' (p.222). Chang showed absolute disregard 
for conventions of diction and linguistic taboos, the ideal 
being 'the mouth does not select the words, the words do not 
determine the imtter' ^ ^ , "! <5* ^  (p. 222).
He did not pause either to consider questions of ancient or 
modern, decorous or uncouth* In this he was like the moderns.
Having thus described Chang Tai1s writing, Chou is 
forced to admit that perhaps'ifa ^  is a bad name for it, for 
the original type of w  X  was written only as a sideline 
or by entertainers, while the 'new' type recognizes no 
distinction between the playful and the serious. The genre 
he is thinking of would in fact include in its scope the 
work of Matsuo Basho , Yokoi Yayu ^  ^  %  ,
Montaigne, Lamb and Milne, its essence being 'to want to 
speak for oneself, not to do the running about for politics 
or religion* (p.228). In England it might be called 'essai' 
(sic.*), in Japan zuihitsu iM. , in China #
These two essays, since we finally discover they are 
about X  , add to Chou's definition of that genre the
element of humour or pleasantry, and confirm the points of 
conciseness, hidden depth, varied vocabulary, and a style
natural to the man ( '% ). The latter point
can now be taken further.
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In the section on the .limitations of writing we saw that
Ghou believed the spoken word was superior to the written
word as a form of expression, in that it was closer to the
heart, so to speak. The line of reasoning is that followed
by Yilan Tsung-tao %  ^ ilL in ^  %
"The mouth represents the heart, writing in turn 
represents the mouth. In the transitions there is 
alienation, so though one might write perspicuously, 
it must fall short of the mouth, and even shorter 
of the heart", (reprinted Yang Chia-lo, op.cit*, 
vol.3)*
The correct conclusion from this premise, and Ytlan draws it, 
is that the test ofliterature is its ability to communicate 
X  ^  iC -i f'jf "te ) 9 not that all literature should 
resemble conversation. It does however follow that there 
is a special virtue in writing being like talk, and the essay 
form is the best adapted to accomodate this virtue. Bo in 
$$ ^ *1 Ghou accepts the way of looking at prose as
talk written down on paper, as opposed to applying standards 
of weightiness (in a doctrinal sense) or musicality (p.105)* 
His reason is the same as that of Ytlan Tsung-tao, that 
writing should have good sense and communicability.
Similarly when he compared the pleasure in reading books to 
that of listening to the conversation of like-minded friends 
in he was referring to matter-of-factness and
easiness of style. The point is that good essays give the 
IMPRESSION of good conversation. In Ghu Hsi’s terms they 
are !uttered' “Ik, JK , not * fashioned* * according
to him, the compositions of the ancients were mostly 
uncontrived talk ( ^X ), with the sense developing in
its own way ( ) ? while latter day writers were usen
to make their work pregnant with meaning and took great
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pains with their craft, with the opposite result to what
they had hoped for (see Ghu Tung-jun, op.cit., p.179)*
Ghou likewise had a horror of contrivance ). But
he did not claim that the essay, or any form of prose, should 
actually he spoken conversation transferred hodily onto 
paper* Linguistically it could not he, since he thought 
undiluted colloquial language ( V9 44 ) inadequate*
Furthermore he did on one occasion say that there was a 
qualitative difference between them. Unfortunately this wan 
in a lecture that he did not include in any collection; it 
is not even known whether he approved its publica/tion in 
Jk fS. on Jan. 5th~6th. 1928* The text of it may
he found in ^  ^  v Shanghai, 1933- In
it he states that literature is close to letter writing or 
conversation in that it gives voice to discontents or visions 
of the future without anyexpectation of remedying the first 
or realizing the second. But letters and conversation are 
marked by casualness of delivery, commonplaceness cf thought, 
and have no distinct character. Literature, besides relying 
on fullness of feeling and lively and acute thought, needs 
adequate artistic means of expression. In conversation 
meaning can he got across with the help of facial expressions 
and tone of voice, hut literature has to use extra verbal 
means to supply this lack (pp.178-180).
This attitude conforms reasonably with other stated 
views of GhouTs, such aa his preference for opacity and 
suggestiveness, and ordered economy, which are not 
characteristic of conversation. And it is only sensible 
to recognize that a written composition obeys different 
rules from conversation. However, the point the article 
is making is that literature demands a product of high calibre
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beyond the capacity of the ordinary person, who can only 
express himself in ordinary conversational style - hence 
the title. 'The aristocratic nature of literature'
X  'I— « So with regard to the essay the only
positive point it makes is that the writer must be an 
accomplished artist with words; it is not in conflict with 
his normal standpoint that it is the sense of hearing the 
voice of the writer that gives the feeling of intimacy 
which is so important a literary value.
Having put forward what Chou Tso~jen considered the 
main qualifications for a good essay, we should note the 
disqualifications. It goes without saying that any essay 
was declared out of court if it conveyed any 'way' other 
than the atithor's own. But Chou also deprecated the 
polemical essay as such, which one would have thought need 
not suffer from this defect. It was part of Chou's credo 
in his middle period, as we have seen in the section on 
the uselessness of literature, that the intention to effect 
social change or indeed achieve any object not only leads 
to waste of words, but in itself precludes good writing; 
it is, he said in % $ l | - , 1935? p* 2^8 »
quoting Confucius, *a slight on the words'. This position 
he did not attempt to justify in any concrete detail, but 
we can assume the mark of any polemical essay is more 
likely to be 'irascibility* than i a n . One of the 
factors involved was probably his own reluctance to enter 
into personal disputes, as his brother and perhaps the 
majority of contemporary essayists were Uont: to do; 'a 
fight might be entertaining for spectators, but the fighters 
might not think the spectacle elevating if they could see
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it1 (ibid, )* In fact he does state in the same
essay that those like him had not 'the zeal and resolution 
to he thus severe and critical to the point of engaging 
in abuse* (p* 3oq ). But apart from this personal factor, 
in terms of aesthetics the straight polemical essay left 
no room for all the little incidental things that Chou 
valued, which could perhaps be summed up in the word A.'tlf 
'humanity', or when differentiated are the personal 
qualities of the writer that breathe through the work, the 
so-called ch'fl-wei. It is the relaxed and leisurely essays 
that can bring out such qualities regardless of the subject 
matter - the more homely the better - that Chou particularly 
called "J" &  XL ; the other more factious or irritable kind 
he called"^ <. ( it4 ^  , p*77)* In suggesting
such a clarification of nomenclature he was at one with 
Lu Hsfin and other left wing writers (s e e A  9
section 13) 5 though of course their preferences were 
opposite.
The objection to polemical essays does not, let it 
be said, entail any suggestion of suppression of contro­
versial views* On the contrary, the quality of ^
1 flagrant irreverence* stood very high in Chou's estimation^ 
and he bemoaned the scarcity of it in Chinese literature*
It was however typical of the 14th* century kyogen plays
( ), several of which Chou translated; and, as he
remarks in A  • A r S® (1936), the Japanese stories
about the thunder god have the same spirit; 'This kind of 
uninhibitedness ( i® ) pleases me very much because
there is vigour and vitality in it' (p.16). He is at pains
to point out that 'uninhibitedness' is in no sense a vice;
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it does not denote violence and rudeness, but a lack of 
'religious and moral hypocrisy* (A, 2. > ’W * ' ^ ^  1936, 
p. 95)* Having noted this general commendation of 
nonconformity or irreverence, it should not be confused with 
vehemence in attack on specific existing, and strongly 
defended, citadels. It is .still principally a literary 
1 flavour1 *
In this taboo on social and political questions, Ghou 
Tso-jen is recognized as heading a school of modern writers. 
The Weltanschauungfnom which their writing stemmed is summed 
up in the phrase * to somehow preserve one's existence in.,a 
chaotic age * te.4 , adopted by Ghou in his essay
id/2 "St £ jfe. (1928, in ^  ^  ). Since their world
was beyond saving (an assumption that led to different 
attitudes on the part of different individuals, as for 
instance with the more active Ghu Tzu-ch'ing to the 'phil­
osophy of the moment* ^  ^ 3C ) the individual had best
save himself from despair by putting a little distance bet­
ween himself and the political situation, not necessarily 
by covering his eyes but avoiding crippling involvement. 
Conversely they turned their gaze on eternity, taking 
pleasure in things of permanent human interest, and in nature, 
and in art. In their own art the ideal relationship to 
their subject matter was expressed by Yti P'ing-po, a 
disciple of Ghou Tso-jen, in it ^ ( q u o t e d
it M  ^ ®  ? appendix, p . 13) t * To succeed in
the business of writing there is a general rule, especially 
marked in the creation of -1' &  , in all our encounters
with the external world we must not become absorbed, if we
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do there is blockage; neither must we cut ourselves off, 
if we do there is estrangement1. Ghou Tso-jen himself, 
though he did to some extent carry out his resolution to 
talk about harmless things, represented in the phrase 
^  ^  , maintained in his essays this connection with
the world at large; as Sun Hsi-chen wisely remarked,
"He was never willing to limit himself to the 
isolated topic under discussion; instead his aim 
was to identify the main source of value in the 
object and to enter into a critique of the whole 
culture," (ibid, p.9)
And, as A Ying ^  (in^Ld^ ^ ^  ) and
other critics have pointed out, Chou's escapism, unlike 
Ytl P'ing-po's, was involuntary. All through Us work in 
fact one can detect an emotional resistance to the 1powers 
of darkness1. Perhaps this accounts for the tension under­
lying the appearance of scholarly remoteness that makes 
Chou's work superior to that of others of the same school.
He was never able to swallow whole as Lin Yutang did, the
53philosophy of 'expressionism1, which meant self-projection, 
to the detriment of concerns which drew men together.
Having now sampled some of Chou's opinions on what the 
essay should be (though he was not clear what it should be 
called) we can see how they match other well known definit­
ions of the essay form current in China between the wars.
The two most widely quoted come from Japanese sources. The 
kind of essay that Lafcadio Hearn - the American who took 
Japanese nationality, and a Japanese name, Koizumi Yakumo
53. See 30 1JL , in esp.pp.140-4.
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^  yvf? , and died in 1904 - tried to introduce to the
East was the 'sketch*. His treatise on the subject was
translated into Chinese by 1^ , and has been reprinted
in ^  4 -ffl , Hong Kong, 1952. Hearn starts
from the premise that the novel is dead, and the future lies
with other prose forms. The sketch is peculiarly suited to
busy modern life because of its shortness. By sketch he
means 'any simple piece of prose whose matter is either a
picutre of real life as actually witnessed, or an impression
of life felt in the heart* (p.45)* The sketch can have a
multitude of forms, and gives scope to the highest powers
of reflection, description, and expression of feelings. It
is a Western form acceptable in Japan because Japan also
had the form of old - difference between linguistic forms
is not very important? what matters is the quality of the
thought and the genuineness of the feelings. Hearn then
goes on to quote some examples, and comments in passing on
such elements as humour - deepseated, not just comicality-,
scientific thought, and the idea of macrocosm in microcosm.
In conclusion he says the trend of the best thought and
feeling in Western literature is towards compassion, which
is equivalent to humanism, and the form of literature best
suited to be the vehicle for humanism is ' "4 XL ' .
Throughout the treatise the word used to translate 'sketch*
is . Whether in this last instance ^  ^  XL is the
inspiration of the translator I do not know, but the change
is to be welcomed, for -4'-X , like sketch, applies to
54painting as well as to writing. It will be noticed that
54 For a eulogy on"l~^ paintings see in
% # .  , p.70.
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i.n its general principles Hearn's analysis largely coincides 
with Chou Tso-jen's, with regard to the scope of the essay, 
its basic elements - sound thought and genuine feelings, 
and in some incidentals.
The second description of the essay is from the hand 
of Kuriyagawa Hakuson^" ^ • it was written in 1920
and translated by Lu Hstln in 1925* The most quoted passage 
(quoted for instance by Ts'ao Ohtl-jen, op.cit., and Jen 
Hsin i n ^ L 4* R ^ K ) is this:
If it were winter, seated in an armchair by the fire, 
if summer, sipping tea draped in a bathrobe; al­
together casual, chatting freely with good friends: 
if these words were transferred just as they were 
onto paper, this would be an 'essay*. If the mood 
takes one, there can also be some serious discussion, 
short of the kind that gives one a headache. (The 
essay) has sarcasm and arresting phrases; there is 
both 'humour' and 'pathos1. As to the topics of 
conversation, apart from the great issues of the 
day, they may include the trivial matter of the 
market-place, criticism of books, news of mutual 
acquaintances, and reminiscences from the past: 
whatever occurs to you can be talked about regard­
less. When entrusted to a ready pen, this is what
this kind of composition consists of.
1958, vol. 3, p*113)
This setting of slippered ease where talk can be 
unconstrained was cherished by Chou Tso-jen. He described 
it in (^) % && M  , -j, 13 ) as 'worth ten years of worldly
dreams'. But there are more points of correspondence bet­
ween their views, for Kuriyagawa goes on to say that it is 
essential to the essay that the author should 'richly 
express the colouring of his own individual personality; 
its interest lies in its personal note'. For both men if
this condition were met it qualified the essay for the title
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of prose poem*
A third normative description of the essay, which has 
the term ‘chatter1 % ^  Ghou referred to, was contained
specifying only the additional characteristics of 'irreg­
ularity* and 'informality', and that surface ordinariness 
should helie striking thoughts (Ohou's p 1ing-tan)*
It is apparent from these three descriptions that the 
key values in Ohou's system find parallels in the Western - 
and particularly the English - essay as conceived of in 
China and Japan. There is in fact nothing which blatantly 
conflicts. On the other hand the works traditionally 
classified as "J" *2* in China include straightforward and 
almost impersonal discussions and descriptions, and stern 
censure, as well as fiercely embattled diatribes which would 
quickly dispel any air of ease and serenity (as in the 
selection called %  B£] 8" 7*-I-Sz, ) . go in terms of aesthetic
theory it would have been more consistent for him to continue 
to advocate the English essay as a genre, instead of trans-
3 v  -in­
ferring his loyalty to the Chinese ^  K.
Theories aside, looking at the nature of the beast, 
it was idle of him to pretend, except where the topics 
were timeless ones, that the modern Chinese essay had more 
in common with ^  XL than with modern Western literature. 
Chu Tzu-ch'ing denies this contention in his preface to 
$ a? (1928), and asks where anything like Chou's own 
essays is to be found among the work of Ming writers. He 
would only agtee that there is some similarity in 'emotional 
tone* ^  * Overall Chu must be in the right. It must
) * Hu foXLaived Kuriyagawa very closely,
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be the writer's outlook on life whioh determines the content 
and in turn the style of the work, and the outlook of the 
modern writer was radically different from that of aiay of 
his precursors in an imperial age. In essays, which do not 
refract but express directly the author's mind, the diff­
erences in his view of the world and his own place in the 
world should be especially marked. If a modern work was 
indistinguishable from an ancient one it would be because 
the author was following a convention and was not seeing 
things afresh, for himself. In Yti la-fu1 s 'Mf 2^ . A  view 
modern prose is clearly marked off from all that went before 
it by the acceptance of the philosophy of individualism; 
'People of times gone by existed for their lord, for the 
way, for their parents; only modern man knew he existed for 
his own self.1 (Compendium, vol.?, p.5). But possibly 
because in an age of 'disintegration of the power of the 
central state' :£ 2® the individual has some
responsibility for the way society is to develop, there is 
also in modern times the consciousness of being a social 
unit, so Yti continues; 1 "to see the world in a grain of 
sand", for a windblown flower to give rise to thoughts on 
human nature, this is a characteristic of modern prose* 
(ibid., p.9) - a characteristic, he says, determined by 
the tide of the times and the influence of society.
There is no reason to suppose that Chou disagreed with 
this analysis, and he both admitted that thought had changed 
over the centuries and consistently deplored the blindsides, 
deficiencies and fallacies of Chinese thought, so there is 
no question of ideological loyalty colouring his judgment*
I do however think that after his Ytl Ssu days (1924-26) 
he showed increasing cultural allegiance to China which was
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of a piece with his insistence on the continuity of the 
Chinese language with regard to the ku-wen issue (see for 
instance z, 1 ®  , 1925)* His bias also
indicates the unusual weight he put on emotional affinities* 
It is not an unreasonable assumption that there would be 
more community of feeling between two Chinese separated in 
time than between a Chinese and a Westerner separated 
geographically, with all the attendant historical, cultural, 
and linguistic divergences. If, as Chou claimed in a 
moment of enthusiasm in ^  , the essay is a kind of poem 
in prose, the linguistic aspect would be of prime importance, 
and the skillful use of words is more open to appreciation 
in one’s own language. It is noteworthy how frequently in 
recording a favourable response to a piece of writing Chou 
had recourse to the expression "%!? , which above all marks
a happy turn of phrase#
It is a strange thing that even in his middle period 
when Chou so insistently stressed the aesthetic requirements 
of the essay and seemed to embrace the fars longa, vita 
brevis1 attitude, he was rarely able in h±& practice to set 
these aesthetic priorities above what might be broadly 
called ideological aims (I refer only to his genuine essays, 
not his scholarly jottings). So when he divided his own 
essays into two classes, those in which style is important
and those in which the object is important, in
1935, he had to admit that the majority of them fell into
the second class - which aim to arouse feelings and 
influence issues. This was because he * could not completely 
forget about society and the state1. I would not wish 
to imply that he did not cherish the values he recommended 
as sincerely as he professed to (though he was undoubtedly 
forced to some extent into his extreme' v socially negative 
position by the underlying rivalry with Lu Hsttn), but it 
is clear from this admission alone that what we have 
concentrated on so far tells only part of Chou Too-jen’s 
story. The other part we will consider in the next chapter.
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Ptdto.enU'flVBB
We .have seen how m  his middle period uhou Tso-jen 
spoke out continually against literature being usea as 
propaganda?-■ how he regarded it as ’useless’, ana how he 
insisted that any xunction it did have v/as limited to giving 
vent to grievances. But this negative attitude pertains 
to the attitude the author should have to his work? and 
stems? as we have suggested? from his experience of rinding 
stuff written as propaganda? in order to be useful? and to 
provide guidance to the public? wholly unreadable. He was 
not indifferent to the hind of ’humours* actually present 
in a work, in fact he consistently demanded that literature 
should be ’healthy’ in itself.
After he ’shut up shop’ with @ <L @  ^  , his own work
was fairly consistent with his professions? writing not to 
propose or instruct? or please in any deliberate way? but 
as it pleased him? without any particular reader in mind.
As he said in "fe ^ ^  ^  : ^ ^ : !If my ideas are genuine?
my language clear enough to convey them? then my side of 
the affair is done. Whether the readers are men or women? 
greybeards or youngsters? or whether they enjoy reading it 
or not? these things I can forget about* (pp* 6-7)* At
the same time his laments that his writings are too ’positive' 
in spite of himself have some truth in them. Though his
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crusading clays had a term? the point of view behind them 
was that of a mature man? and it was not very likely that 
the outlook manifested in his essays would change radically? 
though the tone ana approach in fact aid. The vast majority 
of them? even those which consisted largely of quotations 
from writers or the past? which earned him the title of 
’Mister Quotation’ ? continued to expose human folly,
invariably with some reference to the present time, in 
his preface to (19^ 4) he confessed that none of his
essays were without their moral and political import; 1 if 
you extract this thought from them? what is left is only 
empty words and phrases? entirely valueless* (p.2). Like 
Ku T * ing-lin^*f ^  what he had always wanted to get some 
perception of was * in the sphere of “the source or order 
and disorder in the state11 and “the strategy for providing 
a good living for the people"', though for his material? 
unlike Ku,? ha did not reject - which could be loosely
translated as scholarly marginalia and the seasonal changes 
or nature.
Chou later ascribed this bipolarity or his interests
to a split in his personality between the gangster W  
and the man of the gentry it-* ? or in other terms? between 
the rebel and the recluse. The essay in question?
, 1945), written at tne end of his essay-writing 
career, interestingly surveys tne whole of his active
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literary life* He says tnere tJtiat his opinions dici not 
change after 1919# when he wrote a n d ^ ^ ^ / ^  ;
what he advocated then, the eradication of the confucian 
doctrine of fealty, and the old rules of propriety, the 
old idea of integrity, of setting an example to the people, 
and so on, he still advocated. But he did not like the 
slanging matches that this kind if diatribe inevitably 
tangled him up in, so his interests changed direction and 
he wrote ¥ idle and. agreeable1 A' K. to pass the
time after his easay in 19B5. It was then that
the ¥ gentry demon* fully emergen. Nevertheless, his basic 
attitudes of atheism and belief in tne primacy or the
^  *» i
people ) were not sympathetic to poetic* themes.
Bo of his ¥idle * and * serious* essays, it was the latter 
which, he felt, embodied to the greater extent his thought 
and opinions, and to him were more significant. He concludes 
that those who prefer him to write1idle* essays have 
mistaken the nature or his business, (pp. 76-7?)
It is particularly in these preraces and special 
backward looking essays, as opposed to the occasional 
extempore type in which he was more liable to express him­
self extravagantly, that we find Chou Tso-jen admitting 
the possibility that ha has something to contribute to the
world. Another example of the kind of essay devoted to a 
survey of his past work is £ E ^  fth&L $  (hated 2U.U.37)
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from In it he says:
"I don't like documents of state, so I don’t discuss 
politics; I don't believe in the supernatural, so 
I don't record strange happenings; I don't write 
historical treatises, so 1 don't evaluate the 
achievements ol past ages. What is lei't is browsing 
among tne writings or our lorebears, discriminating 
between them, silting tne gold from tne dross, 
polishing away at the wood to rashion something 
usable. Though these labours bring no credit, they 
should nevertheless be or benerit to man and mores, 
and are also work worth doing." (p* 2).
taoW
Then, alter describing^sensible traditional w;ays or thought 
in China had degenerated into an unholy mess, he comments:
irA small part o'r these inchoate things is written 
down in books, but tne greater part is preserved 
in the skulls or men and women and in the whole 
range or social phenomena. We have no effective 
way or dealing with it, but at least we should still 
think of ways to probe into it, and criticize it in 
its different forms. The ancient Greek philosophers 
had a saying 'know thyself'; although we ordinary 
mortals are incapable of soldiering for the cause 
of philosophy, since we have been fortunate enough 
to be born into this world as human beings, we have 
no choice but to exert oursleves to this end." (p.3)
What are the areas m  which he feels confident to speak? 
he continues:
"Thirty years ago I was given to talking about 
literature, as if I had a thorough grasp of the 
f subject, and was willing to offer wild opinions on 
many things besides. Vi/hen I think back on it now 
1 break out in a sweat. Later on the light dawned, 
and after giving the matter careful thought I no 
more ventured to discuss things I could not be 
confident about. I put into practice the teaching 
of Confucius of not thinking one knows what one does 
not know. Co then the- literature shop closed its 
doors, but what about the other shops? Confucius
also said, 'recognize you know whet you do know'*
What after all was there that I knew? If it was 
nothing, well there certainly was nothing wrong 
with that, but after one subject after another had 
been pared away, the prospect of continuing until 
nothing was left v/as not something that an ordinary 
mortal like myself could easily face, so in the end 
it was like the case of the last cake on the plate 
that you want to leave just a little bit longer* We 
can't simply write 'zero' and go away contented.
So inevitably I wanted to set up a stall in the road 
beside the closed shop as a sign that I still had 
some stock and was still in business. Literature is 
a specialized field, one I really did not know about; 
what 1 did feel I had a smattering of knowledge of 
was common or garden things, that is, middle school 
standard Chinese literaturej history, physiology 
and natural sciences, apart from a little education 
derived from several decades of reading and experience. 
It was all in a very chaotic state, neither new nor 
old, yet both new and old. To use local slang, this 
knowledge was or the 'three legged cat' variety. A 
three legged cat is actually out of place in its 
environment, but that is just what I needed. Cats 
all have four legs; to have three legs is indeed^ ,-p. 
peculiar: like the three legged toad of Liu Hai^jfe© "  
it qualifies to get into a painting. Those who are 
quite old only know the past, people who have yet to 
grow up will or course be quite new, and will pay no 
heed to the old things that are done with. Perhaps 
they will be very pleased to hear something about 
them. The half old, half new three legged cat does 
indeed have his advantages, rather like the old Reform 
Party member in a revolutionary age. Sometimes he 
is more bolshie than the post-revolutionary youth, 
giving no quarter to the old forces and old thought, 
because he knows better the miseries they bring. For 
this reason 1 feel 1 have no right to belittle myself, 
believing I am not a babe in arms in these matters, 
and I want to do my bit and make some contribution 
to society. I don't understand literature, but I 
know whether style is good or bad; 1 don't understand 
metaphysics, but I know whether thought is sound or 
not. When I talk about literature I base myself on
Presumably Liu Hai is the T *ang dynasty immortal.
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experience gained from writing myself ana i'rom 
reading Chinese literature, and I value equal 
prominence in style and content. In talking about 
thought I base myself on biology, cultural anthropology 
the history of morals, the psychology of sex, etc., 
have investigated the ideas of the Confucian, Buddhist 
and Legalist schools of thought, and after due 
deliberation have concluded that the palm goes to an 
equal combination of reeling and reason. My ideal 
is just the Middle Way. This might seem a very 
ordinary thing, but it is not necessarily very easy 
to find. Bo I always feel there are too few things 
to praise: on the one hand I seem to be clinging to 
things whose day is done, on the other io have a 
weakness for abusing things people feel are sacred.
But it is truly something i cannot help. 1 am no 
doubt a sceptic, ana in this believing age i am 
rather out of touch with the times, which is not 
very fitting, but for that reason it is just wnat 
is needea. The saying goes, * nasty medicine is the 
best cure *: that is what I mean.
It is noticeable that this theme of being of service 
grows stronger as the nation is threatened. It runs very 
strongly and undisguisedly through the c o l i e c t i o n ^  K , 
written when China was locked in war with Japan (these 
essays incidentally make it plain, with their emphasis on 
the basic soundness of the Chinese tradition ana the 
implication that all Chinese should recognize their common 
heritage and work towards their common well being, where 
Chou's loyalties pay, despite his collaboration with the 
Japanese). Bo the humorous qualifications in the last 
essay give way to earnest lecture and he resurrects some 
ofthe slogans of the optimistic May fourth days, such as 
Andreyev's 1 the great work of literature is to erase the 
various divisions and distances Detween people.* (p.30).^^
36. first quotea by Chou in ^ ^ ^  ^  ® , 1920.
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This sobering process he himself acknowledged in <X^  ^  h *3 
1& , p.32):
11 In times of peace and properity everyone feels 
exhilirated, consequently a lot of highflown 
theories are given air to* As long as they are 
acceptable in theory it does not matter lr they are 
impracticable* But when, sadly, calamity descends, 
then sentiments and debates come closer to reality, 
and for the most part centre on the safety of the 
people and the state, so they come to resemble the 
platitudes of old wiseacres, which is only natural*u
beveral times in this collection uhou quotes the passage 
from Mencius ( , section 29) on YU and Ghi^lc
who three times passed their homes without entering them 
(so devoted were they to succouring the people), and in 
^  M' (1939) he attests that YU is the only sage
of old whom he admires* It is a fair indication of the 
way his thoughts had turned back to active concern for the 
welfare of the poeple*
It was during the last war period that Ghou singled 
out Tu Fuvs poems for a description 1 have not seen him 
apply elsewhere, * the highest achievement of literature*
justification for this praise is significant* After citing 
several of Tu Fu's early poems Chou sayss 'Although these 
poems could not make the gods weep, they do have the power 
to stir you to the depths* This comes entirely from the
feeling of compassion in which no distinction is made 
between oneself and others. It can be regarded as the
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highest achievement of literature*. He adds that Tu Hu's 
best poems mostly * grieve over the human condition and 
commiserate with those caught up in disorders*, and says 
the thought behind them is directed to * the benefit or the 
people and the country*.
The chief thing that Chou felt could make a contribution 
to relieving misery in this vale of tears, one tnat he had 
all along been looking for in his reading and drawing 
attention to .in his writing, was a sane and sensible approach 
to the physical environment and a sympathetic understanding 
of normal human nature - summed up in the phrase ^  ^  ^
*human feelings and the natural order of things * • In the 
Chinese context his meaning could be expanded as a sensible 
and undogmatic recognition or the nature and needs of 
common human drives and emotions, as opposed to their 
sublimation and direction into narrow channels, and a 
clearsighted understanding of the principles actually 
operative in nature, as opposed to uninformed speculation 
and superstitious credulity. In drawing attention to these 
things even in his most * negative* period Chou was making 
a contribution in however small a way towards making this 
world a better place to live in.
As his writing became more positive in the late 
Thirties and early Forties, the theme of X_ ^  ^  ^  was
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heard more often* This was coincident with Chou's
reconciliation with the Chinese tradition* and the acknowledge-
57ment that he was basically Confucian* Now ‘human 
feelings', according to Gonfucian doctrine, are seven: 
pleasure, anger, sorrow, fear, love, hate, and desire 
( ,?LiJL )• Not all these feelings are given equal
latitude of course, but Chou gives credit to the founding 
fathers of their culture for talcing a wholly realistic 
attitude towards basic human needs* I n ^ t - ’ ifc
p#3? he quotes Chiao Li-t? ang' s ^  ; ^8 as 
saying:
“Our enlightened predecessors have said that human 
life consists only of eating and drinking and sex* 
Without eating and drinking there is no means to 
live, without sex there is no means to give life* 
G-ranted I want to live, but other people want to 
live also; I want to give life, but others want, to 
give lire too. Mencius's pronouncements on ‘loving 
material goods' and ‘fondness for women’^ fc say.
all there needs to be said* 59 There is no need to 
put aside my livelihood or what I give life to, but 
one cannot forget other people's livelihood or what 
they give life to.1*
57* Buch an admission is made in 1 ^  Xif , 1936?
among other places*
58. , 1763-1820.
59* Book 1, ch. 5? sac. 4-5; the drift is that these
‘weaknesses1, if allowed to all the population, bring 
about contentment.
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Chou comments that this is a pure Confucian attitude: 'the
idea is very banal, but because of that is also extremely 
profound and far-reaching; it is what I call common sense 
and hence is synonymous with truth1.
lie ne xt qu ot e s f r om ^  ^  ^  ^ ^
"I have observed that the meanest citizen likes to 
sing and got to the opera: this is the equivalent 
in nature to the Odes and Music; he likes to read 
novels and listen to storytellers: this is the 
equivalent in nature to the Book of History and 
Spring and Autumn; he believes in fortune telling 
and sacrificing to the gods; this is the equivalent 
in nature to the Changes and Ritual. The teaching 
of the Six Classics of the sages was based on human 
feelings, but latter day Confucians... prohibited 
and repressed with all their art, and were bent on 
obfuscating men’s minds with the sacrificial straw 
dogs of Lo-yang. This is no different from blocking 
a stream so that it cannot flow; mo wonder that it 
should lay waste the land when it breaks out.11 (p. 3)
On this Chou!s comment is: ’from this we can see that the
rules of behaviour were codified and the laws drawn up by 
the wise men of yore entirely for the benefit of man. Not 
only did they extend their own feelings toothers, they were 
also sympathetic to other people's points of view, hence 
were able to gain an x^ndarstanning of human feelings and 
the nature of things' p^.ij.).
One could cite numerous other instances of uhou's
60. , 16U8-1695.
commendation or similar strands of Uonrucian thought, for 
instance the saying or Mencius that ’man dithers from the 
animals only in trivial things* (9t 'B ^  1 X ~ * 19W+* P*9)> 
but this is rully intelligible only in the context of Chou's 
biological philosophy* which we will come to later. A
*
more transparent example* amd one from an earlier stage in 
Chou's life* occurs in'^H^'tch ft P 1935* p.281:
“I feel there is one excellent thing about Uhina, 
and that is recognizing the facts or life. Her 
worst aspect is in not recognizing the facts of life. 
Every situation involves human feelings and provides 
examples of the natural order of things; it only 
needs someone to investigate them carefully. Then 
those who can comprehend can progress to the goal of 
sagehood* those who do not comprehend will b« proven 
fools or rascals. The hi Chi says* * Drinking* eating 
and sex; herein reside the m a m  desires of man.
Death and poverty; these are the things humankind 
most abhors*. The Kuan-tzu saya* *When the granaries 
are full then men know of the rules or conduct. When 
well clothed and well fed they know of honour and 
shame*. These famous sayings have been immutable 
throughout the ages, because they correspond to the 
facts of life.*1
similarly he says in (1936): 'Simplicity
and accordance with the facts of life can be said to be a 
valuable outlook of the Confucianists*•
One might ask why Chou makes so much fuss about a 
virtue both self-evident and made so evident. The answer 
is* as has been implied* that it had NOT been evident to 
the Chinese down the ages* because they had seen things 
through the priam of their preconceptions* As he says in
2ogu
^  Z M  ; ft X  ^  ^  > p*  ^ the original down-to-earth
Uonfucian thought had been smothered by a thousand years 
of speeches rrom the pulpit of the dogmatists* with 
disastrous results in tne spheres of nroxality* politics* 
scholarship and the humanities#^ The essay 1 —
, 1936) provides some typical examples of his 
compatriots* 'lack of soundness of mind*# Foot-binding is 
the abuse he chiefly deals with here* and he notes that 
even Ku f ? ing-lin and Li Li-weng $  ^  ^  did not oppose the 
custom, while Chou's culture hero Yii L i - c h ' u h a d  
some fantastic theory to account for it; but he also mentions 
the 'eight-legged essay** which was restored, after it had 
been abolished in 1661k, in response to the demand of Chinese 
officials - and (Vi/ang bhih-chen X  ^ I63JI-I7II)
was one who lent his voice to the campaign (Choufs comments 
bej,ng: ’Chinese literary men and scholars were all equally
unenlightened*); and he criticizes the men of letters for 
always talking about elegant verse and regarding everyday 
things as beneath notice# Arising from this last point Chou 
hotes the lack of attention paid to natural history in
61# The same idea is expressed by Liu h i n ^ ^ % ^ ^  * cli. 9*
The winsome young lady immortal there remarks:'.*. this 
love of women is fundamental to man's nature# The Sung 
scholars try to say vs/e should love virtue and not 10ve 
women* Surely this is self-deception? To deceive 
yourself and to deceive others is the extreme insincerity] 
But they perversely want to call it 'maintaining
sincerity' - isn't that hateful?1 etc. (The travels of 
Lao-tsaii* trans* Bhadick, p.lOl).
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traditional China* and elsewhere he has some fun at the
expense ox common Chinese anthropomorphic explanations of 
animal behaviour •
From these comments it is clear that though an under­
standing of 'human feelings and tne natural order of things' 
was basic to the original Chinese tradition and persevered’, 
among certain individuals in later ages* it had long before 
Chou's time dwindled to an underfed stream* iven the few 
enlightened men were capable of startling misconceptions, 
because their knowledge was faulty* evidently the much- 
needed remedy was a thorough grounding in the science of
"h, *
man and his environment* As Chou points out in
"how it came about I do not know, but I feel that 
the thought of Western savants like Havelock Ellis 
really comes from the same stable as that of 
Li Cho-wu $ ^ t , 3M. Li-ch*u and the others* The 
only difference is that the latter relied on 
intuition to understand human feelings and the 
natural order of things, while the former came to 
it through science. Though the result was similar, 
it was more definite. Doubtless wisdom derived 
from knowledge is more soundly based." (p.36)
The Western savant whose name appears most frequently 
m  uhou's work is the same havelock Ellis. Though Chou 
read all Ellis's essays with pleasure and respect, it was 
Ellis's Psychology of aex which earned him his special 
place in Chou's affections, for that work, bought in Japan 
in his student days, opened his eyes on life and society,
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The news of the
suicide or Japanese prostitute in 1936 elicited from 
Chou the admission that boohs on sexology had influenced 
him more than any others, apparently because - relevant 
to this case - they showed a sympathetic understating of 
the necessary but disavowed class of prostitutes, and more 
generally because they laid bare the unpleasant truths 
that society wishes to heep covered* he says that the 
works of Bills, korel, Iwan Bloch and Hirschfeld gave him 
more than the sacred books or China, widened his vision, 
ana made him understand 'human reelings ana tne natural
Chou's commitment then to the rational, scientific 
approach to the human environment and condition goes back 
a long way, certainly to his Japanese period (1906-1911)* 
when his brother was writing essays on science ana civiliza-
1 Tokyo bookshops the books he mentions as having bought 
in Japan include some of Andrew Lang (not specified here, 
but the titles Custom and Myth ana Myth, Religion and
62* dee Angela Castro, M.Phil* thesis on 1 Three early 
essays or Lu listin', London, 1968.
oraer or things ).
tion, all based on western sources* 62 In that essay,
Ritual are given in Wife Westermarck
of Moral Ideas* lamuel But cherts lectures on
U-reece, and all available books or kills, rrom New dpirit 
to Contemporary Problems# During the May fourth period 
Chow drew almost exclusively on 'western authorities m  
his contributions to the general effort to inculcate a 
modern way of thinking in China# His range was wide, but 
his dominant theme was the biological creed expressed in
. * ^  4 7
/v 6^X33- « This creed remained with him for the rest of
his life# As he wrote in the postface to the 3^ . 
collection in 1934:
"On the surface these essays seem to differ somewhat 
from those of ten years ago, but in fact my attitude 
is the same as at the time of writing § 5 . I
still do not believe that writing has any connection 
with the human heart or the way of the worldA^&SL •
'1 do not believe there is any classic in tne world 
that can be used over hundreds and thousands of years 
as a textbook for mankind; only *hiologie* (sic) 
which records the phenomena of lire of living things 
can provide reference for us and establish the 
standards for human behaviour*• This is what I said 
in 1919 in ^28.17 7^ ,64 and I still think the
same torthis day#" (p*310)
his 'attitude* at the date of writing is expressed in § 31 & ^4
from the same collection:
"Usually people revile others by calling them 
animals, but actually you cannot apply the terms 
of right or wrong, good or bad to the behaviour of 
animals, which is instinctive biological lire# 
Because man has reason, although he is basically 
unable to act counter to biological principles, he
63* bee my essay on 'Chou Tso-jen and cultivating one's
garden* Asia Manor XI, 2#
64* In the essay 1§L ^  #
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is inclined to regulate tnem to some extent, thus 
giving rise to so-called civilization* but on tne 
otner liana he is at liberty to allow himselr more 
license, ana makes use or reason to unreasonably 
cover up for himselr, which is a business animals 
ao not go m  for. I am thinking of sucli things as 
burning heretics for the good of their souls, and 
occupying Manchuria under the aegis of the right 
royal way. If we observe the life of animals, and 
make a comparison with human life, it emerges that 
man has some points in common with animals, and 
these are necessary and sound; m  some areas man 
can excel, but there are others too where he falls 
short or animals® To constantly think along these 
lines is a more realistic way or self-improvement 
than absorbing oneself in moral philosophy, and has 
implications rorjnew morality.'1 (pp. 226-9)
M  , also in the it. collection, has the same message
!,Just as the Western savant says, 'If you want to 
become a healthy i^erson, you $ust first become a 
healthy animal". Unfortunately men have forgotten 
their origins, ana since the time they stood on 
their hindlegs the gain m  dexterity has been at the 
expense or healthiness. When the deer ana the 
antelope meet the tiger, if they run fast they keep 
their life, if they can't get away they are simply 
eaten., for his part tne tiger has no compunction 
about eating his fill ana going away contented.
There is no nonsense about "Just retribution* and 
'vanquishing evil and vindicating righteousness *#65 
In the mating season it is true there is a bit of a 
circus, but when they share a female they don't make 
the excuse of 'lack of issue being the great crime'; 
even less would they go with a piece of own]
flesh in their mouth to curry favour With jfheir dam. 
As to legends about 'deer^OLife grass'*^ XA  ^  66 and 
'randy-ram epimedium' it 4 it ,67 there is naturally 
nothing in them. We block up natural outlets, become 
slaves to perverted passions, and then rely on the
65* For just such nonsense see e.g. 1 ^  ^ d H  ^  .
66# The myth that a deer coula revive after tnis grass had
been substituted for its innards; see Morahashi, vol.12, 
p*905*
67# supposed to give a ram strength to serve a hundred ewes 
in one day.
' power or reason to rabricate a lot or mystical
explanations. 11 you compare tne behaviour or this 
kind or civilized man with that of animals, how 
mortifying it isi Once men became beasts retrogress­
ion was of course unavoidable, but a mankind given 
over to megalomania regards it on tne contrary as 
the normal moae ox lire ror living beings. It 
really makes you sick. I’o wake them rrom their 
delusions it would be best to direct them to learn 
from tne ants - no, tney could rind wisdom in any 
insect, bird or beast. To read a ^  68 xs far
better tnan a pile of venerable scriptures* That 
is why I recommend it as the most beneficial prescribed 
reading ror young poeple." (pp* 61-62)
having now got an idea of what ohou meant by 'human
reelings ana tne natural oraer or things' we can go on to
see how he insisted on an understanding or tne same evincing
itsell in literature, which would be in line with his early
proposal or not *art for ariJs sake*, nor '‘art ror lifefs
69sake , but an art of lire1. y During the May Fourth period
Uhou expressed this requisite in terms of 1 scientific
70understanding1, or universal human nature - free, that is,
71from the distortions of any particular culture.' In those 
days he used the language of tiie Western books he was 
reading; in the thirties and forties he was using the nearest 
native uhmese term. The substance was the same as before - 
he still did not deny the need ror an education in the works
68. Title of a serial work on insects by nenri kabre. See
69. In x  ^  ^  , 1920.
70. As » p.158.
71. hence he applauded Kuo Mo-jo*s assertion tnat a poet must 
be steepen in anthropology; , 1927?
p. 162.
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of "Western specialists in biology? anthropology? pedology?
feminology, etc.? along with a study of the healthy strains
72of the native Chinese tradition. - and the demand was 
as insistent as ever. For example? in the title essay of 
vs v? ? 19 -^3s he asserts: Tliterature consists of
nothing else than human feelings and the nature of things.
If there is no understanding in this respect? the rest is 
all words1 (p*4)* He puts the problem in terms of his own 
reactions in ^  $spj^  ^  • the particular reference
)ih
is to pi-chi rf :
uIn reading a booh? when I come across an enjoyable 
part I am already satisfied enough. I may find the 
reading unappetizing? but this is no cause for 
revulsion - what is the point of making great demands 
on the ancients? I am just mindful of the moments 
of browsing it provides me with. As the ancients 
said? 'just aim to distract the eye *: tnat is all I 
want to do. but sometimes I come on some passages 
whose style is quite good and whose content appears 
very estimable? but which reveal utter ignorance of 
human feelings and the nature of things? and then 
I feel irritated all over. This dissatisfaction 
goes beyond revulsion? it is quite close to terror.1 
(p. 127)
From the opposite point of view? the kind of writing 
he does like to read? and to quote? has a vcontent which 
combines sound understanding of the nature of things and 
profound human feelings? and a style which mixes the plainness 
of free prose and the beauty of * balanced prose11 ( ^  Mf
lie-. 'fttZ f 1935) p. 312).
72. See i , 19U3.
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Granted tnat tne spreading or the both modern and 
ancient gospel of was desirable in China, because
or the general lack of soundness in Chinese thought, but 
should these values which pertain to the business or living 
ana the quality ol* life be transferred unaltered to the 
realm or literature? There was a time, when his literature 
shop was still open, when he recognized that dirrerent 
standards appliea to literature and lire, as in his 
justification of the ’wild romanticizing’ in 
and when he conceived the artist’s function - of planting 
flowers “ as different from the practical tasks or feeding 
and doctoring society* But after he ceased to regard 
himself as a literary expert, he took rather the ordinary 
man’s view of literature, certainly not undervaluing the 
qualities or style that go to make up good writing, but 
essentially interested in telling and being told* When he 
was told arrant nonsense, naturally he complained* And as 
he read more Chinese literature, as for one thing hia 
teaching duties required, the more he complained about the 
lack of good sense in it* Taken in tne mass, there appeared 
in Chinese literature to be very little middle ground
73* In the easay of that name in ¥ cl ^  #
74* Bee title essay in $ ~i &  ®  ^  ■ «
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between the scholars1 essays and 1 jottings1 (pi-chi) and 
the belles lettres of the dilettanti ) who
believed thay had afflatus - which they did, but its source 
was not necessarily exalted* The scholars* contributions 
were marred by an invalid world view, the outpourings of' 
the artists by self-indulgent conceit* The strange thing 
is that it was the former more often than the latter which 
provoked the cry for literature to be based on/v'tl^)5!.
Wow pi-chi in their most common manifestation are scarcelyKT.'t! I* I i<jMA*i#ai>T«gaettia* v
1 literature* at all; fox’ them to qualify we woula have to 
understand wen-hs1leh in the sense of tne old term
wen 9 which meant the record of all organized thought.
This faces us with the basic problem of the frame of 
reference for most of Chou*s pronouncements on literature* 
Naturally it varied with the subject under discussion* If 
he was writing about a poet, naturally it would include 
poetry* But where there was no such obvious pointer his 
remarks tend to be dominated by what the essay form is 
capable of, or its ideal characteristics, and the potential­
ities and attributes or imaginative literature are left 
out of account, he is predisposed towards writing which 
has a practical bearing on life, not in the sense or laying 
down rules of behaviour, but of helping one to understand 
tne world, a function Confucius pointed to positively in
commending the Odes for teaching the names of biras, 
animals, and plants ( chapter, section 9), and
negatively in stating that 'not to study the first two 
books of the Odes is like standing with one's face right 
to the wall* (ibid*, section 10).
The following quotation frorn^TIt ir)7; PI lit Mh- , while 
not necessarily delimiting, does indicate the general trend 
of Chou's interest in the written word.:
"Why are we so interested in seasonal changes and 
local customs? The answer is very simple: it is 
because of the tiny changes in these ordinary lives 
of ours* Trie history of peoples is actually the 
continuum of routine human affairs* Astronomy, 
geography, the rhythms of nature, all exert an 
influence on human affiars, and so produce all sorts 
of patterns, mainly for utilitarian ends, bpt the 
fact of responding to the seasons is the same* In 
Chinese poetry ana painting this kind or situation 
would also seem to be^very marked* Generally speaking 
the common refrain IS ^  in literature is 'flowers 
in the wind and moon on the snow* 156 X  ^  7) , 76
but though the common refrain is objectionable (as 
all common refrains are), there is otherwise no 
fault to be found in ^  $ ® Why object to it?
spring grasses growing by ponds, the garden willows 
becoming alive with singing birds, the emotions 
roused by these are as much responses to the 
transitions in nature as thinking of sowing when the 
ground is ready for it© It v/ould not be right to 
call the one cultured and the other uncouth, but 
the concrete one is restricted to practical considera­
tions, it affects in a limited way, while the 
aesthetic or abstract one can arouse a general 
enthusiasm, so would seem to be more poetic© If we 
add to this local considerations, (the response) is 
even more complex and multifarious: the customs of
Bsr=r»sr»v,» 1 rTgy^.aTvUai1- *  s* *»
75® In this reference to^ k. , Chou might be thinking of 
the lulling, ch© 22: 'Observe the patterns .in the
sky (%: ic / i° discover the seasons' changes©'
76* This phrase generally stands for rhapsodizing over 
nature in her diverse moods and raiments©
any place* whether they are the same as or different 
from one1 s own locality* ai»e all of interest to us| 
if different they supply a comparison* ir the same* 
then there is a sense of intimacy.1* (pp«132“133)
Because uhou takes an interest in any writing which 
deals with the ’tiny changes in these ordinary lives of 
ours1* it does not follow necessarily that he is not also 
interested in imaginative literature. But it does show 
that relevance to daily life was an important criterion 
for reading matter* and that this criterion could enable 
him to see something valuable in a kind of literature -
literature - which was in his time usually dismissed 
as effete poetising. The fact that he was willing to go 
out on a limb to defend this kind of literature* was 
prepared to see in it this supposed value* indicates that 
it was a consideration that habitually weighed with him.
The normal response to this kind of writing would be to 
the literary skills involved* whereas Chou finds the matter 
interesting. The attitude is exactly the same as that of 
the comments on the Odes from the Yang-huo chapter of the 
Analects just quoted* which is in turn more exactly matched 
by another criterion for pi-chi put forward by Chou in
(p© lU3) that they should ’explain the 
names and varieties of things* and elucidate their basic 
qualities ^  '$*)t , in more general terms his
definition of the history of peoples as ’the continuum of 
routine human affairs’ clearly eschews any reference to
9 (19U0) that he had previously
great exemplars in art and culture and points to a factual, 
down-to-earth turn of mind. With it can be bracketed Chou*s 
admission in
always looked on literature and the rine arts as a window 
onto the culture of a people - not primarily for* their 
aesthetic qualities, (p. 158)
Chou Tso—jen's r impure’ approach to literature comes 
out clearly in his essay on Andrew Lang in the ^  3$
collection called '3^ i) (pustom and Myth) 9 1933* He
quotes adverse comments on Langvs style, then presents his 
own views:
1sRegarded as a purely literary man, he does 
admittedly have the fault of mixing styles (d ^  ),
but in my personal opinion this in a sense can be 
counted an advantage, because tne kina or writing 
which displays many-sidea learning has a particular 
charm that tne purely literary man cannot achieve. 
Moreover, the essays which 1 delve into the by-ways 
or learning* , which arc-of course even farther removed 
from pure literature, also please me very much.
Among Lang*s works one called Historical Mysteries,^ ■ n w i - n f v  ... — .^T - ..I- -^n 1 1 ...... .. 1 . . ■
in sixteen chapters, has long had a place in my
affections; this may be a personal fad, as I have 
not seen anyone else express the same preference. I 
have the same attitude to the works of the Japanese 
Mori Ogai M  : I often dip into his ix\ M
and a lot or his lives of medical men, probably more
than I do into his novels.” (pp. 30-31)
What uhou is really admitting here is tnat works which 
deal with the real world, ana from which he can learn some­
thing, are more to his taste than the artifacts of the 
imagination - hence his preference for essays and studies
21U
as reading matter*
In Chou’s opinion Chinese writers were rarely equally 
competent in the two tieIds or sensible and realistic 
comment and belles lettres, as the rollowing extract Irom
uMr YU was not a literary man, but I round the 
above excellent both In sense and style* It is 
really a xirst-class piece or writing*.* Recently 
I have had nothing to do, so I have re-read my 
collection or Oh’ ing pi-chi* This month .1 have 
looked into roughly twenty-odd collections, over1 
four hundred volumes* In the end I only picked 
out 230 examples - on a rough average a ratio of 
one example to two volumes. But what surprised 
me more was that good pi-chi material, that is to
say what 1 thought worth selecting according to 
my two standards of common sense and interestingness, 
came mostly not from the works of famous literary 
men and scholars but rrom the books of plain 
pedpnts, like YU Li-ch’u ’s ^  and no Lan-kao* s
0© fa’ ^  ^  * As regards scholarship and
belles lettres, hu T*ing-lin and Wang YU-yang of 
early Gh'ing are people to be reckoned with in any­
body's book, but one does not rind in their pi-chi 
as much or the note as one would have expected*
Why? On tne whole Chinese literary men arid scholars 
all have their separate tradition, whether it be 
the stern moralist school or the romantic genius 
school; though they nave their own system theynlack 
trie qualities or * gentleness and generosityT I® ^  77
and *calm and tranquility * ^ \k % • These are
essential to pi-chi literature, hence whatever their 
other achieveinants, m  this regard tney could hardly 
be otherwise than defective* This minor matter is 
actually of great significance: it not only demon­
strates the way of reading pi-chi, it also taught me 
how to write essays•H (pp.
shows. After quoting a passage rrom YUfs
7^ £ 4^ he c omrne nt s 1
77® Comes from •. '
on tne subject in ^
Chu Tzu-ch’ing has an essay
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Thougn uiiou is arguing lie re tnat uli’ i ng writers i'amed 
for their literary ability surrer rrom comparison with 
‘plain pedants’ only m  tne rieia or pi-cliis not a pure
rnW imiwiiwu.tw •*»
art, his general remark about Chinese literati lacking 
and is seriously disparaging (the
rormer is, according to tne Li-cnio the ’teaching ror 
poetry* )t these virtues* essential as he says to
pi-chi* are not to be connned to tne same* Moreover,
etittoiymw!**4B#*=|er«lEr=ae * *
the traditions of the literati that he specifies, the ’ stern 
moralist’ and the Tromantic genius’, are not calculated to 
engage sympathy. These points, taken in conjunction with 
Chou’s final acknowledgement that good pi~chi taught him 
the way to write, add up unavoidably to a bias in favour 
of ’impure’ literature. Significantly, what inspired these 
Remarks, and earned Chou’s rare commendation as a ’first- 
class piece of writing’ is a well chosen selection of comments 
on the denigration of Yeomen in China, linked together by 
pointed, laconic and ironic commentary - and nothing more.
We all know that Chou Tso-jen’s chosen form was the 
essay, but essayists do not invariably like to read essays 
more than any other kind of literature. In that Chou did 
have this preference, as one could justly conclude from the 
above evidence, he placed himself in the main tradition of 
Chinese civilization, one v/hicb valued ’matter’ H  over X
*7 A
’manner’# Where manner was valued, it was for the human
qualities that lay behind it. Such, it seems to me, was 
the basis for Chou’s appreciative literary criticism. It 
falls into the third of Abram’s three categories of critical
78# The attitude was expressed acidly by Chang Kstteh-ch’eng: 
’Poetry ms at best bad prose, its art adding nothing 
to its value’ (quoted Nivison, op. cit., p. 137).
activity:
"The first type is primarily an investigation of 
literary causes;*., the attempt is to isolate and 
explain the special quality of a work by reference 
to the special quality of character, life, lineage 
and milieu of its author* Theft second type is 
biographical in aim; it sets out to reconstruct the 
author as he lived, and uses the literary product 
merely as a convenient record from which to infer 
something about his life and character. The third, 
however, claims to be specifically aesthetic and 
appreciative ih purpose: it regards aesthetic 
qualities as projections of personal qualities... in 
F.W. Lucas*... rendition of this ideal:
’I have found by spontaneous experience more 
and more that even the aesthetic pleasure of a 
poem depends for me on the fineness of the 
personality glimpsed between the lines; on the 
spirit of which the body of a book is inevitably 
the echo and its mould.1 
In the critical discourse of such readers therefore 
the primary qualities of a good poem are, literally, 
attributes of the mind and temper of its composer* 
sincerity, integrity, high seriousness, shrewdness, 
benignity - and so on, through the whole of the 
characterological resources of the language." (The 
mirror and the lamp, pp. 227-8)
Compare with this Choufs admission i n ^ ^  (already
quoted): fI just try to make out the author’s character 
and qualities as revealed in the poetry’, and his choice of 
such terms as ’g e n e r o u s , ’ s i n c e r e , ’far-seeing’
\%> , ’having integrity x gp to characterize books
(or authors?) he had read.
I have suggested that Chou’s formulations of the 
aesthetic requirements of literature tend to be limited by 
the characteristics of the essay. Let us reconsider his
\g. -
ruling in-^X. that 1 (the essay*s) requirements, in common 
with ALL WORKS OF LITERATURE, are just sincerity and 
conciseness1® How many literary masterpieces would have 
to be thrown on the scrapheap if these conditions were 
accepted? Though this was written in Chou’s outward looking 
period he could not have been thinking of world literature, 
since anyone brought up on the great comedies, satires, 
tragedies and novels would never have thought the qualities 
of sincerity and conciseness, admirable virtues though 
they be, sufficient to use as a guideline for ’all works 
of l i t e r a t u r e T h e y  do embrace a much larger proportion 
of Chinese literature, lacking as it is in sustained 
imaginative constructions, but even there they are surprising­
ly restrictive. Their real province is the short poem 
and the mature prose piece® Chou did not only disregard 
long works, he positively distrusted them; as he said in
9 1937, (p.32), the danger in grand 
and lengthy works is that it is hard to avoid' the manner 
overcoming the matter. Even where Chou does allow a role 
for grand works it is only to pass on to things nearer his 
heart. In the passage from^>"l"^ we have cited he says;
11 The more intense and profound emotions, like the 
bitterness or sweetness of love, the joys of parting 
and reuniting, birth and death, naturally can give 
rise to all sorts of great works grandly conceived, 
but our daily life is full of feelings which are not
so vital but just as real. They are born in an
instant and die as quickly; they cannot be sustained
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for long, so cannot cohere to form a gem of 
literature. But they are enough to represent the 
foment to moment transitions in our inner life.
In a sense this is actually our real life."
P* 53)
It might be objected that Chou passes over ’great 
works grandly conceived’ because his express intention is 
to recommend the short poem; certainly that is the case, 
but when did he ever recommend the former? Far from 
apologizing for the triviality of the short poem he claims 
that it deals with matters more relevant to us than the 
peaks of experience, matters which represent ’our real 
life’•
Such an attitude is consistent with Chou’s support 
for humanistic literature in his seminal essays of the 
May Fourth period, X. and X ^  . The aspect of
humanism that Chou dwells on is its concern with the quality 
of everyday life, not the achievements of the human spirit 
that give man a touch of divinity. As he says 
( £  *  6 ft 54 9 P*3U)> ’all things beyond human feelings
and human powers, the perquisites of the gods, are excluded 
fr om our re qu i re me nt s ’ •
If I might speculate in conclusion on the fundamental 
reason why Chou Tso-jen was attracted to the essay above 
all other forms of literature, the key I think is in its 
special relationship to humanism. In the early part of this
2 1 9 »
century humanitarian values determined to a much greater 
extent than they do today aesthetic theory in general.
So Wilson Follett, whose work Chou was acquainted with, 
wrote on the notion that ’the purpose of art is to give 
pleasure* the following;
’’The highest pleasures are the social emotions 
which come from a rational and truthful view of 
our status as fellow mortals - pity, compassion, 
feliaw feeling, fraternity, solidarity; the 
pleasure of ’truth of intercourse’.” (The Modern 
Novel, 19239 pp. 275-6)
As we have seen, Lafcadio Hearn, an interpreter not an 
originator, saw the essay as the best vehicle for this 
compassionate humanism. There is indeed logic in his 
affirmation that the essay was the medium par excellance 
through which man talks to man about man. It is something 
that has been recognized for a long time: T.II. G-reen 
(1832-82) for example described the Spectator as ’the first 
and best representative of that special style of literature 
- the only really popular literature of our time - which 
consists in talking to the public about itself. Humanity 
is taken as reflected in the ordinary life of man and... 
copied with the most minute fidelity.’ (quoted Ian Watt,
The Rise of the Novel„ Peregrine Books, 1956, p.53).
If we accept that the essay is uniquely adapted to
this end, then it is natural that the cultured man, v/ho 
belonged to a literat&i- class which has alv/ays believed
in literally leaving its mark, and yet did not consider 
himself a poetic genius, who did value ’the truth of 
intercourse’ perhaps above everything else, and who was 
interested in the commonplace things of everyday life, 
should turn to the essay both as a source of pleasure and 
as a vehicle for self-expression. Chou Tso-jen was such 
a man*
A P P E N D I X E S
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An examination of the theory and practice of the 
t’ung-ch* eng pfai (hereinafter abbreviated as TCP)
is called for not only because Chou Tso-;jen held pronounced 
views about them* but because of its relevance to the 
conception of the New Literature movement: as Chou says in 
Yttan-liu, Lecture 3t !The end-of-Ming literature is the 
origin of the present literary movement, but Ch*ing 
literature is the cause of the present literary movement1, 
(p* 55 )• The malpractices in Ch’ing literature able to 
set in motion such a sea™change would have had to be many 
and various, but as the leading school of thought the TCP 
can be taken as representing its characteristics and 
limitations.
In presenting a general picture of Chfing literature,
Chou first explains that pa-ku wen/v$*L5C, the examination
essay that all scholars had to practise if they wanted an
official appointment, was an exegesis of the Classics given
its procrustean form in the Ming dynasty. It had eight
sections, made up of matching pairs, and followed a
prescribed logical pattern. He then continues:
11 In pa-ku wen the main consideration was form; 
in content it expressed the Way of the Confucian 
sages. The ancient-style prose of the TCP gave 
equal weight to form and, thought. The starting 
point of Balanced Prose jt was feelings, and 
it also had a slight bias towards form. What
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gave equal weight to feelings and form was the 
new literature of the succeeding period. Of these, 
pa-ku wen and the ancient-style prose of the TCP 
were very close: it has already been said that the 
TCP wrote pa-ku wen in free prose. Balanced Prose 
and the New Literature both take feelings as the 
starting point, so these two are also very close; 
the difference was that Balanced Prose was too 
inclined towards form. Afterwards, opposition to 
the TCP and pa-ku wen could have been channelled ... 
either towards Balanced Prose or the New Literature. 
But the strength of Balanced Prose in the Ch’ing 
dynasty was minimal, so only the way to the New 
Literature was open” (pp. 59-60).
Inveighing against pa-ku wen and similar literary 
aberrations was a pre-occupation of Chou Tso-jen’s, because 
the word play- they involved led only to sterility in letters.
On a vulgar level the effect could be laughable, as in the 
instance Chou quotes of a pedant passing a stable; he is 
pleased by the first half of the couplet on the gate post:
’With the left hand we lead out a 1 thousand-mile’ horse’, 
but to achieve the proper balance amends the second half:
’With the right hand we lead forth a thousand-league colt* to: 
’With the right foot we lead out a ten-thousand-league colt*, 
(p. 61). But in all seriousness, Chou thought the concentra— • 
tion on purely formal characteristics at the expense of 
meaning that this type of exercise encouraged quite disastrous.
In practice the TCP was not unaffected by the pa-ku wen 
style, as Chou rightly says, but what they stood for was a 
quite complex body of literary ideas. Let us look first at
what Chou says about them in Lecture U:
"They carried on the tradition of1 the Eight Masters 
of T fang and Sung, following Tso (Tso-ch’iu Ming) 
and Ssu-ma Ch’ien^ but giving pride of place to 
Han Ytl of T ’ang. They added Kui Yu-kuang to
the pantheon, then after him Fang Pao 75 ^  •
However, there were some differences between them 
and the Eight Masters of T ’ang and Sung. Though 
the latter advocated ’literature as a vehicle for 
the Way1, what they emphasized was the ancient-style 
prose, and only wanted to put the thing called Way 
into their compositions as content: so they were 
still only literary men* The members of the TCP 
were not merely literary men, they were at the 
same time 1 moralists1 &  • They thought Han Yii’s 
style was all right, but in respect of moral 
philosophy his achievement was not high; the neo- 
Confucianism of the two Ch’engs and Chu Hsi was all 
right, but their compositions were definitely poor.
So with the idea of combining the strengths of both 
camps they resolved to 1 be the heirs of Ch’eng and 
Chu in learning and behaviour, in style to stand 
with Han and Ou (Yang Hsiu)’* . They believed ’letters 
are the Way’, the two being indivisible. Such 
proposals are very close to pa-ku wen (in tent). 
Moreover Fang Pao was a very good hand at pa-ku wen...
They did not regard themselves as writers, but 
as effecting a grand union of moral philosophy, 
textual scholarship, and literary style. Actually, 
ever since the Eight Masters of T ’ang and Sung 
advocated ’literature as a vehicle for the Way’ 
ancient-style prose and moral philosophy had been 
indivorcable, while Han learning (i.e. textual 
scholarship) was supreme in the Ch'ing, so they 
naturally paraded themselves as experts in Han 
learning too. In fact, what Fang Pao and Yao 
NaidBt knew of textual scholarship was very 
limited ...
With regard to diction, they prpposed the so- 
called ’T ’ung-ch*eng right method^P% ^  ’* This
’right method*, though they set much store by it, 
in our view is no profoundly mysterious thing; it 
is just a variety of stylistics. Their statement 
can be summed up in the following two points:
One, letters must ’be connected with the
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Saintly Way1 • Fang Pao said: "If something does not 
expound the Way or support the doctrine, does not 
bear on proper human relationships or educating the 
people, it is not worth doing"• Yao Nai used a 
similar form of words, considering that "if one 
cannot shed light on the moral import of the Classics 
then one may not lightly put pen to paper" • So 
letters must 'illuminate the thinking of the Classics 
and uphold the morality of the people'. Actually 
this is the same as the programme of 'literature as 
the vehicle for the Way* of Han YU and company.
There is no higher principle involved.
Apart from this the odd points they put forward, 
such as the following the Tso chuan and Shih-chi in 
style and modelling themselves on Han and Ou-yang, 
are trivial and unsystematic. Reasonably represent­
ative is this passage from Shen T'ing-fang's ’ i t M  
postface to the biography of Fang Yvang-hsi 75 §?
(Fang Pao):
"From Southern Sung, YUan and Ming times, it 
has been an age since there has been any concern for 
the right method in ancient-style prose. The (Ming) 
loyalists of the southern coastal provinces (Wu and 
YUeh) were particularly feckless, either allowing 
novelettish adulterations or imitating the old style 
of the Han-lin academy, not one of them having an 
elegant and clearcut style. The following are beyond 
the pale o f >ancient-style prose: expressions from 
colloquies *11 4$. , the florid parallelisms of the 
Wei-Chin-Six Dynasties people, the sonorities of the 
Han fu 9 the neologisms C$3"It , not'3|'i& )
found in poetry, and the trumpery terms of the 
histories of the northern and Southern dynasties".
If you draw together the ideas here they just 
about add up to the part of their 'right method* 
which constitutes the second point, namely that 
writing should be elegant and correct £  •
There is another bewildering thing, which 
present day writers of the T'ung-ch'eng persuasion 
cannot explain either, and that is the eight things 
which they say a composition should have
> fi f t  • Yao Nai says in &
"There are thirteen different forms of writing, 
and there are eight things which go to make up 
writing, namely-^ , > Jt * ^  * Tiie
first four are the subtle elements, the last four are 
the coarse elements11*
is moral philosophy, what we call the Way;p 
is rhythm, the musical element in a composition; & 
is colour, the (visual) beauty of a composition.
These few.* we can understand. B u t ^  , %  ,^  ^  etc. 
are wholly vague in meaning, and very difficult to 
make sense of ...
No matter what their arguments were, what they 
produced was still the ancient-style prose of the 
Eight Masters of T’ang and Sung. Furthermore, the 
more their work conformed to their arguments the 
worse it was. The pieces included in Fang and Yao’s 
selected worksthey themselves regarded as the finest 
examples, and may be seen as representative, but we 
cannot see where their fineness resides. However, 
compared with the fake antiques of the Former and 
Latter Seven Masters ^  2 of the Ming, I think
the TCP had some positive qualities. At least 
compared with those fake antiques their style was 
more fluent, and some pieces have a little literary 
flavour. And in their blandness ^ , simplicity
pregnancy^ , and in having after-taste ,
the works of the TCP are sometimes better than those 
of the Eight Masters. Nevertheless we can never agree 
with their thought and ’right method*, and in the 
organization of their compositions they are ultimately 
closest to pa-ku wen.” (pp. 77-65)
Having let Chou have his say, let us see to what extent 
modern scholars agreed with him. First, there is unanimity 
on the relative lack of effort that went into moral philosophy 
and textual criticism among the TCP. Chiang Shu-ke I *  »  
in his 'faQ ^  M  , p. 37, sums up the achievement of
Yao Nai, chief advocate of the triple pillars of moral
2. The Former Seven were ) % % %
The latter Seven were J.&$!
philosophy, textual criticism and literary style, as:
"What he himself achieved in moral philosophy and 
textual criticism was negligible. What he should be 
remembered for is only literary style. The first two 
are what Pang Pao called ’substance in writing1; the 
last one is ’order in writing1. Tseng Kuo-fan’s 
criticism is indisputable: ’There is order in plenty,
but substance is in short supply’".
Kuo Shao*»yti is of the same opinion, though he is 
more charitable:
"In moral philosophy and textual criticism their 
discussions did not amount to scholarship; they just 
stood for the attitude they took towards certain 
branches of learning. In respect of moral philosophy 
and textual criticism the questions they concentrated 
on were how to achieve their integration, their 
intermingling, even their application. They did not 
want to confine themselves to any particular branch 
of learning, so they should not be condemned for 
their scholarship not amounting to scholarship."
(Kuo, p. 572)•
Chou is also quite right that the celebrated ’right 
method’ of the TCP was not different from the philosophy of 
’literature as a vehicle for the Way’ of the T ’ang ku-wen 
movement. According to Chiang the term ’right method* 
derives from the Shih-chi % ’When Confucius
edited the Spring and Autumn Annals he abbreviated the text, 
eliminating its laboriousness, in order to establish the 
right method’ (op. cit., p. 22), but despite its impeccable 
origin the term itself was not taken up by the ku-wen 
protagonists, though Li Ao^f$l revived the idea in his 
dictum ’When literary style TL $ moral science ^ 2 and 
rectitude Si are combined together, (one’s work) can stand 
out in one’s own age and survive through later ages’ (quoted
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Chiang, op. cit., p*35); there appears to have been no 
significance in their neglect. The passage quoted by Chou 
from the TCP on the necessary orthodox moral content of all 
writing are indeed typical of the ’literature as a vehicle 
for the Way’ philosophy, and they fairly represent the 
formal pronouncements of the TCP on the subject®
Given that the TCP was what it was, namely the main 
body of literary opinion under a rigidly and dangerously 
conservative dynasty, things could hardly have been otherwise. 
However, if the ’right method’ of the TCP was not different 
from the ’literature as a vehicle for the Way’ philosophy, 
it was also more than it. As a ’variety of stylistics’ it 
added up, with the contributions of Pang Pao Yao Nai and 
Liu Ta-k’ui 3fc| 4%^ to quit e a comprehensive and not unsubtle 
aesthetic® Fundamental objections could be made against 
it because of the assumptions underlying it, such as the 
insistence on the Confucian ethic that has been mentioned, 
but once this hurdle has been crossed (Chou Tso-jen of course 
balked at it), much of their argument can be seen to be 
reasonable and perceptive.
There were two difficulties that Chou had to 
contend with; one was to know what TCP doctrine was, and 
the other was to separate common practice, especially 
later common practice from original doctrine. Though 
Chou was extremely well read in Ch’ing literature, he had 
not made a special study of TCP theory, nor as far
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as I can tell, had anyone else at the date of his writing, 
with the exception of Chiang Shu~ke, whose short guide 
on the subject, published in 1928, has already been cited. 
Chiang did make a start on building up an overall picture 
of their theory from scattered sources in the collected 
works of the chief exponents - nov/here unfortunately are 
the various strands brought together conveniently, Since 
the war, however, Kuo Shao-yh has dealt with the school 
at greater length in his History of Chinese Literary 
Criticism ^ &  , the relevant volume of which
was not published till 19^ 1-7, and since revised, and in 
1963 a wide ranging collection of essays called Reseaches 
into the T ’ung-ch1eng school was
published by the Anhui People’s Press A 8. Prom
these it is possible to build up a clearer picture of TCP 
doctrine, despite the smokescreen put up by individual 
contributors to the latter work. On the second point, it 
was quite legitimate for Chou to pronounce against the TCP 
on the grounds that on the whole its adherents produced 
poor writing, but it is our responsibility to see that its 
ideas are fairly represented, and not to accept uncritically 
that because the writing of members of the TCP was inferior 
(which is only a personal judgment) they were therefore 
bereft of fruitful ideas. Moreover in this case particularly
we cannot pass Chou’s motion on the nod. Like the other 
pioneers of the New Literature movement he was deeply
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committed against the TCP, who were after all the represent­
atives of the old order that they were seeking to overthrow. 
Abuse of the TCP was commonplace during the May Fourth 
period. To quote just two, Ch! ien Hstlan-t ’ung^g ^  in ^  
wrote: "As I see it, what these people wrote was 
simply high-class pa-ku wen (which is still a polite 
expression, to tell the truth one should say frankly* deviant 
pa-ku wenf); literature, never." (Compendium, vol. I, p*80), 
and Ch*en Tu-hsiu himself* described Fang, Liu
and Yao as ’demons*'^ , found their more ambitious 
works incomprehensible, thought them empty inside and their 
only skill in the confidence trick of imitating the ancients. 
He summed up the TCP as a ’mixture of Eight Masters and 
Eight Legged essays* (ibid. pp. 7 3 * - 7 A m o n g  the previous 
generation great scholars and educators like Liu Shih-p*ei 
^  , Chang T* ai-yen ^  ^  Si and Liang Ch*i-ch*ao 
had also dismissed the TCP as either dull or out of date 
(see quotations by Fang Ming and Lti M e i - s h e n g !■£. in
jfc®# %  TkXit. , hereafter noted as TCPYCLWC, p. 192)
All very well, but we still have not found out very 
much about the famous * right method* of the TCP. Since 
there is no dispute about Neo-Confucianism being the 
ideological framework they fitted into, that is the main 
point at issue. The school actually came into existence 
through the promotion of Yao Nai, and included Liu Ta-k*ui,
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his teacher, and Fang Pao from the previous generation, all 
natives of T*ung-ch*eng in Anhui province. It is therefore 
fitting that we examine the contribution of each of them to 
the body of TOP theory.
was the standard that Fang Pao ran up for himself. 
The term may be taken in two ways, either as a conjunction 
of ^  and , rectitude and method, or as a binom ii, ,
right method, when it applies only to style. Fang himself
separated the two in $ "ft :
"Rectitude is what the Changes calls 1 words having 
substance*; method is what the Changes call *words 
having order*. When method is made the woof to the 
warp of rectitude then the composition is complete" 
(Kuo, p. 551)*
Such a division is implicit in Fang Pao’s allegiance 
to the Sung philosophers on the one hand and the ku-wen 
stylists on the other. In conjoining the art of letters 
and Confucian ideology (for ’substance* in the above context 
means weighty Confucian thought) Fang was only serving up
the old fare, so this line leads no where very interesting.
With^-^ used in its second sense, the two elements are 
not considered separately; the question becomes one of 
marrying form to content, of cutting the coat according to 
the cloth, and so enters the province of aesthetics. In ' 
this context X  may be taken as meaning ’purpose*, or ’what 
one wants to say* (that the thought should be correct is
axiomatic but beside the point)* To bear out this 
contention, and also to give an indication of TCP hagiography, 
1 quote from the preface to Fang Pao!s ife (TCPYCLWC,
p* 173)* 1 should remark in passing that Fang’s discussion
o f Was always confined to ancient-style prose (ku-wen)*
"The origins of ku-wen are far off in antiquity.
The Six Classics, the Analects and Mencius are its 
source* Of the works fed by their waters and 
embodying ’right method’ in crystalline form, none 
compare with the Tso chuan and Shih-chi, but each 
is a complete work with a beginning and ending and 
cannot be cut up (for this anthology)* After them, 
the Kung-yang chuan , Ku-liang chu an ,
Kuo Yti III*£ and Kuo ts’efUlp do provide models in
individual passages, but they all give a comprehensive
account of words and deeds in several hundred years
of history, and scholars must survey them in their 
entirety to get their essence. However, the letters 
and expositions of Han times and the writings of the 
Eight Masters of T ’ang and Sung each encompass one 
matter only* The best of them may be included, but 
the choice must be severely restricted to bring out 
essence of the right method. Hence twelve have been 
selected from Han Yd, eleven from Ou-yang Hsiu, and 
from the other six Masters one out of twenty or 
thirty* Of Han letters and expositions only two or 
three per cent have qualified."
It would seem from this that since the ’right method* 
can best be exemplified in whole short works as opposed to 
longer ones whose thought or purpose cannot be fully devined 
when fragmented, it is concerned with the relationship 
between idea and execution, that is, with the form most 
fitted to embody a given purpose.
In a letter t o ^ ^ %  quoted by Kuo, pp. 552-383? Fang
commended Ssu-ma Ch’ien’s selection of material for his
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biographies under the rubric ’what is recorded must fit the 
stature of the person concerned1, and in another letter in 
reply to ^  (Kuo* p. 553) he held that the Kuo Ytt and 
Ch1 un-cli ’ ±\k chuan were justified in giving quite
awnniii i i if ii i t t  1 'TT"“"m--TM ft innMniintitH-»r-iTnfTrrirffiin'Miiv inTrt in»TtT-ijtTiiiw,K ^  V*.** L J
different emphasis to the same subject on the grounds that 
’all forms of writing have their own right method’® Perhaps 
the clearest statement of this principle is contained in 
^ (Kuo, pp.553-551+):
"Among narrative literature only Tso chuan and 
Shih chi have the right method® In each chapterm u m n f lM in tw in i i i i i i i immTMitvn-i  v—J
the veins flow into one another and cannot be 
increased or reduced* but the inter-connectedness 
of the narrative as it develops may be concealed 
or apparent* may be partial or complete* the 
variations depending on what is appropriate* no 
one course being held to.®® The variation, in iis 
is necessitated by ^
If this is a correct picture of ’right method’* then 
as a general proposition it is unexceptionable. If not very 
exciting it would on the surface appear to encourage 
flexibility of approach and to discourage the production of 
stereotypes. But there were two major limiting factors in 
Pang’s attitude to letters that militated against flexibility 
they had to do with diction and veneration of the tradition.
We have already Quoted from Yttan-liu Shen T ’ing-fang’s 
description of the linguistic standards of Pang Pao. The 
reasons for prohibiting adulterations from the vernacular or 
poetic coinages are clear enough. If you believe that the 
great men of the past were morally and intellectually
superior and therefore seek to emulate them, the task is 
made more difficult if you discard the language they expressed 
their thoughts in: all translation is distancing. Thi& idea 
is put into words by Han YtA (
”In applying myself to ku-wen I am not of course 
merely attracted by its diction being different 
from that of today. One cannot make the men of 
old appear by thinking of them. In attempting to 
follow the ancient way one needs to be conversant 
also with their language. In being conversant 
with their language, one’s mind is basically on the 
ancient way" (TCPYCLWC, p. 7).
In other words, if you seek the ancient way you can 
only find it cached in the language of the ancients, which 
is ku-wen.
In attempting to find a descriptive term for this 
ancient style, Fang hit on the w o r d ^ * ^  (rather than^ffcl 
as Chou says). Fang says in , f in ku-wen
style what is valued is pellucid clarity without any dregs’ 
(TCPYCLWC, p. 29), and in , 1 no writing can be
overgrown and at the same time proficient. It is the same as 
in heating gold and tin: when the crude ores are removed, the 
dark and turbid influences are dissipated and the sheen 
emerges’ (ibid., p. 220). Fang’s adverse criticism is often 
directed at ’language overgrown and untended phrases frivolous 
and immature’ and ’language verging on commonness and 
suffering from verbosity’ (Kuo, p. 555)* In contrast 4ft 
denotes classical elegance and purity, clean lines, an attic
A. iu.
quality. is summed up separately as ’elucidating the 
essential matter, with the language free from admixture’ 
($■% $  , Kao, p.556).
Yao Nai was wholly in agreement with his predecessor on 
the subject of an acceptable style. Like Pang he favoured 
brevity. In %£ %  -L '¥ he wrote:
fi^ e Changes says, ’our ancestors were sparing 
with their words’. When utterance was made only 
from inner fullness, words were correct in 
reasoning and feeling. In such circumstances one 
would not feel satiated were the words to run 
into thousands and ten thousands; how much less 
so in view of their sparingness1* (TCPYCLWC, p.6).
he also agreed that the vulgate should be taboo. He wrote
“I have heard that ’without elegant composition 
words will not go far * 3i> Tseng-tzu ^  ,3-
re fused to accept a mode of expression which 
could not rise above vulgarisms® How much more 
firmly to be rejected are vulgarisms in those 
expositions of the holy script for educational 
purposes which are handed down to later generations. 
In T ’ang times the priests had no literary back­
ground and so wrote down their teachers’ words in 
the colloquial language and called it ’colloquies* 
'i& • The disciples of the Sung Confucians
seem to have taken a leaf out of their book; 
however, in the case of students being afraid of 
unfaithfully recording their teachers’ words, there 
is something to be said for it. But there is 
nothing to be said for those who live in enlightened 
times who write on their own account and yet still 
imitate their style. I would hope that you, sir,
3* Attributed to Confucius, in Tso chuan. Hsiang kung, 
year 23*
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would change all those expressions which verge on 
the colloquial, such as are found, in ’colloquies’, 
so that the finished work is respectable11 
(TCPYCLWC, p.7)*
Furthermore, Yao went further than Fang in rejecting 
letter style. Mei Po-yen in"#^ ^  fa
said: ’My teacher instructed scholars: ’good writing does
not admit the modes of commentary, colloquies or private
letters’. Seemingly letter style is distinct from good
writing’ (quoted Chiang, p. ho).
Despite the admonitions against the use of any but the 
strictly classical language, the TCP did not advocate 
mechanical imitation of the ancients or verbal plagiarism. 
Though the spoken language of their own time was not 
admitted, the literary man was supposed to be so versed in 
the language of the classics (through the process of 1181^ -
being able to recite backwards) that to them it could be a 
natural mode of expression, allowing room for individual 
styles, rather like Latin was for medieval European scholars. 
The man who spoke out most strongly against plagiarism was 
Liu Ta-k’ui* In Liu stated his position
une qui voc ally:
“In literature stale phrases must be got rid of.
Han YU in his discourses on literature gave 
priority to their removal. Later generations put 
this down simply to his liking for novelty, not 
knowing that no writers of ku-wen do not avoid 
stale phrases* They should look to see if Ou-yang 
Hsiu, and the Su’s ever directly used a word of 
their predecessors.
A 16
Pan fsung-shlh chih~ming ^  ^ 4  says:
"Only in ancient limes was it the attitude to words 
that they must come from oneself# When the power 
was lost in degenerate days plagiarism became the 
thing* Afterwards they all claimed to inherit 
the mantle or an (illustrious) forerunner, and 
the same practice has prevailed from the han to 
the present day*# Nowadays authors actually pride 
themselves on their derivativeness in using ready 
made phrases from the masters of the past, preening 
themselves for their classical elegance, unaware 
that it is plagiarism and pillage#
To put it briefly, language is a thing that 
is daily renewed. If one writer follows another 
in lifeless fashion, how could their brew be 
thought anything else but rancid? One must first 
root oneself in the ideas and values of the ancient^, 
but when one begins to compose one must cast the 
metal anew# No form of words must come directly 
from the ancients” (Kuo, p.562)#
In talcing the great prose works of the past as their 
models, what the TCP sought to capture from them was the 
elusive Hone* of greatness# We will let Yao Nai*s disciple 
Pang Tuhg-shu ^  introduce the subject:
”If scholars want to study the letters of the 
ancients, expert recitation must come first#
After long and profound mulling over and savouring 
of tne text, and becoming cognizant of their Au 
animus at the points where it manipulates ideas, 
fixes on words, accepts or rejects and makes its 
dispositions, then one comes into one’s own and 
the piece is written. •• Otherwise, if the ancient 
ways are strange to one's mind and heart, 
invariably the pitch and measure or one’s writing 
are uneven and inharmonious. Although this is 
applying oneself to minutiae, and is not the basic 
thing in writing, it is in fact the key to the 
ancients’ achieving fame in their own age and being
U. PI* early 9th. century. He was highly praised by Han Yii#
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held up as models in later ages, and the secret 
that despite the profound and subtle competence 
of a lifetime they were unable to communicate to 
others® Today there are litterateurs in plenty, 
but few experts in recitation; they throw off their 
works lightly, and limit their expectations to 
making a bright show and thus gaining favour* No 
wonder they fell far short of the ancients”
( # ^  it *  jg * TCPYCLWC, p.13).
Liu Ta™k*ui anticipated the point about the relative 
unimportance of but absolute necessity to study the 
phraseology of the old masters in :
“Spiritual animus is the quintessence of
literature; cadence is the relatively crude aspect, 
and words and phrases the most crude aspect*.* 
Cadence is the traces left by spiritual animus; 
words and phrases are the yardstick for cadence. 
Spiritual animus cannot be seen: it manifests 
itself in cadence* Cadence cannot be gauged: the 
gauging is done through the words and phrases”
(Wang Huan-piao, p. 166)*
This confirms that in their concentration on the 
diction of their great predecessors, the real objective 
was the latter*s spirit or genius® If by comparison an 
English writer set out to capture the spirit of Shakespeare 
we might be doubtful of his chances of success, but would 
probably be content to wish him luck*
However, the TCP undeniably believed in imitating in 
the broad sense, and this was in principle unacceptable 
to the moderns. Yao Nai’s statement in a letter to 
(quoted. Kuo, p.569) is representative of the school as a
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whole:
“The ears of men have been filled in recent times 
with the special pleading of Ch’ien Shou-chih4$ 
and they are contemptuous of the imitation practised 
by Ming writers, but if writing does not go through 
the stage of imitation how can it develop? If we 
look at the way the classical authors learned from 
the pre-classical ones, those who imitated overall 
and subtly are obviously worthy of emulation; those 
who imitated dully and constipatedly can obviously 
be dismissed”•
Similarly and equally undogmatically Yao wrote on the 
subject of strict orthodoxy:
“With regard to composition, the ambition should be 
to create new worlds ^  « The imaginative range
of those who stick to strict orthodoxy is soon 
exhausted, and their best efforts are easily over- 
shadoY^ed by the ancients* Modern men are ignorant 
of the fact that poetry has an orthodox form and 
read only latter-day verse, with the result that 
their style is debased, and their determined quest 
for newness ends up in triviality and vulgarity*
This is repellent indeed, but sticking to orthodoxy 
to the exclusion of change in turn entails 
narrowness” (from a letter to Shih Pu , quoted
Kuo® p. 570).
Mei Tseng-liang ^  ^ 'fe (1766-1856, a follower of 
Pang and Yao) wrote in like vein that a writer’s work must 
be in tune with the times, of the man and of his place; 
the world had moved on since ancient times, and the writer 
had an inexhaustible store of new material (see TCPYCLWC, 
p. 36).
Not only are the attitudes of tne TCP towards their 
exemplars less dogmatic than Chou tso-jen and his 
contemporaries would have us believe, in other respects 
05) ^  "tft ifi . W  - ILkt
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too they show a sympathetic understanding and appreciation 
of literature that one would not expect from selfrighteous 
defenders of the faith. One of the things they enjoyed 
for its own sake was the writer breaking through the 
conventions under his own colours, a feat Fang Pao 
distinguished in Liu Tsung-yttan: *in^'t4 , i58 3- , and
he has let himself go and has found his own 
way: there is no trace of borrowing or indebtedness,1 
( ¥  X. 35 , TCPYCLWC, p.23). Yao Nai likewise showed
himself appreciative of individuation when he concluded 
his exposition of the opposite and complementary elements, 
yin and yang \3| , ’hard’ and ’soft1® 1) %  , that make
up a composition with the remark on the end product: ’When 
you look at the writing, when you intone the sounds, then 
the nature and appearance of the writers are all thereby 
differentiated1 ( 4  %  ft , TCFYCLWC, p.12).
•N.
It is particularly in the free form of &S ’description’ 
- which term covers a lot of ground - that the TCP both 
allowed and encouraged a great deal of manoeuvre on the 
part of th© author. Fang Pao wrote in^'fe
"Among prose forms o n l y a r e  difficult to 
compose. Disquisitions iM& , r e f u t a t i o . n s , 
epistles $  and expositions have their ,
matter for discussion; annals %  , biographies'^ ,
memorials , and obituaries## bring out noble 
deeds. Only 13L have no solid backbone: simply 
to detail the time-scale of the beginning to 
the completion of an edifice, the position of 
palaces, temples and pagodas, all set out
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mechanically, so that it palls on the reader, is 
hardly worth the trouble® Therefore when Han Yii 
wrote , their * waves and ripples1 derived from 
the copiousness of his emotions; Ou-yang Hsiu and 
Wang An-shih sought in their own way for a moral 
philosophy in which to fit their private thoughts* 
Liu Tsung-ytAan simply in his description of 
scenery etched out the myriad forms of life and 
was able to affect people’s feelings11 (TGPYCLWC,
p.22)*
Even more interesting to modern theorists is a 
passage on the accidental nature of great writing; from 
Yao Nai:
”Kui Yu-kuang was able to talk unconsequentially 
on unconsequential subjects, but he had a grace 
and harmony and an air of detachment which made 
him one in manner with Ssu-ma Ch’ ien* This 
ambience is not one you will easily attain to. 
Writers have ’deliberate1 gems which can be 
realized through effort, and ’unwitting* gems 
where effort is of no avail. After you have 
applied yourself long and studiously they jnay be 
allowed to appear of themselves•11 ,
TGPYCLWC, p.23)*
Passing over the bit about inconsequentiality* which 
would have gladdened Chou Tso-jen’s heart, this recognition 
of the phenomenon of things falling into place of their 
own accord lets in the idea of inspiration. It is not at 
all an isolated recognition, but it occurs in passing 
remarks, and was not a central part of TCP doctrine. 
Nevertheless it is worth taking a little further*
Though he did not give a name to the agency, Pang 
Pao also spoke of the spontaneous birth of a work of 
literature, as in his letter to Wu Tung-yen % % %  :
’Whenever I write 1 have to wait until the feelings and
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the vision came to life, and only then can I apply my 
intellect1 (TCPYCLWC, p®22l)0 Now in Chinese literary 
theory the scholars most fond of talking about the ineffable 
thing we now call inspiration (the modern Chinese term 
is of course of recent coinage) were those touched by 
Ch'an Buddhism, so if the TCP were at all interested in 
the subject one might expect some acknowledgment of their 
ways of thought* Indeed, Yao Nai provides this in another 
letter;
“The Model styles for composition you sent me 
is the work of a miserable pedant*•• It is 
necessary to rise above this level of understanding 
to become a real writer* You should know that it 
is like a Ch'an riddle - it cannot be explained*
How can you hope to enter into the subject by 
means of * model styles , Kuo9 p*568)®
Yao Nai really threw caution to the winds in a letter in 
reply to Lu Hsieh- , where he exclaimed: !The
supreme in literature comes from communion with the gods; 
it is not in the gift of human power* (TCPYCLWC, p.lU)*
The sources of inspiration, the * gods’ of the TCP, 
may have been different from those conceived of by their 
modern critics, but they were unlikely to have been 
conjured up at all by the despots masquerading as men of 
letters of Ch’en Tu-hsiu’s imagination®
Now Chou Tso-jen had his fun, and was entitled to
it, at Yao Nai’s expense oyer his famous eight elements,
unusual to find such tabulation nor maddeningly puzzling 
what roughly the eight elements might be* Let us recall 
what Chou said about them:
11 is moral philosophy, what we call the Way#
4 is rhythm, the musical element in a composition 
% is colour, the (visual) beauty of a 
composition ••* But , 't- , 4* are wholly
vague in meaning, and very difficult to make 
sense of*11
One cannot help feeling that Chou is rather overplaying the 
plain man act* The elements he pretends to understand 
certainly have wider currency in everyday language, but 
they are not more definable than the others, which would 
be quite familiar to anyone acquainted with literary 
criticism* is the presiding spirit; is ’animus*,
or the vital force; , ’taste1, is a term that Chou 
himself frequently used, as we have seen;^ is structure;
is measure (Chou unconsciously (?) omitted5^  because 
the two tend to merge together)# The only question is 
what particular kind o f ^  f}\  ,^  , etc* Yao Nai had in 
mind* It is impossible to enumerate them all, but 
Hstt Wen-ytt quotes two passages in his notes on the
(see X  ink p#38l) that throw some light on
the main ones* The first is a gloss by Hsieh Ying-chih
f f ^  ,i$ 9 and& • But it is neither
X  from
“Literature is founded on reason, m  moves it, 
Hi fills it* It gets its flavour from its 
density, its harmony from its lilt* With sound 
the ability to sink and soar is prized; colours 
should be muted but not dark, beautiful but not 
dazzling*"
With this Hsti associates another passage of Yao Nai (from
"When ^  is full but still, the sound is strong 
but not agitated; when the feelings are expressed 
clearly but under restraint, the colours are 
shining but not superficial"*
It is ironical that Chou should have dissociated 
himself from these requirements, as the kind of literature 
they would give rise to, reasoned, having conviction and 
feeling, but restrained and muted in tone and colour, is 
the same as Chou himself tried to write*
As all literary coteries tend to be, the TCP were 
unpleasantly selfrighteous and intolerant, but so far it 
seems reasonable to conclude that they were neither as 
narrow nor obscurantist in their views as Chou pretends. 
The main remaining charge against them is that what they 
wrote was pa~ku wen* This is a very complex problem which 
admits of no clear answer* The issue is beclouded by two 
facts, that all scholar-officials had to be proficient in 
pa-ku wen, and that ideologically there is nothing to 
distinguish the de rigeur Confucianism of pa-ku wen from 
the relatively freely espoused Confucianiam of the TCP*
A.2U*
Theoretically judgment of a sort could be reached by 
comparing a representative sample of TCP writing with a 
book of pa-ku wen essays, but that I am unable to do* Most 
of my evidence will be what the TCP leaders said about 
pa-ku wen. But first the caveat should be entered that 
clearly only to a certain type of prose could the conventions 
of pa-ku wen a p p l y : ' f o r  example could with regard to 
formal characteristics have little in common with pa-ku wen* 
So even if they were convicted out of their own mouths 
for favouring applying pa-ku wen principles to other forms 
of writing, not everything they wrote could bear this 
hypothetical family resemblance.
What did the founding father of the TCP have to say 
about pa-ku wen? First of all, Fang Pao is compromised by 
his personal record. He spent most of his youth teaching 
this essay form to make a living* At the other end of his 
life, at the age of 69* he was invited by the Ch’ien-lung 
emperor to select several hundred model examination essays 
from Ming and Ch’ing (see TCPYCLWC, p*59)* He accepted* 
However, his comment on the labours of his youth was: ’1
used the examination essay as a sign to attract
\
students, so could not be rid of it; thereby my days were 
reduced and my vitality diminished1 (TCPYCLWC, p*l87), 
which would seem to qualify his approval* Wang Ch’i-chung 
has collected some passages which demonstrate beyond 
doubt Fang’s positive disgust with the common practices
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of the examination essay® InSL's]^ , he deplored the
blinkered concentration on examination topics to the neglect 
of the wide world, of true scholarship and of self 
cultivation, because therein lay recompense (TCPYCLWC, p*17)* 
In he dated back to Southern Sung the
refusal of scholars to step out of the ruts made by their 
predecessors (for fear op being unorthodox), whereas, as 
Fang says, ’the examination essay relative to prose writing 
as a whole, is like an inferior grade of skill® Those 
who were famed in their time for it, like Kui Yu-kuang,
T ’ang Shun-chih ^  ^ , and Chin Sheng ^ P  as you will
discover if you look into their hearts, did not want to 
be known for their examination essays’ (ibid®)*
he bewailed the practice of scholars of devoting 
themselves to one classic and wearing out their youth on 
the examination essay, thus leaving insufficient energy 
for exploring the ancient world® He seems to condemn the 
whole business i n ^ ^ - f e ^ X ^  (ibid®, pp*l6-17): fl have
remarked before that there is nothing more demoralizing 
or destructive of talent than the examination system, and 
the examination essay is the worst part of it® From its 
inception those who have had commerce with it have been 
eager either for profit or renown’•
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Indeed Fang did condemn the examination essay 
business, but it would be wrong to suppose that he was 
opposed to that kind of essay in itself: the criticism 
just noted applies more to abuses and deluded attitudes than 
to inherent evilso Approached as a discipline among 
other disciplines, rather than as a means to an end, pursued 
exclusively of other ends, Fang approved of the examination
the field of the examination essay, if one aspires to make 
it capable of being disseminated among one *s contemporaries 
and handed down to posterity, the difficulty and elevatedness 
of it is not different from that of ku-wen’ (ibid®, p* 187)• 
The inference is that the examination essay is a not 
inestimable art that requires painstaking application®
Fang’s placing of the examination essay on a level 
with ku-wen gives the key to his strategy® It was, as 
his friend Wang P ’eng-chihl MX  said, ’to use ku-wen to 
write examination essays’ (ibid®, p«.188), in other words, 
to raise the status of the examination essay, which was 
repeatedly stigmatized by less orthodox writers, by 
effecting a marriage with ku-wen® This he plainly 
advocated in : ’through discovering the ’right
method’ in the Tso chuan, Shih chi, Kuna’-yang and
transcends genres, and one has abundant resources for 
applying it to writing examination essays and setting out
essay* This is implied in a comment : ’ In
Ku-liang. chuan, Kuo-ytt and Chan-kuo ts’e, one’s apprehension 
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disquisitions and treatises (ibid., p.151)
What he thought could be done by this method he indicated
Chia-ch*ing periods. (1506-1566) were the first to be able j
to use ku-wen to write examination essays; distilling the 
classics and histories, they made their themes redolent j
with meaning, presenting them by alternately stating and 
hinting, by obliqueness and directness, thus producing the 
acme of Ming prose* (ibid., p.137)* This was Fang Pao's 
method of reconciling his loyalty to the dynasty and his 
instinctive orthodoxy with his painful consciousness of 
the sterility of the examination essay as practised.
There is no logical inconsistency in Fang Pao’s 
approach, for the examination essay was in fact only a 
highly circumscribed form of ku-wen. All three of the TCP 
leaders recognised the relationship. V/itness Liu Ta-k*ui: 
fThoese who talk about ku-wen are often contemptuous of 
the examination essay: what they do not realise is that the 
examination essay can be taken as one form of ku-wen* (
X  ^  , ibid., p.153)# And Yao Nai also stated that,
like Fang, after reading the examination essays of the 
Cheng-te and Chia-ch*ing periods, *1 perceived the basic 
form of the original * exegesis of the classics* (i.e.
the examination essay) and the purpose behind the composition
In ^  X  ; ’The writers of the Cheng-te and
and the light dawned:
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this too was ku-wen; how could their paths be different?1
( w & J R  if , ibid., p.153)* Indeed, the aesthetic 
principles of the examination essays, such as they were, 
were practically identical, with those laid, down for ku-wen 
and hence subscribed to by the TCP. Liu Chi-feao 
(TCPYCLWC, p.53) has drawn up a comparison. The stylistic 
guideline for the examination essay was * purity and 
classical elegance* ill %  , which corresponds to the
of the TCP; it was limited to a few hundred 
characters, which of course conforms with the principle of 
’valuing brevity1 of the TCP; and its slogans ’moral 
pregnancy' and’words must have substance’
coincide with the ’purport’ %  of the TCP. This comparison 
has the weakness that the programme for the examination 
essay is taken from , whose author was none
other than Pang Pao, but it probably gave rise to little 
dissent•
Yao Nai did not share the ambivalent attitude of 
Pang Pao to ku-wen. Perhaps by his time, when the counter­
blasts of the end-of-Ming stalwarts had faded into the 
distance, he could feel more secure in its conventions® At 
any rate he showed few scruples about embracing its cause - 
indeed on some occasions he advocated ’using the examination 
essay to write Ku-wen’, thus setting Pang’s formula on its 
head® Yao confessed in ^  ^  ’Never in my life have
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I dared to look down on the exegesis of the classics; 
indeed I have had the ambition of leading the country in 
practising it. When those who practise it are multitude, 
a genius who can use the exegesis to write ku-wen will 
come forth from their ranks, and be feted by the world1 
(ibid., p.I89). An even more fulsome tribute to the 
potentialities of the examination essay form is to be 
found (ibid., p.189)* First Yao deplores
the antagonism of the aesthetes and methodical scholars 
towards the essay, then claims:
”If intelligent and talented men, abiding by 
Sung Confucianism, and beyond it ' penetrating 
to the essence of the sages, reach the supreme 
literary spheres of the ancient works while 
using the contemporary idiom, it need hardly be 
said that the ’exegesis’ form would be infinitely 
superior to those of the litterateurs and Han 
scholars. It could be the crown of belles 
lettres, besides which it enjoys the support of 
the nation’s laws, so how sad that it should be 
held in so low opinion.”•
The extravagance of Yao’s language might in part be due 
to eagei»ness to show himself a milk-white hind in an age 
of literary inquisitions, but evidence from his personal 
life, like paying for printing of pa-ku wen collections, 
show it to be consistent with his normal conduct (see ibid. 
p.189)®
There seems no need for further evidence to prove 
the partiality of the TCP for pa-ku wen. Their own words,
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as well as the weight of opinion among Ch’ing and Republican 
critics, show that they favoured applying the convention of 
the examination essay outside that particular context. In 
terms of technique probably the most substantial element 
in the TCP approach coincident with pa-ku wen practice 
was the emphasis on measure and tone, which derived from the 
same injunction, namely ’compose in the tone of the ancients 
'fc.tkM’i'hX ' (f r o m , quoted TCFYCLWC, p.120).
In the case of pa-ku wen this ideal was reduced to mere 
mechanics.
I do not doubt that this and other theories of the TCP 
likewise dictated by convention had a deleterious effect 
on their writing, but it must be remembered that the theories 
were mostly formulated with what one might call ’serious* 
prose in mind. They shared the traditional dichotomy of 
outlook between the highly formal kind of writing which 
contributed to a person’s reputation or status and what was 
written just for amusement. Now Chou Tso-jen’s conception 
of literature left out altogether the first category, and 
the TCP said little about the requirements for the second 
category, so there was little common ground between them.
When it comes to literary values, the TCP cleaved 
firmly to the Chinese tx^adition. Where those val'ues were 
embodied in the more occasional forms of literature, which 
could best accomodate them, they emerged as qualities
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that by and large Chou could and did endorse® The four 
that he picked were^f \  , and^^.^, and we have
shown how attached he too was to these. More that he did 
not mention were quite in conformity with his outlook®
In view of the bias in the present summary towards 
presenting the case for the TCP, highlighting their more 
enlightened views, we ought to remind ourselves before 
concluding of the gravamen of ChouTs case against them, and 
for this we had best go farther afield than Ytian-liu® His 
case could be summed up in the phrase ^  , * classical
poison,1 or bigotry, which he adopts in Ku-chu tsa-chi,
Some of the chief characteristics of this bigotry 
are set out in the diatribe of Chiang Tzu-manilf % that 
Chou quotes, and underwrites, in Chih-tT ang yi-yu wen pien,
-fc X  k &  > p.U2:
11 Now the three (Fang, Liu and Yao) in their 
writings mistakenly regard the teachings in the 
colloquies of the Ne o-C onfucians as the Way®
They have nothing worth recommending in the 
province of human feelings or the natural order 
of things® What they talk about is the Way that 
belongs to grandiloquent theorizing; the Way 
they refer to is wrong® The prose of the Eight 
Wlasters is the work of T'ang and Sung men; at 
that time there was no such thing as the examinat­
ion essay style we have nowadays, so they each 
developed a technique of their own® Ever since 
the adoption in the Ming dynasty of pa-ku wen 
as the statutary means of selecting officials, 
those familiar with the ku-wen of the Eight 
Masters adapted the technique of the Eight Masters 
to the format of the examination essay® There­
after the obligatory twists and turns of the
examination essay were invested with the 
vestigial notions of the Eight Masters# Once 
the practice had become inveterate it was as 
if* a thousand faces wore one expression? and 
a contemporary style persisted while the ancient 
style was lost#** Taking? (as the three do), 
unparallel examination essay prose for ku-wen, 
their so-called ’method1 is wrong*1'
To this Chou adds the criticism that those like Pang 
and Yao who edited ku-wen anthologies, by selecting those 
pieces closest to the examination essay, falsely restricted 
the scope of ku-wen, and only by this means were able to 
extract their celebrated ’right method’*
Other criticisms Chou levelled at the TCP included 
their absorption with sound effects ( ), thus
compounding an inherent weakness in Chinese literature (in
insistence on ideological correctness, which sometimes 
masqueraded behind the seemingly innocent demand that ’words
A H  these objections are real ones and are enough to 
explain and justify the marked hostility Chou showed towards 
the TCP® It is surprising that anathema for their thought 
should have gone hand in hand with concurrence in many of 
their literary judgments® Perhaps the values they shared 
belonged to the central literary tradition of China#
and of course theira-wen
should have substance
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The Kung-an School 3C 't
Chou Tso-jen's writings are interspersed \¥ith
letters KAP)® His interest in them antedated that of Lin 
Yutang, the first collection of short prose pieces from the 
end of Ming and beginning of Chfing? in which they figure 
prominently, being published by a disciple of his*
expressed most judiciously in Ytian-liu (pp*l|-2-52)9 and we 
will now translate the bulk of what he has to say there® He 
has previously been discussing the Seven Former and Latter
rules on what period of literature should be copied*
s,Thoa^ who unfurled the banner of revolt against 
this revivalist trend were the Kung-an and 
Ching-ling schools* The three leading lights 
of the KAP were the three Ytlans, namely 
Ytian Tsung-tao % , Ytian Hung-tao and
Ytian Chung-tao & +2L « They belonged to the Wan-li 
period* in Western dating the period spanning the 
end of the sixteenth and the beginning of the 
seventeenth centuries® They acquired the name of 
LAP from the fact that they came from Kung-an in 
Hupei province* Their doctrine was very simple; 
it could be said to be roughly the same as 
Mr* Hu Shihfs® The difference is that their time 
was the sixteenth century* before (Matteo) Ricci 
came to China,8 so it lacked Western thought® If
in 1930, but only appeared two years later as!
8® In fact Ricci was established in Peking by 1601*
refere 11ces to the (hereinafter denoted by the
Shen Ch’i-wu ^ His attitude towards the school is
Masters 1*) 1^ 1 ^ 3* of the Ming dynasty, who laid down strict
7* 1 refer to ^  ^  9 which was prepared for publication
you subtract from the present day Mr® Hu Shih’s 
doctrine the Western influence, scientific, 
philosophical, literary, and every aspect of 
thought, you are left with the KAP’s thought and 
doctrine® And their view of the evolution of 
Chinese literature is perhaps clearer than that 
of modern commentators® Their theories and 
compositions were both right and good, but alas 
their luck was bad: in Ch!ing their works were 
proscribed, and their movement was overthrown 
by an eighteenth century scholar® 9
’Just give rein to the spirit, do not be bound 
by form,1 this was the KAP’s doctrine® In his 
4x '1* ^  If Ytian Chung-lang ^ If (Hung-tao) 
said:
?It (his poetry) has its good and bad points® The 
good points we need not discuss, the bad points 
mainly consist of terms peculiarly fashioned by 
his own persona® As for me, I delight in the had 
points, and the so-called good points I cannot 
help detesting as prettifying and conventional - 
he has not been able to free himself entirely 
from recent popular literary practices® Poetry 
and prose have in recent times deteriorated to 
a wretched condition® Prose has to take its 
standard from Ch’in and Han, poetry from the 
Golden Age of T ’ang. (it is all) plagiarism and 
imitation, following like shadow and echo*
Whenever anyone is discovered using an unsanctioned 
phrase they all condemn him as a pariah® What 
they do not realize about prose taking its standard 
from Ch’in and Han is that the men of Ch’in and 
Han never modelled themselves word for word on 
the Six Classics; similarly with regard to poetry 
taking its standard from the Golden Age of T fang, 
the men of that time never followed word fnxr word 
the poetry of Han and Wei® If in Ch!in and Han 
they had imitated the Six Classics, how could 
there ever have been a Chf in-Han prose sty le? If 
in the Golden Age of T ’ang they had imitated Han 
and Wei how could there ever have been a Golden 
Age of T ’ang poetic style? Know then that dynastie 
rise and fall and techniques do not succeed 
unchanged* Each maximizes its mutation and 
follows its bent to the end, and should be prized 
for this; talk of superiority or inferiority is
Chang Hstleh-ch*eng#
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out of place. Now of all things in this world, 
those which are unique cannot be dispensed with; 
if they cannot be dispensed with, even if there 
was a will to do away with them it would be in 
vain. If something were a mere replica of some­
thing else, then it may be dispensed with; if it 
may be dispensed with, even if one wanted to 
retain it one could not ...’
These words are very much to the point, and are very 
like those spoken in modern times.
In his preface to Ghiang Chi n*-chi h* s ®  ^
Chung-lang explains his view of the way literature has 
evolved:
’Ancient times belong to antiquity, present 
times to the present. To appropriate the vestiges 
of the language of the ancients and lay claim 
to antiqueness is to persist in wearing summer 
clothes in the depths of winter. The reason why 
saQ form broke away from the ya was that the 
ya gave poor scope for complaint, and only the 
sao form could accommodate it. In later times 
people attempted to write in imitation of sao, 
but never achieved a true resemblance. Why? 
Because they sought directly for sao in sao. But 
when it came to the leavetaking of Su Wu and 
Li Ling, the Nineteen Songs, etc., the rhythms 
and form of sao had changed, but we still have 
to recognize them as true sao .*•’
Then he gets on to the subject of fa ^  , what we now
call ’philosophy* or ’style*:
’Style originates in degeneracy and culminates, , 
in excess * To correct the ’cake-stand’ style 
(i.e. using ready-made slabs of rhetoric to 
construct a passage) of Six Dynasty Prose, 
mellifluousness was found to be the best method. 
The cake—stand style was truly the origin of 
mellifluousness, but the excess of the latter lav 
m  daintiness, and the writers of the T ’ang
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Golden Age corrected this with expansiveness.
But once expansive, the expansiveness gave rise 
to wildness, so those who followed the T ’ang 
Golden Age corrected it with realism. Once 
realism was established it gave rise to vulgarity. 
Hence after mid-T’ang this was corrected with 
esotericness and abstruseness. But esotericness 
narrows the scope, and abstruseness necessarily 
leads to competition in non-essentials So
the course of poetry became increasingly confined 
in late T ’ang® In Sung Ou-yang Iisiu and Su Shih 
came to the fore, in succession and radically 
changed these latter-day practices® They 
encompassed every subject and every style, every 
emotion and every scene, flowing and spreading 
like the Yangtze and Yellow rivers® People of 
the present day only see that the Sung did not 
style itself on the T ’ang; they do not realize 
that the Sung only had its style because of T ’ang.’
This view of the history of literature is much more 
enlightened than saying ’The path that China’s past 
literature took was entirely the wrong one, and only the 
path taken now is correct’®
In criticizing Chiang Chin-chih’s poetry he used the 
words, ’trust to the wrist, trust to the mouth, and all the 
words will find a measure*® These words may be said to be 
the permanent philosophy of the shih yen chih school, and to 
this day there has been no more incisive expression of it; 
even Mr. Hu Shih’s ’Bight don’ts’ do not get closer to 
the heart of the matter®
h a s ^  instead of ^
Ho Originally put forward inX.1^ 9 in Hsin eh'in-nien
in 1917* repeated in more quotable form 
the following year®
Because they opposed the revivalist movement of the 
Former Seven Masters, they opposed imitation with all their 
strength® In Chung-lang’s preface to * 0 ® ^  just 
quoted there is the following statement:
’When plagiarism is used to revive the ancient, 
matching phrases and copying words, with the 
insistence on forcing things together, ignoring 
the present scene, and picking up worn-out and 
hackneyed terms, the man of talent, being unversed 
in the technique, does not dare to demonstrate 
his genius, while the man of no talent pastes 
together a few vacuous phrases and produces a 
poem. The intelligent man is hampered by the 
practice, while; the fool rejoices in its 
simplicity® One man proposes and a million 
consent; actors jump on the bandwagon and join 
the debate on ’the civilized way*. Alas, how 
shameful that poetry should be in such a state.’•
We cannot from our modern standpoint criticize his 
’actors jump on the bandwagon and join in the debate on 
’the civilized way* ’ as having feudal overtones; that 
is due to the times he lived in. His opposition to 
Imitating the ancients is really quite correct® Imitation 
does not require thought, so the malpractices he refers 
to are to be expected. In school examinations nowadays 
they are always asking questions on such things as ’the
12thought of Tung Chung-shu* or ’the thought of Yang Hsiung’ 
for the Chinese test, and this can easily lead to such 
faults as Yhan Chung-lang mentioned, so that those who 
can write essays write away without coming to grips with
12. Two eminent Confucian dogmatists of the Han dynasty.
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the subject and those who cannot feel altogether at sea®
The questions in the entrance examinations for foreign 
universities are mostly of the 'pleasure of travel' 
variety, not the 'on Shakespeare's plays' variety* China 
ought to change in her turn; in my opinion it would he 
rather more suitable if subjects like 'the sun' or 'willows' 
coul d be used as themes for composition, because those 
who are relatively more accomplished in literature could 
produce good essays on them®
Po Hsiu's ^  (Tsung-tao*s) understanding of 
the problems is somewhat inferior to Chung-lang1s® In
'Today's round collars and loose robes are the 
way of imitating the patchwork of leaves to cover 
the skin of yore* Today's whole variety of fried 
and stewed foods are the way of imitating the 
eating hair and drinking blood of yore® How is 
this? The men of yore aimed to fill their mouths 
and bellies and cover their frames; the men of 
today aim to fill their mouths and bellies and 
cover their frames; there is no difference® Taking 
the words and phrases of ancient writers into one's 
own work is the same as sticking leaves between 
the sleeves (of modern dress) or mixing hair and 
blood among our culinary delicacies® In general 
the first aim of the ancients' writing was to 
convey, and the first aim of the moderns' writing 
is not to convey* To emulate conveying through 
non-conveying, can this be called emulating: the 
ancients?' V;
'A school of learning comes to evolve a philosophy; 
from the philosophy is created a type of language®
his 'Essay on literature' he also expressed
his opposition to following the ancients;
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If the language does not have a philosophy behind 
it, it is vacuous; If It is vacuous then one voice 
will be a hollow echo of another. Those who greatly 
rejoice will of course be convulsed with laughter, 
those who are greatly grieved will wail in anguish, 
those in great ire will roar fit to make the earth
tremble, and their hair will stand on end. But
those on the stage, who have nothing to rejoice
about but have to force a laugh, or have nothing to
grieve over but have to force a tear, are in a 
situation where they can only borrow and imitate. 
Present day literati, vapid as they are, have never 
made a study of anything* If you knock on their 
breast you find them dim and lacking the least thread 
of thought. They have merely apprehended that the 
ancients had the saying about leaving a literary 
legacy for the ages, and that they are famed for 
their prowess in poetry and prose, so they too want 
to grasp their brush, spread their paper, and get 
into the business, and with a stream of papers and 
a sheaf of scripts they solicit men's praise. To 
conceive such foolishly grandiose schemes with such 
clouded minds, they have to lean on Tso-Ch*iu-Ming 
and Ssu-ma Ch'ien, and beg alms off the dead and 
the dying, and dig among the dung heaps, or else 
they cannot fill their pages. If you were to take 
one of these gentlemen's works and strike out all 
the archaisms and hackneyed phrases, ten to one you 
would end up with nothing...
But the root of the trouble does not lie in 
copying but in ignorance. If you shut up the sum 
of your expereince inside you, and then go on to 
grind the ink and wield the brush tirelessly, with 
all the speed of a sweeping falcon, I still fear 
you would get nowhere. How much worse would it be 
if you had the time and energy to spare to cull 
phrases from the ancients? But if scholars can 
genuinely gain understanding from their1 studies, 
and their writing can issue from this understanding, 
though you drove them to imitate you would not 
succeed in it.' ( )
Though this is written half for amusement, half to 
make mockery, the views in it are well worthy of notice.
From these passages the general approach of the KAP 
to literature can be made out. Regarding their own 
prose compositions we might sum them up as 'fresh and
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flowing1. Their verse was also ingenious and easy to 
understand* They did not put on airs in their compositions, 
did not talk in highflown style about ways of bringing 
peace and order to the worlds You need only have read 
the spurious antiquarian pieces of the Former and Later 
Seven Masters to appreciate where their strength lay*
However, their subsequent decline had its seeds in 
this same thing* Their compositions were too empty and 
facile, clear without being deep* As with a pool of 
water, it obviously does not do for it to be too muddied, 
but if it is so clear that the eye can see straight to 
the bottom, and all the plants and fishes in it can be 
sharply discerned, there is no interest in it."
Though the tone of Chou*s appraisal hex1© of the KAP 
is cooler than at other times, this passage fairly 
represents his considered opinion of them* His approval 
of their oeuvre is qualified* His criticism of their 
verse above is not very enthusiastic, and i n * f t f * l $ ^
9 1935) he only says Chung-lang*s poetry 
has negative value - that is, in being unlike that of the
Seven Masters* In that essay he picks out very much the
same qualities in their prose as he does here, freshness,
natural charm, and ability to coin striking phrases* He
does not claim pre-eminence for Chung-lang in any field 
of literature, understandably in view of the criticism
made above: his writing was too transparent and had no 
great depth® By contrast the style of Chang Tsung-tzu 
) did draw the highest praise from Chou 
(see 9 1931)? and this he described
as a combination of KAP and Ching-ling p*ai styles: that 
is? the shortcomings of the KAP style had been corrected 
with a measure of the indirectness and density of the 
Ching-ling school® Again in % (1936)9
while he did claim that the short lyrical and descriptive 
pieces of Chung-lang and Liu T*ung-jen A) L  13 were 
unique® he had reservations about the style of the 
theoretical works of both schools (p* 183)*
The reason for Chou!s special attachment to the KAP9 
who do not figure very prominently in normal histories 
of Chinese literature9 and his frequent recommendation 
of them to his readers? lies clearly in their1 approach 
to writing® The main points in their diatribes that 
Chou quotes are rejection of imitation and classicism? 
support for spontaneity? idiosyncracy9 contemporariness? 
truthfulness to one*s own experience and understanding 
( %  )9 and belief in continuity in literature (even if
it manifests itself in reaction against? not conformity
13® Liu T ’ung-jen obtained his i  degree in the
period (l628-*i4-U)« He was a member of the Ching-linp1
school® *
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with)® Naturally all these are points with which Chou agreed? 
and as he said with reference to Hu Shih? they were 
guding principles for the New Literature Movement - all 
except the last® Chou Tso-jen was exceptional in seeing 
the New Literature as part of the whole of Chinese 
literature; the view he cites of the New Literature as 
a complete break with the past was practically an article 
of faith with the majority of the participants® Despite 
this broad measure of agreement with their ideas? howeve-r? 
Chou expressly declined? in ? to identify
himself with the KAP? on the grounds of his electicism 
and the inevitable fact that wrays of thought had changed 
over the years®
Though as I have said references to the KAP abound 
in Chou’s later essays? they do not generally introduce 
any further aspects of their thought? though the 
perspective varies? as for instance when he picks up the 
normally derogatory term ’heterodox* ^  as applied to 
the end of Ming authors? and comments: ’But my prejudice 
is that heterodoxy in literature and thought is invariably 
more interesting than orthodoxy because it is more 
courageous and more vital ' > p. 183);
or when he credits the KAP with influencing later writers 
to identify morality with what comes from the heart (in 
) XXiKZ§> ^ ); or when he sees in them ’genuine
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individuality* ( 0 ^  \ &  ? p.172)o One new
claim he does make (injf^^^fe ^  p®28) is that
the KAP and Ching-ling p !ai were superior to the moderns in 
making a break with the past and seeing the Shih ching anew 
as poetry; no such revaluation had been made by contemporary
C *n 1 f 1 OQ X 1  u i  'w* O  Q
Chou says he is prejudiced in favour of the KAP; 
prejudice is in fact the vital thing in determining 
attitudes towards them? as there is very little dissent 
about their influence or artistic achievement** The 
3? @ ? a work that one would expect to be at the opposite
critical pole to Chou Tso-~jen? says this of them:
ltTheir poetry and prose changed the solemn and 
ponderous into the light and agile? changed 
ornamentation into following the natural bent®
When they had given the world a new view of things 
they were in turn followed heedlessly® But the 
Seven Masters still based themselves on learning? 
while the Three Ytians only relied on intelligence® 
The imitators of the Seven Masters only faked an 
air of antiquity? while the followers of the Three 
Ylians3 proud of their cleverness? broke all the 
rules® They claimed to be remedying the abuses of 
the Seven Masters but their own abuses were still 
more serious(vol® 6? p®37lU)
111® The school of Ronsard in Prance suffered a similar
critical fate as the KAP at the hands of a generation 
who were concerned, about their unsettling ideological 
influence® See J.W.H® Atkins? English Literary 
Criticism? p®U»
This recognizes that the KAP hah a historical role to play 
and pronounces the same critical verdict as Chou; it is its 
premises that are different from his.
The things that the KAP stood for, at least the things 
Chou thought worthy of mention, were by no means their 
monopoly. Kuo Shao~yti has a very useful chapter on 'The 
precursors and cohorts of the KAP’ which shows how indebted 
the KAP were for their ideas to their predecessors, and 
that certain of their contemporaries held similar views*
Li Chuo-wu (I527“l602) is their most obvious source
of inspiration® YUan Chung-lang was something of a disciple 
of his. Chung-lang's brother, Chung-tao, wrote: 'Only
when (Chung-lang) met Lung-hu (Li Chuo-wu) did he
realize that up till then he had been culling worn out 
phrases and had thoughtlessly stuck to conventional opinions 
and was dying under the subjection to the language of the 
ancients; a vital spark, he had been covered from view.
But then the floodgates opened, and like a down feather 
carried along by a favourable wind, like a giant fish 
sporting in a huge waterway, he was able to be master of 
his thoughts, not mastered by them, was able to manipulate 
the ancients, not be manipulated by them; when he gave 
utterance, each word flowed out his inmost being1
> quoted ^  H  , Academia Sinica, £)®927)*
Li Chou-wu was in turn inspired by Wang Yang-ming, apparently
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accepting the latter*s doctrine of ’subjectivism’* that is* 
confidence in innate knowledge* and primacy of the 
individual conscience® The Yttan brothers* eagerness to 
challenge accepted standards* as the above quotation shows* 
was very much in the Li Chuo-wu mold. Li*s ideal of 
preserving the 1 child-like mind* against silting
over by a debris of received knowledge (see Kuo* p«350) 
sums up their principle of seeing things in their own way 
and their doctrine of (truth, to the self); Li's
acceptance of all styles of writing* including those 
debarred from serious consideration by the orthodox for 
their vulgarity* gave the lead for the KAP rejection of 
an approved style and advocacy for creating individual 
styles; Li’s esteem for popular literature was inherited 
by Chung-1ang to the degree that he gave it as his opinion 
that only the songs of village women and children would 
survive from his age (in-4lL4'^i^ p*15)#
and Li’s belief in the ’madness of creation’ as propounded 
in & ¥  5. »* (Kuo* p.351) was frequently echoed by 
the KAP* as for instance in Chung-lang* s comparison in ^ 3 
* 1 8 * *  T) (Kuo* p«378) of the act of writing to ’sounds 
produced when the wand is high* and ’shadows following the 
movement of the moon’ when inspiration and situation 
coincide; or this description of it i n ^ - ^ ^ ?  ^  as 
*a thousand words coming forth in an instant* like water 
converging eastwards* taking possession of the spirit’#
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Another person, whom Chung-lang addressed as 1 teacher* 
in a poem (Kuo, p*352), was Chiao Jo-hoult. (Chiao Hung!^
15Ul™l620)© He anticipated the KAP in attacking the 
Seven Masters, and in his reverence for Su Shih and 
Po Chtt-io Again, a playwright of the previous generation, 
of whom Chung-lang wrote a very admiring biography, Hsti 
Wen-chang (Hsti Wei , 1521-1593) said before them
that imitation was only parroting (Kuo, p®355)? and this 
view T*ang Hsien-tsu I*® uS (1550-1616), a contemporary 
of the Ytian brothers, also held, maintaining that it was 
impossible to recreate the spirit and qualities of Han and 
Sung and that it was therefore best to write as one*s own 
nature dictated© He also stressed the primacy of inspira­
tion, believing that style spontaneously followed in its 
wake ©
If, as we have seen, Chou thought less of the KAP as 
writers than of other individuals, and other people put 
forward the same arguments as they did, why did Chou see 
them particularly as not only precursors but mentors for 
the New Literature movement? The principle answer is a 
pedestrian one; that they also made up a movement, and 
were not isolated individuals© The other points of compari­
son were either equally general or more personal: personal 
in that, one suspects, they appealed to him as accomplished 
exponents of his favourite form, hsiao-p* in-wen, and were 
less cranky than the majority of the other people we have 
mentioned; general in that he felt they lived in an age
similar to his own as he described it inll 7*1 % -
and so faced at least some of the same problems; that their 
principal proposal matched the needs and temperament of 
modern writers, which was, as Chou said i n ^
(p*112) *to have something to say, and want to say it well’; 
and that their chief target was t. , ’return to ancient 
ways’, the danger of which Chou felt was ever present, and 
under the skirts of which he felt the hope of China becoming 
a modern, sane and civilized country might be smothered*
They were also first class propagandists, as even the short 
extracts quoted give some hint of, and I suspect Chou 
liked the irreverence and occasional downright crudity of 
their invective*
The characteristics of the KAP which did make them if
not unique, at least very unusual, Chou ignored, consistent
with his attitude of keeping his feet on the ground and
professing dislike of abstruse theories* He expresses
dislike for Chung-lang*s not aesthetically unimportant
15dabbling in Ch’an and Pure Land Buddhism in his preface 
to Chung-lang*s works* Similarly, the key terms in 
Chung-lang*s philosophy of literature, namely t  , &.
* change1, 'tone', and ^ 01 'grace' (discussed by
15. See • % ■  t  Dec. 1934.
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Kuo Shao-yti, ppo367™379)s are only palely reflected, if 
at all, in Chou Tso-jen’s thinking.
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